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Introduction to the Twentieth Annual
Leadership in Building Communities Seminar
The seminar that resulted in this report is about the process of change. It is about learning
together the art of leadership at the local community level. It is about working in teams to
assure that the collective wisdom of the group exceeds individual insights and
contributions. It is about learning to listen to people whose communities are served, to
recognize their individual and organizational assets, and to structure actions that build on
these assets.
Leadership in Building Communities is a University of Dayton seminar for graduate
students offered by the Public Administration program and for undergraduate students
offered by the departments of Political Science and Sociology, Anthropology and Social
Work. Several learning strategies are combined to provide a distinctive and connected
seminar opportunity. Participants are introduced to asset‐based community
development and learn about a neighborhood directly from its citizens, businesses, and
leaders. Participants also practice the art of working in teams to achieve shared
objectives.
The participants in this seminar function as a learning organization with the neighborhood.
A neighborhood tour, two evening meetings in the neighborhood and individual interviews
bring citizen leaders and community partners together with seminar participants to identify
and explain the community’s own analysis of the past, description of the present, and vision
of the future. Additionally, each student participant keeps a journal of the experiences.
Learning how to build and sustain community is among the most important tasks facing our
society in the 21st century. The University of Dayton has a long tradition of building
community among ourselves and with the people of Dayton. This seminar is a serious
attempt to transfer some of our learning to the process by which neighborhoods rebuild
themselves. It is also an open admission that we have much to learn from the people and
the neighborhoods among which we live and work and go to school.
Sincerely,

Dick Ferguson
Instructor

Bro. Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., Ph.D.
Instructor

Bro. Brandon Paluch, S.M.,
Instructor
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Don Vermillion
Instructor

Notice to the Reader
This report is the work of University of Dayton students enrolled in a seminar entitled
Leadership in Building Communities in the Fall 2014. Although the process that resulted in
this report involved participation by neighborhood leaders, citizens, and community
partners, the contents of this report are the sole responsibility of the student participants.
The written descriptions, analyses, and recommendations should be understood to be those
of the students, in consultation with interested individuals, associations, and institutions.
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2014 LBC Seminar Participants
Undergraduate Students
Sydney Antolini
Dietetics

Diana Savastano
Chemical Molecular Engineering

Catherine Arensberg
Sustainable Development

Theresa Schneider
Human Rights Studies

Molly Brasure
Entrepreneurship

Amanda Silcox
Economics

Eric Brown
International Studies

Chris Smith
Political Science

Ian Dollenmayer
Political Science

Joshua Tovey
Political Science

Caroline Glynn
International Studies

Graduate Students
Alex Brogan
Renewable and Clean Energy

Jason Hayes
Human Rights Studies
Olivia Hirt
Biology
Beverly Johnson
Sociology
Tess Keener
Self‐defined general studies
Jasmine Lahoud
Chemistry
Nate Lundy
Medicinal Chemistry
Sam Mullins
Religious Studies
Alexis Niekamp
Marketing
Logan O’Keefe
Pre‐Med

Youssef Farhat
Public Administration
Katherine Gonzalez
Public Administration
Samantha Kennedy
Theology
Erika Page
Renewable and Clean Energy
Nate Perry
Public Administration
Alvina Sayani
Public Administration
William Steele
Public Administration
Krystal Warren
Public Administration
Wensen Zhu
Communication
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Instructors
Dick Ferguson
Executive Director
Fitz Center for Leadership in Community
Bro. Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., Ph.D.
Fr. Ferree Professor of Social Justice
Fitz Center for Leadership in Community
Bro. Brandon Paluch, S.M.
Coordinator of Community Outreach
Center for Social Concern
Don Vermillion
Director of Public Projects
Fitz Center for Leadership in Community
Report Editors
Judy Keyes
Sr. Administrative Secretary to
Bro. Ray Fitz, S.M.
Suzette Pico
Sr. Administrative Assistant
Fitz Center for Leadership in Community
Abbey Saurine
Fitz Center Student Intern

Seminar Process
 Neighborhood toured by students (September 3)
 Individual citizen leaders interviewed (September)
 Neighborhood meeting and Nominal Group Technique employed to seek Desired
Future Outcomes (October1)
 Second neighborhood meeting to review proposed content, analysis and projects
(November 5)
 Comprehensive neighborhood report completed and presented (December 10)
Four Seminar Teams
 Families and Family Support Team
Logan O’Keefe, Amanda Silcox, Samantha Kennedy, Chris Smith, Theresa Schneider,
Wensen Zhu
 Associations/Civic Engagement/City Services Team
Youssef Farhat, Eric Brown, William Steele, Jasmine Lahoud, Ian Dollenmayer, Alvina
Sayani
 Wellness and Food Team
Catherine Arensberg, Tess Keener, Beverly Johnson, Jason Hayes, Alexis Niekamp,
Olivia Hirt
 Schools, Children and Youth Team
Krystal Warren, Sam Mullins, Sydney Antolini, Nate Lundy, Katherine Gonzalez, Nate
Perry
 Housing/Businesses and Institutions/Vacant Properties/Map Team
Diana Savastano, Josh Tovey, Erika Page, Alex Brogan, Caroline Glynn, Molly Brasure
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Neighborhoods and Partners Since 1995

1995
1996
1997

Edgemont and Twin Towers
Southern Dayton View
MacFarlane and Springfield

1998
1999
2000

Fairgrounds
Rubicon Park District
Huffman and South Park

2001
2002

Edgemont
Twin Towers
Dayton View Fairgrounds

2003
2004
2005

Wright‐Dunbar/Wolf Creek
Grafton Hill/Five Oaks/Riverdale
Old North Dayton/McCook Field

2006
2007
2008

Walnut Hills
Carillon
Wright Dunbar/Wolf Creek

2009
2010

Comprehensive Neighborhood
Redevelopment
Old North Dayton/McCook Field

2011

Wolf Creek/South Dayton View

2012
2013
2014

Walnut Hills
Westwood
Carillon and Edgemont

Edgemont Neighborhood Association
M. L. King
MacFarlane Neighborhood
St. Mary’s Development
Fairgrounds Neighborhood Association
Rubicon Park Master Plan
Huffman NDC and
Historic South Park, Inc.
Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
East End Community Services
Dayton View CDC (multiple)
Fairgrounds Neighborhood Association
Wright‐Dunbar, Inc.
Grandview Hospital/Renaissance Alliance
Old North Dayton and McCook Field
Neighborhood Associations
Walnut Hills Neighborhood Association
Carillon Civic Council
Wright‐Dunbar, Inc. and the
MacFarlane/West Third Street
Phoenix Project, South Park and Twin
Towers
Old North Dayton and McCook Field
Neighborhood Association
Helping Hands Southern Dayton View,
Old Dayton View, Jane Reece, Dayton
View Historic
Walnut Hills Neighborhood Association
Westwood Collaborative Network
Carillon Civic Council
Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
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ASSETS AND ISSUES
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Access to Justice
ASSET
ABLE
The legal service ABLE has definitely been a major asset
to the Edgemont community. Standing for Advocates for
Basic Legal Equality, Inc., it is a non‐profit regional law
firm that provides legal aid in civil matters to help
eligible low‐income individuals and groups in the
western Ohio region achieve autonomy and equal
justice and economic opportunity. ABLE serves 32
counties of western Ohio from its Dayton and Toledo offices. The staff of attorneys and
advocates work with legal complications, such as civil rights or poverty laws that affect large
groups of low‐income people. Much of their work involves policy change at both state and
local levels. Their tactics involve the use of both litigation and advocacy. “Successful case
outcomes bring about permanent changes in services, systems and institutions that
ultimately benefit hundreds or even thousands of individuals and families.” (ABLE Dayton
website).
ABLE’S specific programs include: Education and Children’s Rights, Environmental Justice,
Foreclosure and Predatory Lending, Low‐Income Taxpayer Clinic, and many others.
However, within their tie with the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition (Edgemont) in gas and
electric matters, ABLE represented the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition in the DP&L
Electric rate case which, after extensive unsuccessful efforts to negotiate a settlement, went
to a two‐week long evidentiary hearing. Edgemont was partially responsible for the creation
of 21 community technology centers (CTCs) in underserved neighborhoods in Ohio (Ohio
Community Computing Network).
The goal was to provide representation for the Edgemont neighborhood in measures before
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
(PUCO) where the concerns of telecommunications access, economic development, and
educational prospects could be addressed. As stated in 2012 Advocacy Impact Report, Aneel
L. Chablani, Director of Advocacy, writes, “our advocacy focused on maintaining low rates
for low income customers and securing emergency shut‐off prevention and weatherization
funds” (ABLE Impact Report). After the two‐week hearing, ABLE was finally involved in two
rule‐making labels at the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio. In the label to brush up rules
which oversee electric completion in Ohio, they partnered with a wide‐ranging coalition of
low income activists from around Ohio to file Comments and Reply Comments aimed at
conserving low and unwavering prices in the electric market. In the other, they attended a
staff workshop on Credit, Disconnect and PIPP rules. The workshop began the process of
rule revision. According to ABLE’s 2012 Advocacy report, the draft rules, along with a
comment period, were expected to follow in 2013.
3

Through a series of settlements with Ameritech from 1995 to December 2001, Cincinnati
Bell and Verizon, on behalf of Edgemont, the Dayton Legal Aid Society renegotiated Ohio’s
telecommunications agreements, and a total of approximately $9 million, including $4.45
million for CTCs, have been dedicated to community technology projects. The original CTCs
were located in seven Ohio cities in the Ameritech service region: Cleveland, Columbus,
Dayton, Toledo, Akron, Youngstown, and Marietta. Each center received $150,000 over
three years for staff and equipment. The total spending on the centers was $2.2 million.
CTCs are designed to make computer technology and networks available in low‐income
neighborhoods. Centers provide tutorials, workshops, and computer and Internet use adults
and children. Centers are staffed by experts and volunteers in community outreach and
computer technology, and are open throughout the day, including evenings. CTCs are
established in existing neighborhood organizations such as Urban Leagues and YMCAs,
while others operate in churches (Ohio Community Computing Network).
Funding from the Ameritech settlements for the CTCs went to the Ohio Community
Computer Center Network (OCCCN). Beginning in 1995, each center was funded for three
years ($80,000 the first year, $40,000 the second and $30,000 the third). This influenced
additional local resources: OCCCN provided technical support to those centers, hired part‐
time staff, OCCCN and opened itself up to include similar centers that it had not funded and
hosted periodic meetings and conferences so centers could share experiences and "best
practices." They worked closely with the Community Technology Centers Network (CTCNet,
formerly known as the Playing to Win Network), in order to provide the additional local
resources (Ohio Community Computing Network). Despite its high poverty and
unemployment rates, Edgemont was able to build partnerships and networks with ABLE
Dayton and many other partners that served as assets, in order to gain tremendous funding
for community technology‐related projects.

After‐School and Summer Programs
ASSET
Area Youth Programs
At first glance, it seems that the Dayton area and
suburbs have a wealth of opportunities for youth
recreation and enrichment. However, for Carillon
and Edgemont neighborhoods, this is not quite the
case. There is definitely room for improvement, and
a strong need for such improvement, if these two
neighborhoods hope to establish a strong sense of
community and develop the populations living
within their districts.
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The Carillon neighborhood certainly has plenty of assets when it comes to possibilities for
youth enrichment and recreation. For one, Virginia McNeal Park off of Harriet Street, is a
tremendous place for youth activities, particularly during the summer months when the
weather is nice. Furthermore, the close proximity to Welcome Stadium, Time Warner Cable
Stadium, and UD Arena open up the potential for youth football, baseball, and basketball
camps. Forming partnerships with UD and Dayton Public Schools might provide an outlet for
youth summer/after school recreation that could potentially involve the entire community.

ISSUE
Access to After‐School and Summer Programs
The Greater Dayton area has plenty of recreational assets,
such as the Greater Dayton Recreation Center, the YMCA
of Greater Dayton, Adventure Central, On the Rise, and
ACTS Outreach. However, there is a lack of proximity of
these assets to the Carillon and Edgemont neighborhoods,
and there are immediate issues: transportation, time, and
cost. Many of the programs, particularly youth sports after
school and during the summer months, require a registration cost and take place at various
locations around Dayton. For children who have parents without daily access to a car or
who don’t have time or the resources to finance such endeavors these clearly are not
options.
While the issues associated with youth development and after‐school programming may
seem bleak, there are some programs that are attempting to address this issue. In
discussing with the schools near Edgemont and Carillon, such as Louise Troy Pre‐K‐8 and
Edison PreK‐8, both have some type of after school program that keeps kids off the streets
until the children’s parents are finished with work. With limited resources, however, it is
difficult to maintain these programs. There are some additional, outside programs that
emphasize this problem. The Girls and Boys Club of Dayton is located off of West Stewart
Street and provides a place for youth/community development. With a low registration fee,
this makes it doable to families in financial stress.
While there are many opportunities for development, it takes an enabling force to bring
these resources together and address the issues within the neighborhoods. For example,
Girls on the Run, a girls’ empowerment running club, has teams all over Dayton, but none in
the Carillon or Edgemont neighborhoods. By creating a neighborhood that emphasizes
youth development and community engagement, the entirety of the neighborhood will be
engaged and enhanced.
Upon consultation with Gwen Buchanan about the issue of youth recreation and after‐
school enrichment, she claimed that, “Carillon needs help.” She noted that she does not
know of any significant programs currently in place and views that as a true threat to the
development of youth within the community, particularly with regards to maximizing their
5

abundance and positive view of their home neighborhood. Discussing the issue with the
Edgemont and Carillon neighborhoods at the meeting on October 1, there was general
agreement between the two neighborhoods that there is a lack of after‐school
programming for youth. While some of the churches are attempting to formulate after‐
school tutoring programs, there is a lack of tutors and mentors for these programs.
Furthermore, examining the problem with Rachel Riddiford, a dietitian at Dayton Children’s
Hospital, she expresses that resources for children to exercise and play in west Dayton,
especially the Carillon and Edgemont neighborhoods, are basically nonexistent. The health
and well‐being of Dayton’s youth is jeopardized.

Carillon and Edgemont Neighborhood Associations
ASSET
Carillon Civic Council
The Carillon Civic Council is the neighborhood
association for the Carillon neighborhood. Mary
Varnado served as the president of the Council for
the past ten years. For many years, Claude Bell
served as Mary’s vice president.
Mary stepped down as president in November of
2014, and the Civic Council elected Gwen Buchanan
as the new president along with Julia McNeal as the
new vice president.
As Mary looked back on her ten years of leadership in the Civic Council, she feels that the
two highlights were getting the city of Dayton to recognize Virginia McNeal, a longtime
Dayton leader, by naming the park in the neighborhood for her. Mary also felt that
upgrading the picnic shelter in the Virginia McNeal Park was a successful project
accomplished by the neighborhood.
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Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
The Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition is a community association
that was established in the early 1980s that has a solar garden and a
public meeting space. Edgemont as a community used to encompass
the Carillon neighborhood, but they split during the construction of
Interstate 75. This physical line drew a barrier between the two parts
of Edgemont, caused neighborhood shops and businesses to leave,
and led to the separation of the two neighborhoods. That being said,
Edgemont had a history of success and had some “glory years”
(Sharmin Black) in the 1970s and produced very active leaders of the
City of Dayton. When the Coalition was founded, Edgemont had a
few expert gardeners on staff who moved into the city from
neighboring farm country. As these farmers passed on, they took
their knowledge and expertise with them, leaving the Coalition looking for new gardeners.
The Edgemont Coalition Center is an asset to families with children and the children
themselves. As a neighborhood Coalition, this association is an avenue for civic engagement
within the Edgemont community. The center is a perfect meeting place for neighborhood
discussions. The Coalition center is 98 percent funded by grants, so having a larger
community presence might convince more foundations and funders to give neighborhood
grants. As an avenue for children’s engagement the Edgemont Coalition offers a six‐week
long summer camp that helps build skills in “leadership, development, and gardening” and
had 26 campers throughout the summer of 2014. While 26 campers is a lot, there are over
300 children living in Edgemont, of which 213 are living in poverty (Source Explorer). That is
55 percent of the youth population in Edgemont living in poverty, which means there needs
to be accessible options for low income families during the summer when the children do
not have school.
The Edgemont Coalition and Center are major assets for the community, but they also need
work and support to stay active. By having a computer lab, the solar gardens, and public
meeting space, the Center offers a unique blend of learning opportunities for youth
development while also offering civic engagement avenues for adults. The solar gardens are
being used for three major growing seasons that are for supporting the Coalition; the
external space is not being used, and there is a lack of an expert gardener. They also have a
computer lab, but lack the technical support needed. Also, they have a board, but they need
to have community cohesion to have a better chance in the grant process. Overall, the
groundwork for a great organization is there, it just needs some more support.

Priority Boards
Priority boards are a huge asset of the Carillon and Edgemont neighborhoods. Established in
1975, they have been instrumental in the development and growth of Dayton for many
years. Elections for priority boards are formally run by the Department of Human and
Neighborhood Resources, and the structure by which they are held has remained fairly
7

constant for over ten years. In order to get on the ballot, a candidate must be a registered
voter and circulate a petition to obtain 25 signatures of registered voters in the area they
represent. Among the 26‐28 people constituting a priority board, some typical positions
include a coordinator, community involvement advisor, and one person handling day‐to‐day
complaints.
Priority Board boundaries generally radiate out from the center of the city, most of the
districts are shaped like a pie wedge, made to include both lower‐income people in the
inner city and higher‐income people near the city limits. Participation funds in Dayton are
directly administered by the Human and Neighborhood Resources Department, and then
distributed among the offices. Neighborhoods also receive substantial project funds and
staff assistance through the Planning Department.
We met with Pat Rickman and Mary Ellington, the Southwest and Innerwest Priority Board
presidents, and asked them several questions regarding priority boards and their
relationship with the neighborhood associations. We discovered that priority boards were
originally created for the purpose of civic engagement and to be the voice of the
underserved. Although, two years ago the city wanted to get rid of priority boards as they
were seen ineffective, very few people were attending meetings, and many board seats
remained empty. The city attempted to use social media to reach more people in the
neighborhoods, although this failed to do much because many people do not have access to
the Internet. Fortunately, with the help of some citizens, the boards still remain in
existence. However, they are much different than they once were.
In April 2014, the City of Dayton passed an ordinance to repeal the power and modify the
structure of the priority boards in response to the City’s new Community Engagement
Strategy (CES). The City is now focusing on neighborhood associations as the main way to
engage and communicate with the community. As a result, the City is no longer using
priority boards as the primary channel for community participation. The priority board will
concentrate on active community engagement of the CES and will remain focused on any
land use policies initiated by the city, which affect multiple neighborhoods. The number of
priority boards will be reduced from seven to five, which will more effectively represent the
population. It addition, the boards will now be comprised of 11, instead of 28 members,
representing business and neighborhood associations within the jurisdiction. These
individuals will be appointed by the Dayton Civic Commission and serve two year terms. The
priority boards will review land use proposals that could have significant impact on the
neighborhoods represented by the Board. It is the responsibility of the priority board to
make their final recommendations to the City or State regarding any proposal or issue
affecting the neighborhood though, as stated above. The priority boards must then notify
the appropriate neighborhood association of its decision and actions taken.
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Rickman also discussed several issues that include the presence of gangs, homelessness,
abandoned homes, issues relating to personal and family dynamics, mistrust of the police,
and lack of a youthful population. The priority board system has not confronted or dealt
with all of these problems but has been very successful in obtaining funds and informing
citizens regularly, enabling them to make informed decisions on critical issues and utilize
their resources to their best ability. The Southwest Priority Board has also developed a safe
haven for kids from 2‐7 years old, have a tree lot in which they grow trees for the city, and
currently maintain 200 lots for the cities.
Over the past 39 years, much has been
accomplished through Dayton’s priority
boards. They have been influential in their
support of the legislative changes, new
program implementation, and leadership
development. The City of Dayton and the
priority boards have also worked together to
improve Dayton by supporting income tax
increase and renewals, local school levies, and
support of innovative City ordinances. Priority boards are the voice and leadership of
neighborhoods such as Carillon and Edgemont and are still considered an asset even though
their roles have changed over the years.

ISSUE
Aging Population
The aging population of Carillion and Edgemont is a
clear issue in the community. In 2000, there were
1,063 children under the age of 18 living in the
neighborhoods, but in 2010 only 545. In 2000, 54
percent of the population was 35 or older, and by 2010
it had risen to 59 percent. The predominately older
demographic of the neighborhoods brings a lot of
wisdom, but it lacks the energy and drive that come
from active youth members. Additionally, the
neighborhoods will not be sustainable if there aren’t any youth left to take the place of their
parents. Finally, the smaller and more disengaged youth population that is currently here is
much more likely to leave the neighborhood and move somewhere where they perceive to
be more opportunities than to stay at home and invest their time and energy into improving
a community that they don’t perceive to be abundant.
As statistics across the board show, a large percentage of the working population was
forced to leave Dayton when many of the manufacturing plants such as GM and NCR closed
in Dayton. Jermaine Wilkerson, the local barber in the neighborhood, noted that a lot of
younger people moved to Atlanta or the East Coast during this time, and that it is mostly
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older individuals that reside in the neighborhoods today. Mr. Wilkerson went on to note
that the kids that are still here primarily just hang around on the streets because there isn’t
a whole lot the community has to offer them. He stated that the parks are in bad shape and
community centers that were active in the past, including Linda’s Center and Westwood
Center, are now closed down.
Pat Rickman, the President of Southwest CDC, had a similar take on the situation. In a
recent interview she stated, “They (younger people) look at the situation like there’s no
movie theaters, there’s no recreation, there’s no mall, and they’re in a mindset, they
believe from what parents say – especially on this side of town there’s nothing in this part
of the city (Southwest district).” Ms. Rickman believes that if there were more recreational
opportunities in the community, the youth would be more willing to get involved, but that
they’re looking for some type of incentive and “if they don’t see any benefit, they do not
want to partake in it.”
Both individuals alluded to the belief that there is a need for some type of community
center or anchor that the kids can gravitate to. Mr. Wilkerson noted that the young people
that are active are primarily involved in their churches, but since not everyone is of the
same faith or goes to church on a regular basis, the churches alone cannot act as the
anchors and central points this community needs. The community needs to show the youth
population that they are investing in it and that it is worth their time and effort to do the
same.
This is a general trend for all of Edgemont; there is an aging population and a decrease in
children living in Edgemont. When the class from the University of Dayton interviewed the
neighborhood, taking care of the children was a top priority, but it seems families do not
want to live here if they have children. The statistics from Source Explorer show that the
number of households with children has decreased 52 percent in a ten year period from
2000 to 2010. Also, the total number of children under the age of 18 has decreased 62
percent from 865 children to 329 in 2010. This is a major problem, because without children
or young families attached to a community, there will inherently be lots of fluctuation and
instability.

Churches
ASSETS
Mt. Olive Baptist Church
Mt. Olive Baptist Church is located in the Edgemont
neighborhood at 502 Pontiac Street. The church was
established in 1903. In 2005, Rev. Carlton Williams
became pastor. Mt. Olive’s food pantry has been in
operation for 40 years and they are shifting its mission
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to not only serving the needs of the community, but also by empowering those in the
community by asking those whom they serve to help volunteer. Additionally, in 2005, a
Drop‐In Health Center was established. Some of the additional services and programs they
offer to the community include: an HIV clinic; One Stop Health Center; Keep in Touch (K.I.T.)
Ministry; Awana (a program that works with 60–70 children and picks them up from school,
takes them home, feeds them, and provides spiritual development and activities); as well as
Bible study and various ministries. Education is a huge initiative.
Pastor Williams discusses the church as being “founded by Christ and motivated by love,”
and their vision is to “create an atmosphere where people can get healing and wholeness.”
He sees the church as a beacon of light for the community and a place to empower the
community. The liberation model of church is important, and he continually asks the
question: Does the church serve the community when they need it or just on Sundays?
The church conducted a year‐long study, following the community promise model, to assess
what was going on in their community, what the community needed, and how the church
could help. Collaboration is an important asset for the church and the community. Mt. Olive
works in collaboration with ten to fifteen other churches throughout the city of Dayton.
Collaboration is incredibly important to the church, because they operate on a one‐stop
model: if someone comes to see them and the church does not have the resources, they
will connect them with other organizations or churches that do have the resources to help.
Mt. Olive is dealing with shrinking resources and an increasing demand for aid, so it has a
resource coordinator to help connect with other resources in the community. Lastly, they
also collaborate with priority boards to ensure that they are meeting community needs and
have community support.
Mt. Olive hopes to grow. They are proud of the neighborhood and are buying vacant lots as
an investment in Edgemont.
Overcomers in Christ Ministry
The Overcomers in Christ Ministry (OCM) was founded in 1991 by Pastor Eric Walker
and his wife, Vivian Walker, who still run the church to this day. While it has not been
established in the community for as long as Mt. Olive, OCM plays an important role in the
Carillon neighborhood. Its primary functions have thus far included community
outreach/social connectivity, food aid events, and checking on senior citizens in the area.
Presently, it aspires to have an after‐school program for children and to buy a house for
aiding unwed mothers. However, the first idea requires more tutors as a resource, and the
second requires the purchase and renovation/demolition of a nearby property. The church
also keeps an eye on suspicious behavior in the neighborhood and reports it to the local
authorities. Their food pantry events are primarily attended by children and the elderly,
with only a few young‐adult aged families attending. The food is supplied by an initiative
called “BJ’s Kids.”
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Prisoner Re‐entry Programs
Some resources for re‐entry from prison
are available including Mt. Olive Baptist Church,
Overcomers in Christ Ministries, Mercy Manor,
and PowerNet. Mt. Olive Baptist Church provides
parishioners and community members who are
reentering the community from prison with food
and clothing. They connect them with other
churches and organizations that can help provide
additional services such as helping them get photo
Identification cards. Another important service
they conduct is HIV testing. The state of Ohio tests inmates for HIV when they enter prison,
but they do not test them when they leave, so Mt. Olive assists with that. Overcomers in
Christ Ministries typically interacts with the local ex‐prisoner population during their food
distribution events. By Vivian Walker’s estimate, there are ten to fifteen of these individuals
who attend these gatherings.
Mercy Manor is a home for women who have faced “homelessness, incarceration, abuse,
and addiction.” They are “referred from the Gateway Homeless Shelter, women admitted to
Mercy Manor have the opportunity to find permanent housing and employment, save
money, attend drug and alcohol recovery meetings, and work with sponsors.” PowerNet of
Dayton is a “grassroots, community based, not‐for‐profit organization founded in June of
2002 to empower poor inner‐city communities to define and enhance their quality of life.”
They do a great deal of work identifying challenges of re‐entry as well as what resources
exist and they came up with a “very clear and definitive conclusion that a comprehensive,
faith based, family centered ex‐offender reentry initiative was the best possible strategy for
addressing the greatest challenges, i.e., crime and poverty, which limit the quality of life
within inner‐city communities.” While neither of these organizations is in the Carillon or
Edgemont neighborhoods, they provide resources and the potential for collaboration
among the neighborhoods, organizations, and the city of Dayton.
Ex‐prisoners seeking to re‐enter society and the work force face myriad problems that get in
their way. First of all, they meet the barrier of finding employment. The main issue with this
is that many employers require prospective employees to report whether they have been a
prisoner before. The discrimination that this results in can easily become a formidable
obstacle to employment. In addition to this, they may also lack the transportation required,
or the social connections needed to facilitate employment. Additionally, ex‐prisoners may
also lack the proper clothing for a job interview.
Furthermore, when in this position, those who have just left prison may be forced to rely
upon fellow ex‐prisoners. While this does serve as some semblance of a support network, it
also may facilitate bad habits, and holdovers from prison culture. This social aspect is
another obstacle for prisoner re‐entry. Hopefully by addressing these issues, the area’s
assets can make a dent in this issue over time.
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City of Dayton
ASSET
City Programs
The City of Dayton houses the following departments:
Building Services, Central Services, Civil Service Board,
Finance, Fire, Human Relations Council, Human
Resources, Law, Management and Budget, Planning
and Community Development, Police, Public Affairs,
and Public Works.

For the purposes of this project, we focused on specific departments not covered by other
colleagues in the seminar. The table below details each department and its activity, and
how these constitute assets and/or issues for our neighborhoods.

Building Services
Zoning Administration
Assets
‐ The City of Dayton’s Zoning Administration
function plays an important role in the
physical development of the community.

Assets
The city has provided residents with material
(checklist) to help maintain their yards.
Planning and Community Development
Assets
‐ For visibility purposes, the city of Dayton
reserves a section on its website that lists the
neighborhood websites operated by members
of neighborhood associations throughout the
city of Dayton.
‐ Edgemont’s Solar Garden is listed on the
City’s Map and Calendar for Gardening
resources.
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Issues
The Carillon Neighborhood expressed
concern regarding some incompatible
buildings that are creating a negative impact
on surrounding properties in the
neighborhood making it less safe and
desirable place to live, work and visit.
Issues
Residents of Carillon and Edgemont are still
having difficulties with maintenance of yards
in their neighborhoods.
Issues
‐Neither neighborhood has online presence
to be connected to the city’s website.
‐No recent advertising of gardening and
horticultural programs such as walks,
workshops, community events, etc.

Neighborhood Mini‐grants
Assets
Since 2008, the City of Dayton has
awarded nearly $175,000 to neighborhood
groups and business associations through the
Neighborhood Mini‐Grants program.
Recipients were awarded a maximum of
$5,000 for: physical improvements, marketing
materials, community events, and other
initiatives benefiting the community or
increasing organizational capacity. According
to the website, “Dayton’s neighborhood
leaders demonstrated creativity, collaboration
and hard work in their efforts to improve
livability, add amenities and promote
awareness.”
The City of Dayton’s Neighborhood Mini‐Grant
program provided “a boost to revitalization
and community‐building funding projects” for:
Business District Improvements & Promotion,
Activated Spaces, Playground
Beautification/Equipment, Grow Green
Community Garden, Club Area Improvements,
Retail Feasibility Study, Street Park
Improvements, Capacity Building, Annual Arts
Day, Neighborhood Entrance Improvements.
Neighborhood Stabilization Programs
Assets
‐Down Payment Assistance: The Down
Payment Assistance Program provides
qualifying individuals and families up to 10
percent of the purchase price with a
maximum of $15,000 on existing homes and
10 percent of purchase price with a maximum
of $20,000 on new construction in the city of
Dayton.
‐Mortgage Credit Counseling
This course is designed for prospective
homebuyers and covers key topics such as
personal finance, credit repair, realtor
selection, loan underwriting guidelines,
property inspections and repairs. Upon
completion of the program, attendees will
14

Issues
Neither neighborhood is listed among
recipients of a mini‐grant last year.
Leadership of both neighborhoods
expressed lack of grant writing and capacity
building skills.

Issues
Leadership of both neighborhoods
expressed desire to revisit their new home
buyers program.

receive a Certificate of Completion to meet
lender’s requirements for education.
‐Neighborhood Business Assistance
Small businesses collectively represent the
largest base of employment in the city. Many
small businesses have very limited access to
the funding necessary for growth and
success. This program is designed to provide
an affordable loan, which can assist your
business in meeting its goals.
Community Affairs
Assets
Community Affairs staff develop the City's
human services policies and plan program and
policy initiatives in areas of youth
development, workforce development and
poverty reduction.
Design Guidelines “Creating a quality
environment”3
Neighborhood Leadership Institute
Assets
The Neighborhood Leadership Institute (NLI) is
an annual 12‐week program that “trains
Dayton residents for current or future
leadership opportunities in city communities.
The workshops are held at various locations
and presentations cover topics such as
Dayton's history; the role of City government,
the criminal justice system and cultural
diversity; skill‐building components such as
public speaking and small‐group dynamics;
and a bus tour of Dayton neighborhoods.”
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Issues
Both neighborhoods are having difficulties
improving the quality of their visual and
functional environments. They could use
some good urban design tips that establish
and help improve economic, living, and
leadership vitality.

Issues
Leadership of both neighborhoods
expressed need to expand their knowledge
of Dayton, City government and the
community at large. NLI offers the
opportunity to meet and talk with
government officials and other decision‐
makers. It encourages participants to
develop a citywide perspective and establish
a network of activists across the City.

Dayton Police Department
ASSET
Public Safety Programs
The Dayton Police Department offers multiple
programs that could potentially benefit the
neighborhoods—if extra manpower or budgeting is
acquired. First, DPD publishes weekly Crime Map
updates to all residents who sign up for the
electronic mailing. In the case of an emergency, the
department can also send notification to the
neighborhood residents to alert them of a potential
crisis. The catch is that the residents must sign up
for these notifications, which are sent via email or
text message (which is difficult to access for older residents). These maps are also available
online. Figures 3.1‐3.3 depict screenshots of Crime Map access on a personal computer.

Figure 3.1: The first portion of accessing the crime maps, asking for basic information.
www.daytonohiopolice.com/CrimeMap/
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Figure 3.2: The pop‐up screen for registering to receive regular and emergency alerts.
www.daytonohiopolice.com/CrimeMap/

Figure 3.3: The crime map of Edgemont from August 2014 to October 2014.
www.daytonohiopolice.com/CrimeMap/
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Another DPD program that could serve as an asset is Operation Identification. This initiative
involves providing residents access to ultraviolet pens to write identifying information on
personal valuables such as jewelry boxes, televisions, gaming consoles, etc. The ink is
invisible to the naked eye but appears clearly when passed under an ultraviolet light.
Residents who participate are also given stickers for their windows, identifying their houses
as having marked valuables. By marking possessions, burglary is severely deterred as it
becomes far less possible to fence stolen goods.
In terms of law enforcement and public safety, the greatest assets in Carillon and Edgemont
are the residents themselves. DPD does not have nearly enough manpower to patrol every
street, corner, and alley in the city. Residents, on the other hand, are almost everywhere.
They have the capability and responsibility to act as the eyes and ears of the police
department. Residents can keep watch over local establishments. Residents can report
crimes to pinpoint patterns. Residents can even hold each other accountable. All of this is
possible with healthy communication between the police and the residents.

ISSUE
Public Safety Concerns
Public safety is a major piece of the larger
community puzzle that must be improved upon.
As one of the most important arms of the City of
Dayton, the Dayton Police Department stands
uniquely poised to facilitate the development of
Carillon and Edgemont. The overarching issue
that seems to be somehow the foundation for
almost every other issue in these neighborhoods
is the general lack of communication—between residents and neighbors, residents and local
businesses, residents and the police, etc. The residents tend to be older, working adults that
simply come home to eat and sleep. They barely interact with their neighbors, thus, there is
not a network of people looking out for each other. Local businesses also suffer burglaries
or occasional vandalism that could easily be prevented if nearby persons were keeping a
friendly eye on the business; unfortunately, this type of communication is rare, leaving local
business extraordinarily vulnerable. Communication with the police is lacking. Residents do
not often report crimes that occur. The police are viewed as an entity to be called when
absolutely necessary, but not as helpful, interested partners. The police department wants
to help, but they need a trusting connection with the residents first.
In terms of specific crime, the neighborhoods tend to face burglaries and drug‐related
crimes more than anything else. Since I‐75 has entrance and exit ramps in the
neighborhoods, Carillon and Edgemont are the perfect places to meet, exchange
paraphernalia, and quickly escape. The blind alleys and overgrown alcoves leave excellent
spaces of seclusion for such activities. Heroin, which is stronger and cheaper in Dayton,
tends to be the drug most often dealt and bought. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show relevant crime
data for Carillon, and Figures 2.1 and 2.2 depict the same data for Edgemont.
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A review of the preceding figures clearly highlights that crime is far more prevalent in
Edgemont (a larger neighborhood) than it is in Carillon. For example, during the period
between March and September 2014, Carillon experienced two counts of breaking and
entering compared to 14 counts in Edgemont. In the same period of time, there were 27
drug/narcotic violations in Edgemont, an inordinately high quantity compared to Carillon’s
four.
The final major safety issue found in Carillon and Edgemont is the aging population. A vast
majority of the population is of older working age or even retired. This provides unique
challenges to community development and public safety. Technology is a shaky asset at
best in these neighborhoods. In addition, many residents are not healthy enough to
perform certain work that may be needed to make the community vibrant again. Age is a
factor that must be considered in all endeavors within the neighborhoods.

Fresh Food
ASSET
Edgemont Solar Garden
The availability of healthy food to those living in
West Dayton neighborhood is scarce, but there is
one community asset already in place that has the
ability to reverse this situation. The Edgemont
Solar Garden, located on Miami Chapel Road, is
currently working to institute urban farming in the
Edgemont neighborhood to teach residents
gardening skills and tips on how to lead a healthy
lifestyle. The garden has hosted children’s
summer camps to instill through fun and engaging
activities the basics of gardening, how vegetables
are grown, and the importance of a healthy diet. In addition to these camps, the garden has
held plant and produce sales, as well as a Mother’s Day flower sale. The garden is primarily
sustained by the efforts of volunteers, led by the organization of Sharmin Black, staff to the
Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition; Della McElroy, Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
president; and Renee Sheppard, Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition board member. These
volunteers can be episodic or regularly scheduled during growing season, or can come for
the larger, scheduled volunteer projects and events. Edgemont Solar Garden currently has
a small indoor office space, two solar houses, two growing house frames, and a large plot of
cleared, fenced‐in land behind these structures. In addition, the garden is located adjacent
to the Edgemont Community Center and can easily access the amenities in that building,
including a community meeting space and computer center.
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Despite the large asset the Edgemont Solar Garden is to the neighborhood currently, it
hopes to expand its operations to reach more community members to have a more
substantial impact on the neighborhood’s health and well‐being. One way in which the
garden would achieve this mission is by gaining the resources to grow enough healthy food
to sell to its neighbors to help combat the current food desert. A few community members
originally involved in organizing the solar garden recently attended a conference in Ohio
focused on urban farming. They hope to apply their new knowledge from this conference to
efforts at the solar garden to increase plant and produce production. The garden also hopes
to start family workshops and classes during evenings and weekends focusing on gardening,
health, and community development topics. Edgemont Solar Garden also has plans to
expand its marketing campaign to reach out and appeal to more Edgemont neighbors, the
Dayton community as a whole, and to anyone who may be interested in being involved with
the revitalization of the Edgemont Solar Garden.

ISSUE
Scarcity of Fresh Fruit and Vegetables
According to the USDA, Department of the Treasury,
and Department of Health and Human Services, a
community is considered to live in a food desert when
a substantial share of residents who live in low‐income
areas have low levels of access to a grocery store or a
healthy, affordable food retail outlet. To determine the
distance members of the Edgemont community are to
healthy food, the mileages from the centermost community organization to grocery stores
was measured. The center point in Edgemont is the Edgemont Community Center and Solar
Garden. The most important food sources are grocery stores because they are the most
sustainable.
Through the research, there is only one store less than one mile from the center point that
is considered a grocery store which is located 0.7 miles from the Community Center:
Danner’s Supermarket is a small scale store. The next available grocery store is Food City
that is located 1.3 miles from the center point. It is a small scale store, as well. Westside
Supermarket is 1.7 miles from Edgemont. It too is a small scale store. Next, Dearborn
Market is located 2.1 miles from the center, accepts food stamps and has fresh produce.
The next closest grocery store is Halal International Grocery that is located 2.8 miles from
the community center point. The nearest full‐service grocery stores are Kroger on Wayne
Avenue and Walmart on East Dorothy Lane which are both 3.2 miles from the center of the
Edgemont. Both provide access to fresh produce and accept food stamps.
Besides grocery stores, there are gas stations and fast food restaurants located within a
mile from Edgemont. Loves (gas station) is 0.6 miles away, Hardees (fast food) is 0.6 miles,
Clarks (gas station) is 0.6 miles, BP (gas station) is 0.7 miles, McDonalds is 0.7 miles,
Wendy’s is 0.7 miles, and Pick and Roll Beer and Wine is 0.7 miles away from Edgemont.
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After evaluating this research, it is evident that these community citizens live in a food
desert when considering easy access to healthy food. Considering that Dearborn is most
likely the closest store offering fresh produce, keep in mind that is 2.8 miles away from the
center of Edgemont. This is an issue when the age of the community is taken into
consideration. The older age of Edgemont citizens makes it even more necessary that there
be easier access to fresh food than what is currently in place. This is an issue that can
possibly be tackled by the Edgemont Solar Garden.

Housing and Land
ASSET
Housing Stock
There are 1000 units of housing in the Edgemont
neighborhood. Of these, 478 (48 percent) are owner‐
occupied and 522 (52 percent) are rentals. Not all
housing units are occupied; 188 are vacant.

The Carillon neighborhood is a unique neighborhood
on the west side of Dayton. Where most of the
neighborhoods on the west side are large and high
blight, the Carillon neighborhood is small and
landlocked. The neighborhood does in fact have its
own amount of blight, but due to its landlocked
location by the highway and the river, Carillon has
the ability to use this often negatively viewed
attribute for a positive outcome. This neighborhood
is aging; however, if we look at its housing data, we
will find that the neighborhood is doing better than some people may think.
According to the housing data from the 2012 Social Explorer, there are 397 units that exist
in the Carillon neighborhood. Of these 397 units, 340 of them are occupied, making the
vacancy rate only 15 percent. This is extremely low especially if you compare it to other
neighborhoods like the Roosevelt which has a vacancy rate of 24 percent. The housing data
for the Carillon neighborhood are actually very promising. In the neighborhood, there are
251 houses that are owner occupied, meaning that the majority of the residents have made
a commitment to live in the neighborhood for an extended period of time. This is a major
asset because the residents in this neighborhood have a vested interest in watching the
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neighborhood flourish. Therefore, they are long term residents. There are also 89 rental
homes in the neighborhood. These are also good for the neighborhood because the homes
are occupied, not vacant, promoting growth.
Properties for Development
More than one community leader has listed the location of the Edgemont & Carillon
neighborhoods as the number one asset of the communities.
The proximity to a large university is incredibly important economic factor for the Edgemont
and Carillon neighborhoods. Furthermore, many students at the University of Dayton are
not the stereotypical “broke college kids” Edgemont and Carillon are located next to a pool
of 12,000 young avid spenders. College students regularly purchase a whole host of items;
in fact average discretionary spending for college students is almost $300 a month
(Robertson). This accounts for $200 billion in national spending annually. Over half of this
immense amount of spending goes to the food, snack and beverage industry (Robertson). A
wise investment for the neighborhoods, though potentially poorly received, would be a
liquor store. The nearest liquor store to the University of Dayton campus is located in
Oakwood, OH. Given the nature of the area, the store is not only expensive but also often
stuffy and unwelcoming to students. Additionally, in terms of accessibility, roads and traffic
leading to the Edgemont/Carillon area are far more user
friendly.
Edgemont and Carillon are also located next to a large
interstate highway. I‐75 carries a huge traffic flow through
the local area. The opening of Love’s Travel Stop at the I‐75
interchange was a step in the right direction. The
neighborhoods had the potential to tap into a large customer
base, travelers. People on road trips have to stop for food,
fuel, lodging and entertainment. I‐75 runs the vertical length
of the United States. This major highway is generally considered a negative factor for the
Dayton area, serving as a route for drugs, human trafficking and other vices. I‐75, however,
does have positive effects. The sheer number of travelers and truckers using the freeway is
another massive potential customer pool for business located in Edgemont and Carillon. I‐
75 runs right through the neighborhoods bringing customer traffic right to the front door of
local businesses.
The location of Edgemont and Carillon is an economic asset because of how close the
neighborhoods are to major potential customers.
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ISSUE
Vacant and abandoned properties
Even with these assets of low vacancy and high
home ownership, unfortunately, there are still a
number of vacant homes. According to the census
data, ten of these houses are for sale and 24 for
rent which hopefully means that they will be
occupied. Sadly, though there are 21 houses that
are marked as “other” which means that they are
most likely abandoned. Even though there are a
number of abandoned properties in the area, it is
safe to say that this represents hope for the area
because there are a lot more houses that are occupied than not which promotes growth
and resurgence.
For our research on the Carillon and Edgemont neighborhoods, we compiled a list of vacant
and abandoned houses (see Appendices). After a brief drive through the Carillon
neighborhood, we found nine vacant homes and two vacant office buildings. The addresses
of the vacant homes are 343, 344, 339, 331,308, 304, 315, 260, and 213 Hopeland Road.
When searching for the abandoned homes on Hopeland Street, no property information
was available. The vacant building located at the corner of Stewart and Cincinnati Road is
owned by Lew and Deboraha Kilks. The building has a tax balance of $3,942.66. The money
was not paid when due in February 2014.This is creating a financial issue for the county.
In the Edgemont neighborhood, we observed 24 abandoned houses and two abandoned
businesses. The home addresses were 1121, 1141, 1157, 1189, next to 1128 (no address
number on house), 1125, 1201, 1229, 1231, 1247, 1245, 1220, 1152, and 1146 Wildwood.
On Bancroft Road 1320 and 1332. On Danner Road 1352, 1348, 1346, 1344, and 1335. The
last abandoned house we saw was 1466 Tampa Road. The abandoned businesses were
Dana Market and a market store on the corner of Wildwood and Stewart. No tax data was
available for the homes 1125, 1201, 1229, 1231, 1247, 1245, 1220, 1152, or 1146
Wildwood. Tax records for a few abandoned homes were available. 1121 Wildwood owes
$3,585.16; 1141 owes $11,286.68 in prior taxes, 1157 owes $4562.97, 1189 has a good
record with $0 outstanding tax balance, and 1128 owes $2196.08 in taxes. The city has
spent money performing special services (lawn mowing, sewer system repair, etc.) to
maintain these properties.
After conducting research on Montgomery County Tax Records, it was found that many of
these vacant homes are costing the county money for special services. The county is not
receiving funding for the special services because the homeowners have outstanding
balances on tax payments.
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Residents’ Perspectives
After meeting with Emily Sanders, we found that abandoned properties are a high‐priority
issue in the neighborhood of Edgemont. Abandoned properties decrease the aesthetic value
of the community and encourage the presence of vagrants and crime. Additionally, Sanders
mentioned the issue of people buying houses, renting them out, and neglecting the
properties. This occurs due to the sense of detachment and lack of personal stake that
renters feel towards their properties and negligence on the part of the homeowners.
We also noticed a trend within the issue of abandonment. Where there were two or more
abandoned properties, there were often many more on the same street. Some streets were
almost entirely abandoned or vacant and neglected. While some properties were simply
unkempt, others were visibly boarded up and wildly overgrown with shrubs. Many yards
were covered in litter and old construction materials. Sanders suggested that many
renovation projects often fail due to lack of funding during the renovation process. While
these abandoned properties are indeed a nuisance when neglected, there are many
opportunities for businesses, renovation, and vibrant neighborhoods to develop. From our
perspective, these properties are currently a liability but could become valuable assets if
cared for properly. Sanders mentioned the idea of starting a lawn care business to bring
young people jobs and simultaneously improve the aesthetics and quality of life in the
neighborhood.

Institutions, Businesses, and Parks

ASSET
The businesses in the Carillon and Edgemont neighborhoods are major assets to both
communities. There are a few issues with these businesses mostly regarding upkeep and
appearance, otherwise the only major issue is businesses that are closed. In order to
identify businesses in the neighborhoods, we listed each business in the neighborhoods
using the Montgomery County Auditor website.
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Standard Register/Love’s/UD Arena/DPS Welcome Stadium
There is a varied history of the businesses in the Edgemont
and Carillon communities. Some have a long history in the
neighborhoods (Standard Register) and some are fairly new
to the neighborhoods (Love’s gas station). The University of
Dayton Arena is located in the Carillon neighborhood, as a
facility of the University of Dayton it is a major attraction for
students and fans, though it is not utilized by the
neighborhoods. It opened in 1969 as the home for the UD
Flyers basketball team. The UD Arena attracts UD basketball fans from all over Dayton to
the games which brings in potential business. The DPS Welcome Stadium opened in 1949
and houses Dayton Public Schools (DPS) sporting events as well as the UD football games.
The DPS Welcome Stadium is also an asset attracting people to the sporting events from the
Dayton area and throughout the state. Standard Register has been based in Dayton, Ohio
since 1912 and strongly supports the Carillon and Edgemont neighborhoods’ events,
functions and projects. The volunteers at the Solar Garden named them as the major
supporter of the Carillon and Edgemont neighborhoods. The Elizabeth Place is in the
process of being re‐done. It is and will continue to be a major asset to the neighborhoods
because it has created jobs, boosted the economy and provided a comprehensive medical
center. Previously, the Elizabeth Place was a full hospital but was closed. Luckily, this great
resource has been repurposed and is continuing to expand further strengthening the
stability of the Carillon neighborhood.
Active businesses within the communities are an asset. Ken Marcellus, a Dayton city
planner, believes that for growth in the coming years, “The definition of community needs
to change, residential areas integrated with businesses will give neighborhoods a
competitive edge, creating jobs and stability within the community.” Businesses create jobs
and attract people to the community, it is convenient to live close to your doctor’s office, or
a corner store, as more businesses have been opened within the communities the
attractiveness of the neighborhood has increased.
A majority of the businesses within the communities are commercially or not‐locally owned.
While the income that they generate is not going directly back into the community, these
businesses are crucial because they provide jobs and attract people to the community. For
example the new Love’s gas station on Cincinnati Street attracts people from the highway
into the community. Potential for new businesses around this business is creating new ideas
and excitement amongst the community members.
In conclusion, Edgemont and Carillon are already on the right path to a 21st century
definition of a neighborhood. With integration of businesses into residential spaces, their
communities have become more self‐serving as well as self‐sustaining. They have a long,
prosperous road ahead with room for growth and commerce.
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ASSET
Elizabeth Place
Elizabeth Place began in 2006 in early September,
formerly the site of the St. Elizabeth Hospital. For much of
its history, the site ran as a hospital. After St. Elizabeth,
the place became known as Franciscan Medical Center
until 2000. In 2002 the site was bought by an investment
group who renovated the building and sold the site to
Delmore Properties in 2006, who started Elizabeth Place.
In 2012 the medical center underwent new ownership
when Dawn VB II LLC took over (Tresslar).
Currently, Elizabeth Place “is seeking a $2.8 million project to renovate 207,000 sq. ft.” It is
hoped that this renovation would increase employment from “700 employees to 200 more.
If approved, construction would begin in July and continue through mid‐2016.” Further, the
center plans to spend funds on “capital upgrades and tenant improvements” (Navera).
Elizabeth Place desires to improve the health of Dayton citizens by further developing their
medical center.
In 2009, the center was able to fight off the danger of going bankrupt, but that doesn’t
mean the public forgot about it. Not only does bankruptcy make for bad press but it also
makes the public think that the medical center is not prepared economically to survive.
Further, it may make the public untrusting of the centers ability to provide adequate
medical care. Also, it may push funders away from funding any renovation efforts for fear of
going down with the possibly unstable business.
The new owner of Elizabeth Place has plans to put in place improvements in order to
increase the occupancy. A major asset of Elizabeth Place is its unused space. The 240,000
square feet of open space can be viewed as an investment opportunity for many
businesses. Once this space is renovated, new businesses will hopefully flock in to occupy it.
Along with new business brings new opportunities for employment. The current
employment is 700 people, and there are estimates of 200 more employees possible after
new businesses move into the building.
Convenience is another asset of Elizabeth Place. There is a wide variety of medical services
offered in the building thus creating a “one‐stop shop” for many seeking health care
services. Clients receiving some type of service from a business in the building will likely
look into receiving another needed service in the same building due to easy access. Some of
the services already located in Elizabeth Place include: Dayton Surgeons, Horizons Women
Health Care and Montgomery County Veterans Association (Barrow).
The medical center is now owned by a group of local physicians along with a California
based investment group. The doctor‐owners are local, which is an asset in itself that all of
the work is not being outsourced. But this also is an asset in the fact that these doctor‐
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owners are in charge of their own practices, but also looking out for the most cost effective,
high quality medical services that they can offer to patrons, including those that are
residents in the Edgemont and Carillon neighborhoods.
One final asset that we will mention is the support of the city of Dayton. The assistant city
manager expressed the following. “Elizabeth Place is an important medical and educational
campus strategically located near downtown Dayton. Dayton is a city committed to the
growth of the health care industry and creating a healthier environment for its citizens”
(Navera). The location of Elizabeth Place is important to those in the community with easy
access from the highway. It could easily turn into a destination for medical care, especially
after new tenants move into to building.
Who is Involved
DealPoint Merrill, a Los Angeles‐based subsidiary of the Merrill Group of Companies,
purchased Elizabeth Place in September 2013.
Elizabeth Place is considered as a Medical Mall it is a one‐stop‐shop for many people in the
surrounding neighborhoods. Some of the biggest assets are the attorney office, the
pharmacy and the three surgical centers with around 60 doctor offices.
The remodeling is allowing for three more floors to be opened and 200 more employees to
be hired. This is a morale booster and is great for the neighborhoods’ economies due to
increased employment.
Most of the administrative workers are long‐time Daytonians and have been with Elizabeth
Place since the beginning. However, most of the employees outside of administrative work
are young and are not necessarily from Dayton.
Today the Medical Center at Elizabeth Place serves Dayton residents in its 26 private patient
rooms and five operating rooms. It is located at One Elizabeth Place Dayton, OH 45417.
Elizabeth Place is said to align patients and their community, returning healthcare back to a
personal, compassionate way of caring (Medical Center).

List of Current Tenants/
Business Community Partners

Capabilities, Inc.
Cirrus Concept Consulting
Combined Heath District
Compunet Clinical Laboratories
Crisis Care
Dayton Home Dialysis
Dayton Internal Medicine
Dayton Pain Center
Dayton Psychiatric Associates
Dayton Rehabilitation Institute

Ameribest Home Health Inc.
Battle For Your Life Counseling
BMAD
Blue Green Homecare
Brown, Beverly, LISW
C.A.D.A.S.
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St. Elizabeth Diagnostics
St. Elizabeth Pharmacy
St. E's Urgent Care
State of Ohio Rehab
Subway Sandwich Shop
Turning Point
U.M.A.D.A.O.P.
University Dermatology Associates
University Psychiatry Associates
Veterans Readjustment Center
Wolfe, Sanford, D. O.
Wright State Skills Assessment Center

Dayton Surgeons
Dayton Vascular Laboratory
Definitive Health & Community Solutions
Dental Offices at Elizabeth Place
E's Express Convenience Store
Elizabeth Place Administration
Elizabeth Place Intervention Consultants
European Academy For Complimentary
Flexman Clinic
Franciscan Medical Center Medical
Records
Good Samaritan Hospital
Goodwill Industries
Grounds for Pleasure Coffee House
Healing Touch Health Care
Helix Environmental Inc.
Hemodialysis Inc.
Home Care Doctors
Home Dialysis of Dayton
Horizons Women Heath Care
Kindred Healthcare
Lab Corp
Medical Center at Elizabeth Place
Medical Oncology and Hematology
Miami Valley Hospital
Middeltown Surgical Associates
Midwest Clincal Research
Midwest Research Unit
Midwest Surgeons of Dayton
Montgomery County M.C.B.D.D.S
Montgomery County Veterans
Association
Neurology Diagnostics
Neurology Specialists (Dr. Jacob's,
Goldstick…)
Ohio Rehabilitation Services / BVR / RSC
ORPRO Prosthetics (Formerly La Forsch)
Patwa, Vinod, M.D.
Renal Physicians
Retzios, Thomas, DPM
Riverview Health Institute
Robinson, Cheryl, M.D. Family Practice
Samaritan Behavioral Health
Silverstein & Associates
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Montgomery County Job Center
The Montgomery County Job Center is a major asset
to the greater Dayton community. The center
provides many opportunities for citizens looking for
employment but it also goes above and beyond. It
also provides services for employers, veterans,
youth, and those wishing to go back to college. The
Job Center provides one place where citizens can go
to gain access to many services; they do not need to
go to different locations on the path to securing a
job. The Job Center offers services that take the applicant from searching for said job to
retaining the job he or she acquires. The center guarantees results for the people that come
and seek help at their establishment.
The creation of the Job Center started in 1994 when the Montgomery County Board of
Commissioners organized a task force entitled the Job Center Work Group (“History”). The
task force was developed in order to change the welfare system and create a collaborative
approach to regional workforce issues. In 1995, the task force created a model that
featured a “no‐wrong‐door” concept that was all housed under one roof; in 1996, the
model was added to the application for a grant which was issued by the Ohio Bureau of
Employment Services (“History”). The center opened for business on June 2, 1997 at its
current location on Edwin C. Moses and is leased to Montgomery County as well as St.
Vincent de Paul (“History”). Today the Job Center has been renamed OhioMeansJobs
Montgomery County to increase the awareness and accessibility of Ohio’s one‐stop job
system (“History”). This new system will make it easier for job seekers and employers to
find employment services; this new common name will insure that all people will receive
the same high‐quality services from any location with the name OhioMeansJobs (“History”).
The Job Center has many partner organizations: Arbor Education & Training, Artemis Center
for Alternatives to Domestic Violence, Blue/Green Home Healthcare, Brighter Days
Association, Community Action Partnership, Electronic Classroom of Tomorrow, Goodwill
Easter Seals WEP Program, Homefull, Public Health Dayton, MVCTC Basic Skills, MVCTC
Culinary, MVCTC Youth Connections, Ohio Department of Job & Family Services, Ohio
Department of Youth Services, Ohio Medical Career Center, Ohio National Guard, Sinclair
Community College, Sinclair Fast Forward Center, and St. Vincent DePaul. All of these
organizations help provide many services on top of the ones that the center already
provides. Some of the partner organizations are located within the Job Center while others
are just affiliated as potential employers or services that customers of the Job Center can
utilize. Some of the partners that are located in the actual Job Center building are Brighter
Futures (provides nurse home visitation services to young women who are pregnant or have
children), Clothes That Work (provides donated, professional business attire), Day‐VEST (a
volunteer employment service for those seeking professional positions), Educational
Opportunity Center (services that allow people to go back to college), Family and
Community Service Inc. (specifically the Foster Grandparent Program which connects
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volunteers aged 55 and above with needy youth), Job Corps (provides education to those
aged 16‐24 based on what type of job they wish to obtain), the Miami Valley Down
Syndrome Association (provides support and information to families of individuals who
have Down Syndrome), Montgomery County Dept. of Job and Family Services (provides
employment, OWF program, Title XX, Medicaid, Food Stamps, and PRC and WIA programs),
Office of Ex‐Offender Reentry (programs that minimize barriers to effective reentry and
promote a reduction in recidivism), Ohio Business College Truck Driving Academy (provides
comprehensive classroom education and hands‐on CDL truck driver training), Public
Information (Montgomery County JFS), Merchants Security (security provider for the
center), Something Good Cafeteria (cafeteria for the visually impaired), and Sunlight Village
(non‐profit corporation focused on improving the mental health status of youth and young
adults) (“Partner Organizations”).
The Job Center provides many benefits to the greater Dayton area but it is an important
asset for the Edgemont and Carillon neighborhoods especially. Robert Gruhl, the deputy
director at the center states that it is a “pillar” of the community. It is a benefit that the Job
Center is located close to the two neighborhoods so that travel by bus is not an issue. The
center is also a benefit for the two neighborhoods because of the many services it provides.
Not only does it help those who are looking for employment, but it also helps people
maintain their jobs. Gruhl further says that the Job Center is able to provide hope to the
community because it is a place of opportunity. It provides services such as workshops for
training and interviewing, resume reviews, drug and background checks, providing
professional business attire, follow‐up services for those employed through the center, and
intensive training for those who are having difficulty finding employment. The center also
helps needy groups such as the elderly, the mentally disabled, and the troubled youth. It
provides services to veterans and helps those who were involved in the military transfer
their experience into professional experience. All in all, the Job Center is a central location
for 35 different services for all walks of life. They have so many partners that help them
create all the services and if they cannot offer it there, they have a partner that will offer it
somewhere in Dayton. Job Center provides the Edgemont and Carillon neighborhoods with
many resources which can help them get people back up on their feet.
Virginia McNeal Park
The Virginia McNeal Park, formerly the Welcome Park,
was recently was renamed in Virginia McNeal’s honor. In
the case of the Virginia McNeal Park, the communities’
youths are largely involved because the park provides a
place for recreational activities. It is also a place for
people of the community to come together. After the
neighborhood tour and an interview with Barb Pinson
(active Carillon resident), it became apparent that youth
education and after‐school programs are needed. Unfortunately, the Virginia McNeal Park is
also a potential issue because of maintenance. Responsibility of upkeep of the park is not
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clear and there are many times that it could be considered an issue because of safety and
functionality of the recreational areas. Barb Pinson lives right behind the park and stated
that she notices people driving on the grass all the time when there is a parking lot
dedicated to the park. This negligence makes upkeep much more difficult for the residents
and City of Dayton.

PRE‐SCHOOL PROGRAMS
ASSET
Area Pre‐Schools
Louise Troy Pre K‐4
Louise Troy Pre K‐4 School, a Dayton public school in Edgemont neighborhood, offer pre‐
school program for children under school age. According to elementaryschools.org, there
are 35 students enrolled in pre‐kindergarten grade in this school. As a public school, Louise
Troy PreK‐4 has many activities to increase parents’ involvement in children’s education.
This is the school in Carillon and Edgemont’s area and ensures that children have access to
early schooling.
Headstart Program
Headstart is a federal program that works to enhance opportunities for children from birth
to age five from low‐income families. The focus is placed on school readiness through
enhancing children’s development in cognitive, social, and emotional aspects. As well as
providing children with healthy and educational environments, Headstart adds a focus on
the role of parental support as a child’s first teachers. The Miami Valley Child Development
Center is located off of Edwin C. Moses (near Carillon) and provides the community with a
location for the Headstart program. Headstart works to promote school readiness for low‐
income families through programs for children from birth to age five. However, because of
limited funding, there is not enough space for all children who are eligible based on their
families’ income level. Headstart hopes to provide those families below the poverty level or
children who are forced into homelessness or the foster care system with a chance for
better opportunities.
Ready Set Soar
Ready Set Soar is an organization that works to provide resources to help children
flourish in the classroom. This organization works with parents to prepare their children for
kindergarten through a variety of programs. Ready Set Soar’s website attempts to provide
parents with information they may need and the support that could help their child
succeed. They also work to consolidate the efforts of Dayton to provide a comprehensive
support system to children and their families. In their progress report from 2013, the
percentage of students who scored “ready for kindergarten” in the Dayton school district
went from 20.7%, in 2009‐2010, to 23.5%, in 2012‐2013. Ready Set Soar continues to aid
these neighborhoods through their coordinated efforts, such as their “Readiness Summit”
that brought 400 preschool providers, educators, and community leaders together last year.
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Through the efforts of Montgomery County, children are seeing more success and
benefitting greatly.
Samaritan Behavioral YCATS Program
Another opportunity is through Samaritan Behavioral at Elizabeth Place in the Carillon
neighborhood. The Young Children’s Assessment and Treatment Services (YCATS) provide
families with children who are faced with problems that cause them to experience
difficulties in a normal school setting. Program participants are faced with attention deficit,
hyperactivity, social or emotional problems, autism spectrum disorder, aggression,
attachment problems, or abuse and neglect issues among other variations. This allows for
children to come for daycare and an education aspect to allow for school preparedness.
Samaritan Behavioral strives to aid children faced with difficulties such as these that may
affect their school preparedness. In this way, children who may be forgotten or overlooked
in the school system receive the attention they need to thrive.

ISSUE
Kindergarten Readiness
Children in Montgomery County Who Are Missing Out on Preschool at Age 4
Based on American Community Survey 2007‐11 data
Federal Poverty Level
Estimated # of children not
# of Children
attending preschool at age 4
Under 100%
1,828
676
101‐125%
125‐200%
200% and below
201‐300%
Over 300%

451

167

1,110

410

3,389

1,322

1,027

401

1,977

613

Pre‐school education, closely related with elementary education, is an important and
special stage of personal education and development. "Important" refers to the experience
and learning of this age that will fundamentally impact a child’s development in the future.
Many important abilities and personality traits will be formed in this period. "Special" refers
to the physical and mental development of children at this stage which will be shaped and
finalized. Pre‐school is a transitional period for children to learn and develop based on their
social need. Pre‐school education is also important for parents, because they need someone
to provide care for their children when they are at work. Children undergo a lot of brain
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development in these early years and this provides them with a foundation for the rest of
their lives. When children are given strong opportunities then they are better positioned to
become strong leaders and citizens. Early development allows children to learn to manage
stresses in everyday life and will lessen their chance of negative life outcomes. High quality
pre‐schooling equips children with a strong foundation to lead a life of success.
After children complete their study in pre‐school they are then able to enter into
kindergarten. To get into kindergarten, certain criteria must be met. One of the
standardized ways of testing kindergarten readiness is the Kindergarten Readiness
Assessment Literacy (KRA‐L) test. The Kindergarten Readiness Assessment Literacy test is a
screening instrument used to assess a child’s reading capabilities; these include alliteration,
letter identification, oral language, and rhyming.
Many players go into a child’s ability to be prepared for school. The child’s parents, out of
home caretakers, policymakers, and entire communities are all part of a child’s preparation.
There are a few successful ways determined by Root Cause’s social impact research. The
first approach is single focus programs that provide children with intense preparation in one
focus, such as literacy or other areas of core development. This can be partnered with other
early education and care programs to provide a more well‐rounded education. Along with
these programs, there is commonly family child care. These in home services can serve up
to ten children and vary greatly from place to place. Most successful out of these programs
are the center based programs that are provided through designated centers. Research has
proven that the greatest opportunity for developing strong foundations come from these
programs. Centers generally have more resources to support, not only the children, but
families and communities. These programs work to provide comprehensive education,
familial support, and strong aid within communities to give children a well‐rounded
education and support system.

SCHOOLS
ASSET
There are 403 students, PreK‐12th grade from the Edgemont and Carillon neighborhoods
who attend 45 different schools in the Dayton area, according to October 2013 count week.
Carillon
 Students in the Carillon neighborhood attend a number of different schools at all
grade levels. In Carillon, there are 49 children going to 18 different public PreK‐8
schools. Eleven attend Louise Troy PreK‐4 School, six attend Dayton Boys Preparatory
Academy, and five attend Edison PreK‐8. No other school has more than four children
from the Carillon neighborhood.
● Twenty‐one high school students live in the Carillon neighborhood. Six attend
Thurgood Marshall, five attend Ponitz Career Tech Center, and four attend Dunbar.
Three students attend Stivers, two attend Belmont, and one attends Meadowdale.
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● Twenty‐four children in Carillon attend charter schools. The most commonly
attended are Emerson, with seven students, and North Dayton School of Discovery
with five.
Edgemont
● There are 151 students living in Edgemont attending public preK‐8 schools. Forty‐
four attend Louise Troy PreK‐4 School, 15 attend Edison PreK‐8, 14 attend
Westwood PreK‐8, 13 attend Wogaman 5‐8 School, ten attend Belle Haven PreK‐8
School. There are 14 other schools attended, none by more than nine children.
● There are 76 high school students living in Edgemont. The main schools attended by
these students are Dunbar, which has 29 students, Ponitz Career Tech Center with
16, Thurgood Marshall also with 16, Stivers with ten, Belmont with three, and
Meadowdale with two.
● There are 82 students living in Edgemont attending charter schools. The main
schools attended are Dayton View Academy with 19 students, Richard Allen, with 12
on its downtown campus and four in its preparatory academy, and DECA
Preparatory Academy with ten. There are 11 other schools attended, none by more
than nine students from the neighborhood.
PreK‐8 Schools Attended
Louise Troy PreK‐8
 It is a fairly new facility as Louise Troy was razed in 2006 to build the new Louise
Troy PK‐8 School.
 Parent Kenya Baker stated of Louise Troy, “Louise Troy has an environment that
encourages learning and stimulates students to move to new levels of
understanding!”
 Louise Troy staff and students strive for academic excellence through engaging
lessons and high expectations preparing them for the future.
 The staff at Louise Troy embraces and supports parent/community responsibility
and involvement.
 The Louise Troy environment will be learning safe, clean, well‐supervised,
appropriate, positive and supportive.
Edison PreK‐8
 Neighborhood School Center (NSC) Edison PreK‐8 School partners with the YMCA of
Greater Dayton to create a Neighborhood School Center. Through this partnership,
students, parents, and community members are provided with extra opportunities
to develop academically and socially. Some of the programs the Neighborhood
School Center offers are: a state‐licensed after‐school child care program, a Safe
Routes to School initiative including Walk to School Days and mileage club, a school
newspaper, and intramural sports. Edison also has strong relationships with many
community organizations that provide many other student and family programs and
events as a result of being a Neighborhood School Center.
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Edison Land Lab: As many as 50 adult community volunteers and 500 students from
Edison PreK‐8 School will be creating and planting prairie seed and native
wildflowers and grasses as part of a land lab that will be created on vacant city lots
across from the school. This project is made possible through a unique collaboration
between Aullwood Audubon Center and Farm, Edison PreK‐8 School, the YMCA,
Wright‐Dunbar Association, Cyp Studios and the City of Dayton. The creation of this
prairie will be a great benefit to the school and neighborhood. It will reduce the
drain on City of Dayton lot maintenance resources, bring beauty to the
neighborhood, create an outdoor teaching space for students to learn, and create a
sanctuary for wildlife. Edison students by grade section will incorporate the prairie
planting experience as part of their daily science lesson.
School Day Activities:
Parity Mentoring
Youth in Government
Rites of Passage
Newspaper Group
Morning Announcement Anchors
Philharmonic Performances
Muse Machine
Seventh Grade Service Club
Pennies for Patients Fundraiser for Leukemia and Lymphoma Society (raised $1200
this year)
Safe Routes to School Mileage Club
PSC
Dayton Aviation National Park Classroom Programs
PreK‐Second Grade Dental Hygiene Presentations
Newcomer’s Club
Girl Scouts
Developing Edison Land Lab with Aullwood Audubon Farm, Cyp Studios, and the City
of Dayton
Asthma Screening Program with Grandview Hospital
After‐School Activities:
YMCA After‐Care Program
Intramural Basketball for third through sixth grade
Intramural Cheerleading for fourth through sixth grade
Cityfolk After‐School Residencies
Westmont Optimist Music Program
Girls on the Run
Parity Mentoring
Grace United Methodist Church after‐school programs
Family Nights – including Math and Science Night, OAA Preparation workshops, and
Family Dinner Night
Math Olympics
Intramural Soccer for fourth and fifth grade
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Westwood PreK‐8
 Ground was broken in November 2006 for the new school, which is built on the
original site of Westwood Park. The site was acquired through collaboration with the
City of Dayton. The official opening of Westwood PreK‐8 School was held on Aug. 23,
2008.
 Like the other new preK‐8 buildings, Westwood PreK‐8 School provides more than
72,000 square feet of space for educational programs.
Wogaman PreK‐8
 Wogaman works as a supportive team within a nurturing environment in order to
ensure all students are actively involved in reaching their highest potential as
lifelong learners.
 All students can learn more when provided quality engaging work.
 Everyone deserves a physically and emotionally safe learning environment.
 Educators are leaders, designers and guides to instruction.
 Encouraging and supporting parent participation.
 Activities and Clubs:
Student Council
Football
Girls and Boys Basketball
Girls and Boys Track
Cheerleaders
Dazzling Diamonds
Chess Club
Intramurals
Drama Club
Math Club
Science Club
Urban Ballroom Dancing
Robotics Team
Girl Scouts
Parity Mentorships
Horizon Academy
 High parental support
 Offers many different electives
 Encourages student involvement in extracurricular activities such as science fairs and
spellings bees, as well as encouraging and offering summer programs.
Information obtained from former Horizon Academy teacher Lindsay Jean
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High Schools Attended
Thurgood Marshall High School
 Recently designated STEM school
 Partnerships with Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce, Sinclair
 Focus on college and career readiness
 Comprehensive extended day program that provides tutoring,
 Freshman Transition Coordinator which identifies students that struggle academically
or behaviorally.
Information obtained from http://www.dps.k12.oh.us/
Dunbar High School
 Early college prep program, dual credit program
 Devoted staff with many alums
 New facilities
 Strong alumni association
 Jobs for the Future Organization (gives instruction for students to think on topics
that apply to the world)
 Many successful athletic programs
 Tutoring system for Louise Troy
Information obtained from http://www.dps.k12.oh.us/, an interview with Dunbar
Language Arts Teacher James Lacking, and 2009 Dunbar graduate Al Tomlinson.
Ponitz Career Tech Center
 Offers a variety of career technical certificates.
 Partnership with Sinclair, scholarship opportunity for students
 WDPS broadcasts from Ponitz, contains student run radio station, opportunity to
work with professionals
 Facilities for vocational learning that perfectly emulate real life work spaces
 Second highest grade on state report card among DPS (Stivers 1st)
 Students get along well with school administrators
 Students stay in Dayton after graduation
Information obtained from a tour and interview with Debra Corbin, assistant principal
Dayton Early College Academy
 Mentality that encourages everyone to go to college
 Partnerships with UD and other universities for scholarships
 Many opportunities for tutoring after school
 Mentoring class built into the school day to help with future life plans, behavior
management, and community building
Information obtained from former DECA student teacher Rachel Schaffer
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ISSUES
Communities build themselves around their schools. They rally around their football teams,
support the band, help with fundraising for robotics competitions, and volunteer to help
where they have strengths. How can these communities begin to build support around a
school when their children are divided among so many schools? Community involvement is
especially difficult given how many parents of students work. Additionally, not all parents
have a car they can rely on to work consistently. Furthermore, the lack of schools in these
neighborhoods deters young parents from moving there. There are also issues with the
transition from middle school to high school. Many students frequently switch schools or
look to online schooling in place of a traditional high school education.
While there are many assets and resources that the school districts have, there are also
issues to contend with.
 A lack of participation from families in school‐related activities
 Nominal support from the community
 Some schools are not taking advantage of local corporations and universities within
which they could partner
 A study shows that moving to multiple schools had negative impacts on reading and
math achievement. It also decreased involvement in summer activities. Finally, it
leads to less involvement in the neighborhoods.
http://ccsr.uchicago.edu/sites/default/files/publications/CCSRSchoolClosings‐
Final.pdf
 There is an inherent necessity for more training centered on STEM curriculum and
data‐driven decision making in the school system (some charter and STEM schools
have already made moves in this direction).
 A teacher stated “A lot of kids want immediate satisfaction so they turn to crime or
other devious behaviors. They are focused on the here and now, not their future, not
10 years from now. Money is the big object to them, not knowledge. Plus, they do
not have the type of role models they need. They are looking up to guys like Ray Rice
or Adrian Peterson, and right now those are negative influences in the media.”
 A lot of these kids are living in impoverished conditions. “Some kids miss class
because they have to stay home to take care of their grandma, or they miss class
because they have to get a job to help the family get by.”
 Many of these schools, Horizon in particular, suffer from an extremely high rate of
turnover in their administrators and have teachers with very little experience
 Many charter schools are beset by scandal. Horizon Academy faces allegations of
cheating and sexual harassment, while Richard Allen faces allegations of improper
use of funds.
Information obtained from Lindsay Jean and the Dayton Daily News
 The issues are the same across the board for Dayton Public Schools with failing or
poor scores on the 2013‐14 State Report Cards.
 Louise Troy received a D for Performance Index (59.6 %) and an F for Indicators met.
It also received an F for Annual Measurable Objectives. 40.1 % of Louise Troy
students have progressed in the K‐3 Literacy Measure.
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Edison PreK‐8 School received an F on Performance Index (49.7 %) and an F for
Indicators Met. 16.3% of Edison students have progressed in the K‐3 Literacy
Measure.
Westwood received an F on Performance Index (46.6 %) and an F for Indicators Met.
21.6% of Westwood students have progressed in the K‐3 Literacy Measure.
Wogaman received an F on Performance Index (47.5 %) and an F for Indicators Met.
There were not enough Wogaman students to calculate the K‐3 Literacy Measure.

Common Core
Key to this report is the assessment of the K‐3 literacy progress: In the 2014‐2015 school
year, states started implementing a new generation of common statewide standardized
assessments. These assessments were developed as part of the Common Core State
Standards Initiative to evaluate students based on a new set of rigorous standards in English
Language Arts and mathematics.
As part of the CCSSI agreement, states that have formally adopted the Common Core
Standards will implement a new assessment system developed by one of two multi‐state
assessment consortium: the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and
Careers (PARCC) or Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortia (SBAC). States are also
considering additional alternative assessment systems to accommodate students with
significant cognitive disabilities or students that are English language learners. Each
assessment consortium has developed a unique assessment system to achieve the common
goals of producing reliable and relevant student data that will help support and inform the
transition to the Common Core in the states and ensure that students are college and
career ready. Ohio is a PARCC member.
In 2013, Ohio revised its K‐3 Reading Reform which requires students to demonstrate their
ability to read before entering fourth grade. A third grade student scoring at the “limited”
level on the statewide reading assessment must be retained in the third grade, unless the
student is eligible for a good cause exemption. It requires that all K‐3 students be
administered a diagnostic reading assessment to determine whether students have a
deficiency in reading. For all students identified with a reading deficiency, schools must
notify parents and must indicate the interventions their child will receive to address their
reading difficulties, and that their child may be retained in third grade if the student
continues to struggle in reading. The school must develop reading improvement and
monitoring plans for any K‐3 student with a reading deficiency. Intervention must be
provided to all K‐3 students at risk by a teacher that has passed a rigorous test of principles
of scientifically‐based reading instruction or has the reading endorsement. For third grade
students who do not attain the passing score for promotion to fourth grade must receive
intensive interventions during the summer following third grade.
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SHARED VISION
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Vision 2020 for Carillon and Edgemont Neighborhoods
In 2020 the Carillon and Edgemont Neighborhoods will have …
 A leadership capacity that enhances communication and collaboration
among neighborhood citizens and between the neighborhood and the
City of Dayton;
 A strategy for using existing neighborhood spaces to provide programs
that strengthen the neighborhood;
 Increased safety through strong engagement among neighbors and
with the Dayton Police Department;
 Improved aesthetics and community pride through the beautification
and enhancement of properties and shared community spaces;
 Strong families that are engaged in the neighborhood;
 Daycare providers equipped with the tools and skills to prepare
children for successful entry into kindergarten;
 Elementary and middle school students engaged outside of school
including during the summer;
 High school students prepared for college and career;
 An Edgemont Solar Garden that will have increased productivity and
expanded community outreach and involvement; and
 Expanded opportunities to enhance wellness of neighborhood
residents.
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CHANGE FRAMEWORKS
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Leadership Capacity
Vision Theme: A leadership capacity that enhances communication and collaboration among
neighborhood citizens and between the neighborhood and the City of Dayton
Current Situation: What do the citizens of the
neighborhood currently see as the situation in
their neighborhood?

Desired Future: What would the citizens of the
neighborhood like to see if this Vision Theme is
realized?

Lack of participation or unfamiliarity with the City
of Dayton’s ongoing seminars, workshops, events
and opportunities to strengthen capacity‐building
skills.

Leaders in neighborhoods participate in the City
of Dayton’s Neighborhood Leadership Institute
(NLI) seminars, workshops, events and other
opportunities to enhance their capacity building
knowledge.

Difficulties recruiting and managing volunteers
from different ages and skillsets for various
neighborhood projects.

Leaders manage volunteers and build coalitions
to engage youth and professionals in community
building projects.

Residents do not feel the neighborhood is a place
that looks inviting and receptive to new
residents.

Leaders collaborate and communicate on
ongoing and upcoming neighborhood projects.

Assets and Resources within the Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) inside the
Neighborhood

The neighborhood associations can select a
dedicated coordinator to coordinate projects and
manage communication channels.

Observed lack of collaboration and
communication among residents, neighborhood
leadership, organizations, and the City of Dayton
on all project and program implementation
levels.

The Edgemont Coalition Center/ The Ware
Banquet Center, both locations constitute
meeting locations for activities and programs.
Neighborhood churches will help though
unification and mobilization of youth
participation in neighborhood projects.
Standard Register

Assets and Resources outside the Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) outside the
Neighborhood

The University of Dayton can provide Scholar‐
Practitioner expertise in facilitating the project.

Community partners are not involved or
engaged.

The City of Dayton can support the project in
conjunction with its other skill building programs.

Lack of oversight or engagement from the city of
Dayton on the participation in NLI events as well
as regional capacity building programs.
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Leadership Capacity

Project Title: Capacity Building Workshop Series
Project Narrative: A workshop series placing emphasis on equipping leadership and involved
residents with practical knowledge and fundamental skills needed to address neighborhood issues.
This series of trainings held at various locations in the neighborhoods will cover skill‐building topics
such as fundraising strategy, communication strategy, organizing viable neighborhood associations,
advocacy, partnerships and coalition building, revitalization of parks, homes and buildings, landlord
engagement, economic development, health and wellness.
Leader‐participants develop an action plan per topic afterwards.
Project Champion: Carillion Civic Association and the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
Potential Partners:
1. University of Dayton –Fitz Center, Nonprofit and Community Leadership Certificate program:
faculty and students
2. The City of Dayton – Human Relations Council and
3. Neighborhood Associations, churches and active residents
4. Standard Register
Action Steps:
1. Identify leaders and/or committee members to participate in the workshops.
2. Prioritize topics based on the participant needs or areas of interests.
3. Communicate with potential community partners to conduct the training/seminar.
4. Conduct seminars
5. Leader‐Participants write and develop different action plans in light of the workshop topics.
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Community Spaces
Vision Theme: A strategy for using existing neighborhood spaces to provide programs that
strengthen the neighborhood
Current Situation: What do the citizens of the
neighborhood currently see as the situation in
their neighborhood?

Desired Future: What would the citizens of
the neighborhood like to see if this Vision
Theme is realized?

Community members (especially youth) are not
involved in community events despite the
efforts of active community leaders.

Community involvement increases, with more
youth involvement.

There are not many programs that address the
needs of youth and elderly. This especially
includes after‐school programs.

More elderly and youth participation in
activities that encourage inter‐community
relationships.

The few programs that do exist do not have
enough attendance to continue.

The existing programs have full attendance.

The Ware Banquet Center and the Edgemont
Community Center are used for some
community events, but are under‐utilized.

Vacant buildings and under‐utilized spaces
are used for community events.

Assets and Resources within the Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) inside the
Neighborhood

The Edgemont Community Center is already an
established, yet under‐utilized, community
center for Edgemont.

Manpower to oversee community programs.
Lack of financing to start new programs and
build new spaces.

Virginia McNeal Park is a local park, in Carillon,
with a rich neighborhood history.

The recruitment of new community members
that do not currently participate in events.

The Edgemont and Carillon Neighborhoods
contain many people who would be willing to
invest time into a community center.

The neighborhoods have a lot of single
parents, who may not have time for
community events.

Active community members have voiced interest
in more community programs for themselves
and young people.
Assets and Resources outside the
Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) outside the
Neighborhood

The City of Dayton and Standard Register have
funding opportunities for community projects.
By showing initiative and self‐reliance, the
Edgemont and Carillon neighborhoods could
more easily obtain some financial assistance.

It may be difficult for residents of the
neighborhood to find the funds for
community projects and to gain community
support for programs within the
neighborhood versus already established
exterior programs.
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Community Spaces
Project Title: Bi‐Monthly Social Gathering
Project Narrative: Establishment of ongoing bi‐monthly block party/potluck. Located in a
community space such as Virginia McNeal Park, the Edgemont Community Center, a local business
or on the street. The gathering would give community members of both neighborhoods the
opportunity to become better acquainted with their neighbors and would encourage under‐involved
citizens to attend more community events. Neighborhood association members would have
increased opportunity to spread information and get feedback from new or under‐involved
community members. These social gatherings should be child‐friendly in order to engage parents,
children, adolescents and elderly members of the community. This would give children an
opportunity to interact with neighborhood peers while their parents could discuss what is going on
in the community. During the summer months, Virginia McNeal Park could be utilized and
improvements such as the installation of grills could be made to better develop the space.
Project Champion: Carillon Civic Council and the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
Potential Partners: Standard Register, other local businesses, local churches, City of Dayton
Action Steps: An interested young community member such as Julia McNeal teams up with
Sharmin Black and Mary Varnado to establish dates, times and locations for 6 community social
gatherings for the year.
1. Establish Social Gathering Committee and appoint a leader.
2. Contact relevant persons to establish location for events.
3. Determine activities for children during each event. This could include face painting, crafts, etc.
4. Determine how the gathering will have food:
a. Potluck with option to donate money instead of bringing a dish.
b. Local business or institutionally sponsored snacks.
5. Distribute fliers with information about the events one month prior to each gathering, to
encourage participation.
6. Arrange / set up for the event.
7. Enjoy the events and get to know community members!
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Increased Safety
Vision Theme: Increased safety through strong engagement among neighbors and with the Dayton
Police Department
Current Situation: What do the citizens of the
neighborhood currently see as the situation in
their neighborhood?

Desired Future: What would the citizens of the
neighborhood like to see if this Vision Theme is
realized?

Crime is a significant problem in both
neighborhoods, especially drug‐related offences
in Edgemont.

Overall crime in both neighborhoods will be
reduced by 50% in the next 2 years.

Little to no residents 18 years or older are aware
of, much less registered for, the Crime Map
system or DPD internet/text alerts.

60% of residents 18 years or older will subscribe
to Crime Map and DPD internet/text alerts.

No houses are enrolled in the Operation
Identification program.

60% of houses will enroll and participate in
Operation Identification.

Although a Neighborhood Watch used to exist in
the neighborhoods, they have fallen apart and no
longer function.

An active Neighborhood Watch will be
reestablished in Carillon and Edgemont.

Assets and Resources within the Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) inside the
Neighborhood

The Carillon Civic Council and Edgemont
Neighborhood Coalition can serve as central
organizational points for activities, as well as
liaisons for the neighborhoods to DPD.

The aging population in both neighborhoods
makes technology use challenging and
physiologically prevents many people from
participating in initiatives.

The residents know the most about what types
of crime are happening in their neighborhood,
giving them the best ability to inform the police
of criminal activity.

Vacant buildings provide excellent staging areas
for criminals.
Crime and criminals induce fear
Many residents do not trust the DPD.

Assets and Resources outside the Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) outside the
Neighborhood

The Dayton Police Department possesses the
resources and sponsored programs necessary to
truly crack down on crime.

DPD does not have a good connection with the
non‐engaged neighborhood residents, making
community policing difficult.

Officer Ron Strehle’s position as Crime
Prevention Coordinator for West Patrol gives him
special perspective on crime in the area.

DPD lacks funding and manpower to accomplish
its mission.
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Increased Safety
Project Title: Operation Identification Blitz
Project Narrative: Operation Identification is an anti‐burglary program promoted by the Dayton
Police Department. The program is designed to discourage theft by increasing the probability of
being caught through identification of stolen property. Residents use an ultraviolet pen to write
their name/address on valuables such as computers, televisions, safes, etc. While this ink is invisible
to the naked eye, it is clearly seen when placed under a black light. Houses with marked property
display Operation Identification decals in the windows clearly tell potential burglars of the risks
necessary in fencing their property.
The Operation Identification Blitz involves spreading this program throughout the neighborhood,
getting a large number of houses to participate. To do this, a dedicated group of individuals under
the guide of the neighborhood associations would have to be formed, committed to going door‐to‐
door offering a chance to participate in the program. The pens can be rented from DPD by the
neighborhood associations. This task force would be responsible for bringing those pens to the
people, allowing them to mark their valuables.
Project Champion: Carillion Civic Council and the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
Potential Partners:
1. Officer Ron Strehle
2. Carillon Civic Council/Edgemont Coalition
3. Neighborhood Association members
4. Neighborhood residents
Action Steps:
1. The Neighborhood Associations appoint leaders for the Operation ID Task Force.
2. The Task Force leaders recruit citizens of the community to serve on the group.
3. The Neighborhood Associations procure the pens and window decals from DPD.
4. The Task Force goes door‐to‐door with the supplies, offering residents the chance to participate
in the program.
5. Simultaneously, the Neighborhood Associations offer residents the opportunity to rent the pens.
6. Residents receive a window decal upon marking their valuables with the Task Force or returning
the rented pen to the Neighborhood Associations.
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Community Pride
Vision Theme: Improved aesthetics and community pride through the beautification and
enhancement of properties and shared community spaces
Current Situation: What do the citizens of the
neighborhood currently see as the situation in
their neighborhood?

Desired Future: What would the citizens of the
neighborhood like to see if this Vision Theme is
realized?

Both neighborhoods are comprised of short‐
term renters, which discourages residents'
attachment to, and investment in, the
neighborhood.

A neighborhood in which there is low turnover
among residents.

Many vacant and rented properties are
currently overgrown with vegetation and/or in
disrepair due to the city's failure to enforce
property codes.

A neighborhood in which there are few
nuisance properties and there are
beautification efforts and up‐keep that takes
place.

Because the community lacks designated
gathering places, the community lacks a
common identity and sense of coherence.

Increased use of public spaces for community
events that help shape community identity.

Assets and Resources within the
Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) inside the
Neighborhood

There is a large youth population to potentially
help carry out different beautification projects.

The community faces a lack of finances to
provide compensation or incentives to
volunteers who participate.

Initiative from neighborhoods makes
investment from the City of Dayton more
probable.

Citizens lack the technical skills and tools to
complete beautification projects.

If a program were created without the City’s
initial investment, more opportunities would
be available later.

There is a scarcity of manpower and time that
can be devoted to clean up the unkempt
properties.

Assets and Resources outside the
Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) outside the
Neighborhood

The Montgomery County community pride
cleanup supply trailer is an asset because it can
provide tools.

There are various hoops to jump through when
partnering with the University of Dayton or the
City of Dayton.
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Community Pride
Project Title: Common Goals, Common Grounds
Project Narrative: The way in which a community defines itself often centers around its sense of
place and unique locational features. The Carillon and Edgemont neighborhoods sit in a location
rich in history and culture, and some of the first houses still stand to tell the story. But pieces of that
history have been lost through years of property neglect, buried underneath layers of vegetation.
As economic changes over the years have hit the neighborhoods hard, properties have increasingly
gone vacant and yards overgrown. Many residents feel disconnected from the neighborhood as a
meaningful place of inhabitation, as homes and yards rich with memories have decayed and fallen
into disrepair and taken the neighborhood's once vibrant sense of identity with them.
Thus forms the vision of this project: to revive and restore the aesthetics of the neighborhood from
the inside out, and at the same time, build both neighborhoods' sense of pride from within. By
forming a partnership between the youth of Carillon and Edgemont, the City of Dayton, and local
business owners, this project engages young people in the community to serve the neighborhood
through yard work, home maintenance, and lawn care.
Potential Partners: The University of Dayton, the City of Dayton, Dayton Public Schools, and both
the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition and the Carillon Civic Council will potentially engage in
partnerships throughout the execution of this project.
Project Champion: Carillon Civic Council and the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
Action Steps: First, both neighborhood groups could meet in a combined meeting to discuss and
design the project to fit each neighborhood's needs and conveniences. Second, contact point
persons should be determined to reach out to the University of Dayton and the City of Dayton, as
well as Dayton Public Schools to establish a network between each group regarding the project.
Third, contact point persons as well as the project champion(s) should determine a schedule for the
project, including training days for interested youth and project execution days when youth and
project leaders can devote a reasonable amount of time to lawn care. Fourth, the project leaders
should determine tangible, possibly monetary, incentives for neighborhood youth to become
involved in the project. Fifth, a point person should be designated for publicly promoting the
project and recruiting neighborhood youth and lawn care training volunteers. Finally, the project
leaders should confirm that all tools and equipment will be provided; that incentives to involved
youth will be equally and fairly distributed; that youth will be safely monitored throughout the
process; that the dates determined will provide adequate time and seasonal weather conditions
conducive to lawn care; and that the necessary number of volunteers, youth participants, and adult
leaders will be present on the selected dates and times for project execution.
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Strong Families
Vision Theme: Strong families that are engaged in the neighborhood.
Current Situation: What do the citizens of the
neighborhood currently see as the situation in
their neighborhood?

Desired Future: What would the citizens of the
neighborhood like to see if this Vision Theme is
realized?

Disconnect among neighbors and particularly
single‐parent families

A stronger network established between
families in the community including additional
support for single‐parent families

Little support for single parent families

Strong support for single‐parent families

Lack of awareness and participation in local
events

Greater attendance thus participation in local
events

Isolation among the elderly population and
limited connection specifically with youth

Less isolation of the elderly population

Limited connection between youth and the
elderly

Increase of intergenerational relationships for
the benefit of the community

Assets and Resources within the
Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) inside the
Neighborhood

The Edgemont Coalition Center has many
resources and plays a centering role in the
community and hosts many events.

The disconnect among neighboring families is a
critical issue because neighbors may not know
each other, feel comfortable around each
other, nor support each other.

The Ware Banquet Center has a central
location and the space to host larger events.

There is a large percentage of single parents
and limited support and resources for them.

Churches including Mt. Olive Baptist Church
and Overcomers in Christ provide many
services for families in the neighborhoods.

The prevalence of neglect and isolation of the
elderly population in the community

Assets and Resources outside the
Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) outside the
Neighborhood

The Job Center provides numerous resources
and support for families in the area.

The communities have a reputation or stigma
for crime throughout the Dayton area which
may cause fewer people to want to move to
the area or industry to move in.

The University of Dayton and specifically
programs such as service fraternities and the
Communication department can assist with
marketing and communication of the
neighborhoods.

Due to many of the major employers in the
Dayton area leaving and the poor economic
conditions of late, many residents have
struggled to find and keep a steady job.
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Strong Families
Project Title: Carillon and Edgemont Community Newsletter
The community newsletter is a project that is aimed at creating a partnership between the Edgemont and Carillon neighborhoods
to provide information for the families and individuals in the neighborhoods. The idea is to have a newsletter written by the
people of Carillon & Edgemont for the people of Carillon & Edgemont and could be distributed to the community on a monthly
basis.
It could be an exciting as well as informative project that includes information about public events in the neighborhood, local
news, and additional ways to get involved in the community. It could also involve fun sections such as a “Recipe of the Month”
that could be submitted by various community members, a “Citizen of the Month” that would feature a different community
member each month, or editorials. It could be a great way to increase participation and awareness in the neighborhood as well as
connecting people with resources and other individuals in the community. The goal is to break down barriers and connect
neighbors so that they become aware of events in the community and can easily get involved. By strengthening the relationships
between families in the neighborhood, by altering them to various events, this newsletter will create stronger network in the
community thus providing more support for said families
Project Champion: Carillon Civic Council and Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
Potential Project Partners: Edgemont Coalition and Carillon Civic Council could be potential partners in orchestrating the
newsletter. Additionally, the University of Dayton could be a partner through the Communication Department or the Fitz Center
who could help additionally with formatting the newsletter and printing. A Service Fraternity could help with distributing the
newsletter if postal costs or distribution needs are an issue.
Department of Communication
University of Dayton
St. Joseph Hall, Room 121
Phone: (937) 229‐2028

Phi Beta Chi Communication Fraternity
University of Dayton
Kelly Plazibat, Service Chair
Email: plazibatk1@udayton.edu
pbxexec@gmail.com

Fitz Center for Leadership in Community
University of Dayton
St. Joseph Hall, Room 433
Phone: (937) 229‐5400

Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
University of Dayton
Marty Burns, President
Phone: (419) 357‐5632
Email: burnsm5@udayton.edu

Action Steps:
1.

Edgemont Coalition and Carillon Civil Council come together and choose a leader and committee.

2.

Chosen Committee identifies what it would like to see on the newsletter (i.e.: calendar, news story, “recipe of the month,”
“citizen of the month,” etc.)

3.

Create a system either through email, a website, or at neighborhood meetings where community members can submit
events, stories, recipes, editorials, etc. and publicize this in your future newsletters.

4.

Once the interest is there, and you have enough writers for the first newsletter, contact University of Dayton’s Department
of Communication if assistance is needed in developing a format for the newsletter to present information in a readable and
appealing way.

5.

Once newsletter production is underway, contact the Service Fraternity if help is needed to distribute the newsletters. If
mailing, all names and addresses of households in the neighborhood should be provided. If it would be better to distribute
personally, then collaboration among the Service Fraternity and neighborhoods would be necessary.

6.

Decide on an editor for the newsletter, either within the neighborhood or at the University of Dayton, to examine the
newsletter before it is printed.

7.

Print newsletter; contact the University of Dayton for technical and/or design assistance in printing.

8.

Follow‐up with service fraternity and make sure newsletters are distributed.

9.

Once the newsletter goes out, gather feedback and brainstorm ways to get new writers/contributors and more support from
the community.

10. Eventually, the project will work best if completely autonomous from the University of Dayton, but it may be a helpful asset
in starting the project and providing resources and technical support.
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Competent Daycare Providers
Vision Theme: Competent daycare providers will be equipped with the tools and skills to prepare children
for successful entry into kindergarten
Current Situation: What do the citizens of the
neighborhood currently see as the situation in
their neighborhood?

Desired Future: What would the citizens of the
neighborhood like to see if this Vision Theme is
realized?

Most children are underprepared for
kindergarten when they reach school age.

Children of the appropriate age in the Edgemont and
Carillon neighborhoods will be prepared for
kindergarten.

Only a small number of children are kindergarten
ready when they enter the school system.

There must be a substantial increase in the number of
children who pass the Kindergarten Readiness
Assessment.

Most of the daycare providers in the area are
out‐of‐home daycares that are less equipped
with educational resources and training.

More than 50% of daycare facilities will be specifically
trained and equipped to prepare children for school.

One reason for lack of school readiness is parents
are uninformed of the options for their children.

Parents will be given information on specific daycare
options available in their area and their prices.

Assets and Resources within the Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) inside the
Neighborhood

Mt. Olive Baptist Church and Overcomers in
Christ Ministries provide these neighborhoods
with gathering spaces.

Local daycare facilities may not be qualified or
equipped with the right resources to provide proper
preparation for young children about to enter the
school system.

The Edgemont Coalition is a strong source for
neighborhood unity that can provide for
gathering.

Families are often unable to prepare their children for
school due to a lack of time and resources.

The Louis Troy PreK‐8 School is located adjacent
to the neighborhoods and can provide expertise
on education as well as guidance for educational
goals.
Assets and Resources outside the Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) outside the
Neighborhood

The UD Bombeck Center has specialized
knowledge on education and programs for school
readiness.

Becoming an accredited daycare with educational
resources is a costly process.

Montgomery County is working on a pre‐school
promise to provide financial assistance.
ReadySetSoar provides many programs to
enhance the quality of early child care and
education.
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Competent Daycare Providers
Project Title: Daycare Provider Training and Resource Program
Project Narrative: The hope of this project is to provide children in lower‐income areas with more
educational opportunities and resources. Parents, especially single parents, do not always have the
time necessary to work with or read to their child and educational toys are not cheap. Along with
this issue, the main form of daycares is out‐of‐home facilities, where a person watches numerous
children in their home, generally with no educational training. If a child is not prepared when they
reach the age to enter kindergarten, this slows them down and then each following year they will
continue to get more and more behind. This is why school readiness is so important and our project
hopes to provide the neighborhood with realistic ways that will increase the children’s readiness.
The idea is for a program to be developed that will train daycare providers in different areas of
education. The goal is to enable daycares with more tools to educate children. Instead of focusing
on increasing the number of daycares in the area, this program would focus on increasing the
quality of the daycares already in the neighborhood. Another aspect of this project would be a
system of sharing educational resources. A bookmobile or small library would be established in
order to equip those in the neighborhood with resources that might otherwise be too expensive.
The hope would be to allow sharing between daycares and families to provide children with better
resources to ensure their development.
Project Champion: Carillon Civic Council and the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
Potential Partners: Daycares in the neighborhoods would be a very instrumental part of this
project. Mt. Olive Baptist Church, Overcomers in Christ, and the Edgemont Coalition could also be
potential gathering spaces as well as supportive partners in establishing this program or a location
for the educational resource sharing. The UD School of Education and Health Professions, the
Bombeck Center, and Louise Troy PreK‐8 School could provide the program with more information
and expertise on necessary steps to enhance the educational aspect of daycares. Patricia Rickman,
of the Southwest Community Development Corporation, could also provide the resource sharing
program with advice based on her experience in establishing the “Tot Lot.” Financial support for
this program could come from Standard Register or other corporations interested in supporting
school readiness and neighborhood improvements. ReadySetSoar is also an important asset
because of its partnerships and programs to improve early childhood education in the Dayton Area.
Various programs are already being implemented and ReadySetSoar would be a strong source of
specialized and informational support for this project.
Action Steps:
1. Organize a committee of interested partners and appoint leadership for this program.
2. Establish a location to hold sessions for daycare providers and interested families along with
educators or experts to lead workshops.
3. Work with educators to create a list of possible resources and tools to provide through the
sharing program.
4. Find a community partner to fund the collection of educational resources and a location to act
as a home for them.
5. Work with daycares and families to create a system of sharing these resources.
6. Continue to hold educational workshops and create a schedule for regular meetings.
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Engaged Elementary and Middle School Students
Vision Theme: Engaged elementary and middle school students in after‐school and summer
programs
Current Situation: What do the citizens of the
neighborhood currently see as the situation in
their neighborhood?

Desired Future: What would the citizens of the
neighborhood like to see if this Vision Theme is
realized?

Some neighborhood students perform poorly
on standardized tests.

Students will be better prepared for
standardized tests.

Currently, parents, guardians and community
members are not very involved in the child
development process.

More active and visible adult role models will
be available in the neighborhoods to help
provide a positive influence for the children.

Elementary and middle school students are not
actively involved in their own neighborhoods.

Elementary and middle school students will be
better leaders and more involved in their
communities.

Assets and Resources within the
Neighborhood
Overcomers in Christ Ministry has the desire
and facilities to begin a tutoring program.
Mount Olive Baptist Church has existing
programming for many age groups.
The Edgemont Neighborhood Center and Solar
Garden has some summer programs.
Virginia McNeal Park provides space for camps
and programs within the neighborhood.

Issues (Problems and Barriers) inside the
Neighborhood
The cost of attending some existing programs
limits potential access by neighborhood
students.
Arranging safe and affordable childcare can be
difficult for families.
Involvement in children’s activities can be
difficult for working parents and guardians.

Assets and Resources outside the
Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) outside the
Neighborhood

The University of Dayton provides existing
athletic summer camps to these age groups.

Edgemont and Carillon students are dispersed
throughout public, private and charter schools
in the Dayton Area.

Community Volunteers from Sinclair, UD, and
other neighborhood partners have students
and staff who may be willing to assist with
programs.

Most existing extracurricular activities are
school‐specific and based outside the
neighborhood.

Girls on the Run exists throughout Dayton, and
could be brought to this neighborhood to
empower women.

There is a lack of convenient and affordable
transportation for students attending
extracurricular programs in the Dayton Area.
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Engaged Elementary and Middle School Students
Project Title: Youth Leadership Collaborative
Project Narrative: This project would expand upon the summertime youth programming that
currently exists in the Edgemont neighborhood’s Solar Garden by hosting activities year‐round. The
goal of this project is to provide programming for the Carillon and Edgemont neighborhoods that
engages elementary and middle school children in their communities and stimulates their minds on
the weekend and summer months. The collaborative would consist of elementary and middle
school‐aged children in the Edgemont and Carillon neighborhoods, along with the leadership
delegates who collaborated with the summer program in 2014 and new volunteers, such as parents
and members of the neighborhoods’ older population who might not feel comfortable meeting in
the evenings during the week.
The program would include a schooling reinforcement component which would be similar to
tutoring, along with mentoring from leaders from the community. Discussion topics could include
financial awareness for young people, civic engagement, and healthy eating habits. Another
component for the leaders of the collaborative would be working with UD, the Fitz Center, and
other partners like the Dayton Metro Library to take advantage of free resources like grant writing
workshops that would help community members learn about how to make the most of funding
resources in the area.
Project Champion: Carillon Civic Council and the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
Potential Partners: Area colleges and universities, the Edgemont Neighborhood Center, parents,
volunteers who pioneered past youth programs in the neighborhoods, the Dayton Metro Library,
area middle and high schools and Adventure Central.
Action Steps:
1. Form a committee made up of delegates from the Carillon Civic Council, Edgemont
Neighborhood Coalition, and other interested volunteers.
2. Determine current and past youth programming that has been in existence over the past ten
years, such as the summer 2014 Solar Garden activities and programs within the Edgemont
Neighborhood Center.
3. Gather volunteers from those programs and determine availability and interest for future
programs revolving around a variety of topics.
4. Hold community meetings and distribute marketing materials (flyers, emails, etc.) to invite new
volunteers to assist with the program.
5. Develop a budget and lesson plans for each weekend session.
6. Research funding resources in the Dayton area and maximize funds raised for the programming.
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Prepared High School Students
Vision Theme: Prepared high school students who are ready for college and career
Current Situation: What do the citizens of the
neighborhood currently see as the situation in their
neighborhood?

Desired Future: What would the citizens of the
neighborhood like to see if this Vision Theme is
realized?

High school students in the Carillon and Edgemont
neighborhoods attend high schools with low graduation
rates.

High school students from these neighborhoods
will have high graduation rates.

Students in the neighborhoods have difficulty
performing on standardized tests.

Students will be better prepared to take the
ACT, SAT, OGT, and standardized tests.

High school students and graduates have difficulty
finding jobs in the neighborhoods.

There will be more jobs available to teens and
high school graduates.

Many students are unaware of college and career
options available to them after they graduate from high
school.

Residents will have better access to career and
college preparation programs.

Assets and Resources within the Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) inside the
Neighborhood

Edgemont Community Center and Solar Garden
currently provides a summer opportunity for high school
students for leadership and college preparedness.

Students in the Carillion and Edgemont
Neighborhoods have low standardized test
scores and graduation rates.

Neighborhood businesses in Carillion and Edgemont can
provide jobs, career development and mentoring for
young adults.

Students lack an understanding of their options
after high school graduation.

Standard Register

Students lack preparedness for college
application process and career development.

Assets and Resources outside the Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) outside the
Neighborhood

Mentoring Collaborative of Montgomery Co.

There are disparities among local high schools in
their funding, resources available, and academic
performance.

Dayton area STEM can provide students with a strong
foundation for college and career success.
Fast Forward & Upward Bound programs target high
school students to prepare them for options after high
school.
Sinclair CC, UD, and WSU can provide students and
support for tutoring.
Area foundations and scholarship programs, like the
Mathile Family Foundation, provide scholarship and
education resources to students.
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Prepared High School Students

Project Title: Student Mentoring Program
Project Narrative: This project would allow high school students the opportunity to engage in
partnerships both with younger students to encourage civic involvement and volunteering, as well
as with adults to learn about college or job opportunities. This program would allow the high school
students to mentor younger students, building relationships and connections between children in
the community, and learn about resources for their future from their association with their adult
mentors. Research proves that mentors can influence good choices. These mentors could help with
how to apply to college, including how to create a well‐written college admission essay. They could
also help high school student navigate the financial aid aspects of the college search process
(scholarship applications, aid applications, etc.). This project would do well to utilize the
Montgomery County Mentoring Collaborative which has a plethora of resources for mentoring
programs.
This initiative will help foster positive relationships, make the transition from middle school to high
school easier, prepare students for academic and career success, and help them pursue further
education after high school and to enhance the growth, stability and economic development of the
Edgemont and Carillon neighborhoods.
Project Champion: Carillon Civic Council and Edgemont Neighborhoods Association
Potential Partners: Area universities, local businesspersons, Standard Register, area high schools,
area middle schools, and the Montgomery County Mentoring Collaborative (MCMC).
Action Steps:
1. Form a committee (preferably three or more individuals, including one that is a representative
of the high school students) that will help develop guidelines and structure the mentoring
program.
2. The committee will partner with Montgomery County Mentoring Collaborative for best practices
to design the framework and also to utilize their resources.
3. Recruit mentors to be paired with students. Send an e‐mail to all the local middle and high
schools, as well as businesses and local universities to gauge the interest level of those who
could potentially be involved.
4. Keep a spreadsheet of all the interested parties; make sure to delineate ages and sex. Also
collect data such as interests, hobbies, classes the student struggles with, career goals and
aspirations, etc. Data should be collected from the mentor such as their skillset and interests.
5. Perform a background check on potential adult mentors.
6. Develop a “best practices” guide for what high school mentors should be providing to middle
school children, and likewise for the adult mentors of the high school students.
7. Have mentors and mentees fill out an evaluation form every six months to monitor progress.
8. Have mentor/mentee get together to incentivize the program.
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A Thriving Edgemont Solar Garden
Vision Theme: A thriving Edgemont Solar Garden with increased productivity and expanded community
outreach and involvement
Current Situation: What do the citizens of the
neighborhood currently see as the situation in
their neighborhood?

Desired Future: What would the citizens of the
neighborhood like to see if this Vision Theme is
realized?

The operations of the Edgemont Solar Garden
exceed the capability of the current staff and
volunteers.

Knowledgeable staff and volunteers run the daily
operations of the Solar Garden and encourage
gardening and farming interests within the
Edgemont youth.

The Edgemont Neighborhood is located within a
food desert with limited access to healthy and
fresh food.

Solar Garden produces an ample amount of
vegetables and fruit that can be sold in the
community at affordable prices as well as
surrounding community members.

Many Edgemont residents lack the time and
resources to cook healthful meals to support
healthy lifestyles.

There are monthly healthful community cooking
workshops that use food grown in the Solar Garden.
This food is shared at a monthly community dinner.

The Solar Garden marketing campaigns and
promotions only reach a small portion of the West
Dayton population.

A graphic designer has created a new logo that
encapsulates the vision and mission of the Garden.
Both social media and traditional newsletters reach
different age demographics and locations.

Assets and Resources within the Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) inside the
Neighborhood

Sharmin Black is pursuing the Master Gardener
Certification from OSU Extension to expand her
gardening expertise and knowledge about the
production of the Solar Garden.

Edgemont’s aging population may limit the number
of capable volunteers for the physical labor of the
Solar Garden.

Assets and Resources outside the Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) outside the
Neighborhood

Edgemont Solar Garden does not currently possess
the necessary funds to repair and rebuild their
gardening facilities and farming plot.

University of Dayton students and institutions
(Fitz Center) with invested interests and
relationships with the Edgemont Community.
Miscellaneous Urban Farming grants to fund
future Solar Garden projects.
Mission of Mary Farm provides expertise and
knowledge in urban farming practices.
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A Thriving Edgemont Solar Garden
Project Title: Edgemont Solar Garden Youth Mentor Program
Project Narrative: The Edgemont Solar Garden has become a staple and central point of the neighborhood as
it continues to grow flowers and produce and expand its community outreach. The Edgemont Solar Garden
Mentor Program is designed to increase youth involvement and interest at the Solar Garden. Through a
mentoring program in collaboration with Edgemont Solar Garden staff and the University of Dayton,
Edgemont youth will have the opportunity to learn and engage in the skills and duties necessary to maintain
exceptional operation and production of the garden.
The Edgemont Solar Garden Mentor Program will be overseen by an experienced gardener who is either a
member of the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition or an active member of the Edgemont community. The
program is designed to mentor youth residents from 11 to 16 years of age who regularly volunteer at the
garden or who have participated in the Edgemont Solar Garden’s six‐week long summer camp program. The
youth residents offered the opportunity to participate in the mentoring program will be selected from the
pool of regular volunteers and summer camp participants based upon the dedication and passion each has
exemplified for urban farming during their time at the garden.
Through the Edgemont Solar Garden Mentor Program, a University of Dayton student will work full‐time at
Edgemont Solar Garden to assist with daily operations of the garden and to educate community members and
visitors about sustainable farming. The UD student will mentor the selected youth residents for the program
in sustainable urban farming practices, managing produce sales, and designing advertisements and marketing
techniques to promote produce and flower sales. Selected during the summer months, the mentored youth
will be considered as Counselors in Training (CIT). A CIT is trained by the UD mentor throughout the fall,
winter, and spring focusing upon the aforementioned topics so that they are capable to assist the UD mentor
the following summer in managing the Solar Garden summer camp as a qualified and knowledgeable
counselor. A new counselor will not only offer more assistance around the garden, but also provide the
younger Edgemont children who participate in the camp a respectable role model who can spark greater
youth interest in the Solar Garden. This mentoring program would be similar to that of the Fitz Center’s
Semester of Service Program, but formed by the Hanley Sustainability Institute which would provide funding
and University course credits for the student mentor.
Project Champion: Carillon Civic Council and the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
Potential Partners: Potential partners for the Edgemont Solar Garden Mentor Program include the University
of Dayton, Sharmin Black and other experienced gardeners in the community. Student mentors from the
University of Dayton who are passionate about urban farming and community development are critical to the
implementation of this program, and Ms. Black’s expertise in gardening will greatly increase yield and the
overall quality of the garden.
Action Steps:
1.

Current Edgemont Solar Garden staff develop the projects they wish to have accomplished by this
mentor program that aligns with their mission statement.

2.

Identify the individual overseeing the program who is an experienced gardener and member of the
Edgemont Coalition or an active member of the community.

3.

Recruit youth residents to undergo the Counselor in Training (CIT). The selected residents are either
a regular volunteer at the Solar Garden or have participated in the six‐week summer program. The
individuals selected exemplify dedication to and passion for urban gardening.

4.

Secure a program at UD (funded by the Hanley Sustainability Institute) where students work at the
Edgemont Solar Garden for a semester to act as mentors to the CIT.
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Expanded Wellness Opportunities
Vision Theme: Expanded physical wellness opportunities for all community citizens
Current Situation: What do the citizens of the
neighborhood currently see as the situation in
their neighborhood?

Desired Future: What would the citizens of the
neighborhood like to see if this Vision Theme is
realized?

The community does not participate in fitness
activities collectively.

Community citizens participate in weekly walks
and individual exercising opportunities.

The community members do not view physical
recreation as a normal neighborhood activity.

Neighborhood residents develop positive
exercising habits.

There are limited exercise classes within the
community for residents to use.

Fitness classes are regularly scheduled and at
full‐capacity attendance.

There is a collective lack of knowledge of the
available health resources by a majority of the
community members.

Adult residents are well aware of available
community health services.

Assets and Resources within the
Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) inside the
Neighborhood

Ware Banquet Center and the Edgemont
Coalition Center are large spaces in the
neighborhoods that can be rented or reserved
for large health care gatherings or events.

There are few locations that are designed
specifically to host recreational and wellness
activities currently in the neighborhood.
Knowledgeable leaders willing to organize
wellness events will need to head committees
and peak neighborhood interest and
involvement.

The Urban Child Development Resource Center
has an Annual Health Fair already implemented
health fairs through Dayton Public Schools so
they are a beneficial partner.
Cleared lots throughout the neighborhoods can
be turned into green spaces and utilized for
recreation activities and be an installation site
for walking paths.

Attendance is a concern; Kelly from Standard
Register definitely pinpointed this out. She
liked all of the project options, but felt that the
true success of them can only be determined
by the residents’ participation.
Currently, funding and networking are lacking.

Assets and Resources outside the
Neighborhood

Issues (Problems and Barriers) outside the
Neighborhood

Elizabeth Place offers many different health
services and is located in the Carillon
neighborhood.
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Expanded Wellness Opportunities
Project Title: Enhance Physical Wellness of Community Members
Project Narrative: This project is focused on group fitness classes that entail either Zumba or Yoga
activities that accommodate to the community members’ ages, interests, and fitness levels. The
goal is to offer numerous fitness options in order to increase everyone’s health and wellness within
the neighborhood, as well as their participation in the neighborhood center’s programs.
Project Champion: Carillon Civic Council and the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
Potential Partners: We could contact either Sharmin Black or Jeannette Ware for this project. Since
Ms. Sharmin and the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition are currently in contact with a Zumba
instructor, we can possibly expand fitness programs with the same instructor and have them at the
Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition Center. Mrs. Ware is definitely a potential partner because there
is already line dancing at the Ware Banquet Center twice a month.
Action Steps:
1. Appoint a leader and organize a Work Group.
2. Survey the community and find out their fitness interests.
3. Contact/research potential fitness instructors.
4. Find a space to hold the classes. Book dates, times, locations for classes members are most
interested in.
5. Create a schedule and distribute to community members.
6. Set up a reminder system for when classes are approaching. Market and advertise the classes
using flyers and social media.
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LEADER INTERVIEWS
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Leader Interviews
Each seminar student interviewed a citizen leader or stakeholder of Carillon or Edgemont.
Each then responded to the following questions: “What leadership role does she or he play?
Describe the leader approach to the role (technical or adaptive?). How does the leader think
as a citizen? As a professional? As an elected official? As a civic leader? How does the leader
build consensus? What does the leader see as assets in the neighborhoods?

Leader Interviewed By Student
Sharmin Black ........................................................ Interviewed by Catherine Arensberg
Sharmin Black is a woman of inspiration. Her family
roots tie back into Edgemont because her father was born
and raised in the area and continues to live in Edgemont
and has purchased multiple properties. Sharmin’s own
personal tie to Edgemont began when she first started
working with an organization that did aftercare in Dunbar
Manor. She participated in providing tutoring at night for
members who lived in the community. Sharmin also
participated in volunteering with services for young women doing the Work Experience
Program (WEP). She provided image consulting trying to really assess what was needed and
what could be improved. Another program she worked with was a mature working program
for individuals who were 55 years or older that were transitioning from underemployment
or unemployment. These are just a few examples of the areas of work that Sharmin has
worked in. Overall, Sharmin brings a lot of work experience and is an immense asset to
Edgemont. Sharmin has skills in work force development, management, leadership, grant
funding, administrative work, training and development programs, mentoring, and youth
advising. When asked how she sees herself in the community she replied with “being a
connector.” She is aware of various resources in the immediate area, Dayton area, and
Montgomery County area. She works to connect the community with appropriate resources
so that her community can build upon what has already been established.
Sharmin herself is a very important asset to Edgemont but she also sees multiple
other assets in the community. These assets include the corporate businesses, the
passionate residents of Edgemont, Edgemont Coalition Center and Solar Garden. There was
no clear indication as to any current connection with the corporate businesses, but there
are definite possibilities of trying to establish one. As for the passionate residents, Sharmin
says there are many community members who are very concerned about the community.
There are individuals advocating for different changes—drug free, decreasing crime rate
(which has occurred!)—the largest obstacle is being able to bring the community members
together. The next asset is the Edgemont Coalition Center and Solar Garden. Sharmin
envisions this solar garden to provide for the immediate area and at large. Sharmin sees the
overall possibilities of a greater impact of expanding and being able to market to other
areas outside of Edgemont, Dayton, and eventually Ohio. Edgemont is currently working
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with Premier Enterprise for the Solar Garden state of the art equipment that allows for the
opportunity to expand growth of produce for not just Ohio but other states. The vision of
the Edgemont Center to be an epicenter for education for all ages is one Sharmin also hopes
to see come to life. The organization is volunteer driven, but she hopes to find a way to
establish the center to be more self‐sufficient and self‐sustaining. There are current
programs in place but these need improving. For instance, the use of the computers needs
to be revitalized. In addition to the current programs, there are new initiatives that Sharmin
views important to the growth of the Edgemont Center. These include marketing, IT
assistance, website construction, and writing newsletters.
Another large asset the Edgemont Center has managed is a Community
Development Block Grant. This grant is a part of the OSU extension and comes through the
City of Dayton. This grant is comprised of multiple non‐profits who will receive
infrastructure funding. The program will evaluate what is structurally needed and help by
providing education as well as assistance with establishing a business plan. There will be
two community members who receive training in business planning and two community
members will also become master gardeners through classes offered, both beginning
October 1st. This is a great opportunity for growth for some core community members of
Edgemont.
With assets come issues. The issue we discussed was mainly the vacant properties in
the area. Sharmin pointed out though that Edgemont has a good relationship with the City
of Dayton and police department who are all trying to work together to overcome barriers
of the vacant properties and overgrown lots. One of the issues Sharmin said she came upon
with the vacant lots is identifying who owns the properties. Alongside this, Sharmin
expressed a need in the community for home utilities assistance, home improvement
programs and projects, and increased access to financial resources. The next obstacle is for
Edgemont to reestablish their status as a 501 (c) 3. Sharmin stated that they are working on
getting reinstated and are gathering information to apply for reinstatement.
Overall, Sharmin herself is a very important asset to this community but she also
sees that the many other passionate community members of Edgemont are important
assets to the revitalization of this community as well. The next step that is possible is the
reestablishment of the relationship between UD and Edgemont that was once very strong.
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Gwen Buchanan ............................................................ Interviewed by Nathaniel Lundy
Gwen Buchanan is a resident of the Carillon neighborhood. A
53 year‐old woman, born in 1961, she grew up in Dayton,
specifically in the Carillon neighborhood that she still lives in today.
She went to Dunbar High School and studied at the Art and Fashion
Institute in Atlanta, Georgia. After spending her younger adult years
in Atlanta and the California Bay Area, she returned to Dayton in
1988. She has 3 children, ages 28, 25, and 22, and 5 grandchildren.
During her childhood in Carillon, Gwen recounts that it was very
family‐centered and close‐knit. Most of the households were two‐
parent households in which the father worked and the mother was
focused on her children and being a homemaker. One of the most
influential members of the Carillon community that had a lasting impact on Gwen was Mrs.
McNeal, the former neighborhood president and a member of the local school board. It was
residents such as Mrs. McNeal that played a big role in the abundant community that was
the Carillon neighborhood during that era. As Gwen notes, “People were actively engaged in
the neighborhood community and took PRIDE in it.” Some examples of community building
that Gwen remembers include such events as a Cedar Point trip in which Harriet, Stewart,
and Smith Street residents chartered a bus.
Gwen views herself as a leader in the neighborhood, although she is not currently in
an elected position. (Editor’s note: Gwen was later elected president of the Carillon
neighborhood). She feels that she owes it to Mrs. McNeal, one of her mentors, to become
more actively involved in the neighborhood. This is why she wishes to take over for Mary
Varnado, the Carillon Civic Council President, who has announced that she has decided to
step down from her position. However, one of the obstacles that Gwen must overcome in
order to do this is finding a balance between her obligation to her community and her
obligation to care for her two aging parents. From our discussion, it was apparent that
Gwen takes and adaptive approach to her leadership role in the community, particularly
with her endeavor to take over for Mary Varnado. She is adjusting to the changing
environment and constituent population of Carillon, and takes an active role in gaining
support by being visible and reaching out to other residents.
As both a citizen and a professional, Gwen has worked in many different
environments. She has worked for and with St. Elizabeth’s Hospital, AmeriCorps, and the
Omega Community Development Corporation. Throughout her interactions in both
community and professional settings, Gwen focuses on building consensus, on helping
people to understand her intentions, ideas, and plan for executing tasks. She notes that in
an age of anonymous electronic communication, personal and face‐to‐face interaction is
key to a successful and tight‐knit community. That being said, Gwen notes some issues that
the Carillon community is currently facing. First and foremost, a large population of the
neighborhood is renters. The problem with this is that renters do not have as much of a
vested interest in the community as people do that own property within Carillon. Another
issue is the aging population. Many of the folks that experienced Carillon during its “prime‐
time” are aging and thus able to have less of an impact as their neighborhood faces current
challenges. One issue that I was not aware of is the environmental hazard that Carillon
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faces, which is that it was built on a dump. This means that there are toxins and other
health hazards in the soil beneath this community. Perhaps the largest challenge that Gwen
expressed to me is the sense of apathy within some of the younger residents. Unlike Gwen,
they do not take pride in their neighborhood, are not willing to take an active role in their
communities, and seem to not care about restoring the abundance and vibrant life for
which Carillon was once famous.
Granted, there are plenty of assets that Carillon has! For one, the proximity to UD
Arena and Welcome Stadium is a huge asset, providing venues to host events and other
gatherings, as well as local and collegiate sporting events that can be attended by residents.
The Marriott is an asset as well, providing a new, clean, well‐recognized hotel in the area,
contributing to a positive public image. Another huge asset is the history of the
neighborhood, and the number of long‐term residents still there that take pride in their
neighborhood. (Along those lines, Gwen wants to figure out how to pass this pride down!)
As they say in real estate, location is KEY. Carillon has a wonderful location: close to I‐75 and
SR‐35, the river, and UD’s campus, it has all the makings of an accessible community.
Gwen is hoping that UD can help Carillon in a number of ways. I am not positive how much
we can help in some of these areas, but they provide insight into the needs of this
community. Assistance is needed with neighborhood beautification, grant writing, a review
of the work done by UD a few years ago with this community, and fundraising.
Furthermore, Gwen wants to investigate the feasibility of a sound barrier to put up against
Welcome Stadium and the Arena parking lots to make the neighborhood quieter. All things
considered, Carillon has a tremendous number of assets and a woman in Gwen Buchanan
who is ready to take the helm!
Ray Alexander.................................................................... Interviewed by Joshua Tovey
One of the most important partners for any neighborhood is the local government.
We have government to help organize the collective needs and desires of the citizens.
Government fulfills many roles and helps people achieve their potential. This is especially
true of local government. For most local government there is one city planner who will
work to help the community grow and prosper through architecture, job growth, and
community organizing. Dayton, a large city, has multiple members of its Department of
Planning and Community Development. One individual who works the most with the
Edgemont neighborhood is Raymond Alexander. Raymond has been with the city for over
20 years and has had both an office in the neighborhood and at City Hall, giving him a
firsthand overview. Due to all of the work that he has completed and continues to
accomplish, it is safe to say that Ray Alexander is a leader.
Ray mostly works with the Edgemont neighborhood, but has occasionally worked
with the Carillon neighborhood as well. As a result, Ray is an all‐around leader in the
community. His job dictates that he works with the people of the neighborhood as an
adaptive leader. This is something that was very apparent during the interview. According
to Ray, one of the main assets of Edgemont is the Edgemont Center and Solar Garden. As a
leader, Ray recognizes that there is no “fix all” solution to the neighborhood; however, with
community involvement, you will grow the leadership, and consequently, the chance for
success grows immensely. For example, the city has taken a serious interest in the Solar
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Garden because they see it as an asset, and Ray has worked first hand to help improve the
garden. The day before our interview, he was out killing bugs and cleaning up the garden
himself which reflects Ray’s commitment and true adaptive leadership. He does not
approach the neighborhood as an entity that if a specific plan is implemented then change
will come; Ray approaches it from the view point of examining its assets and working to
improve them.
In the case of Edgemont, Ray acknowledges the aging population and lower income,
but these factors do not harm his ability to work with the neighborhood. He has been
adaptive by encouraging new, younger people to join in the neighborhood leadership. He
has also worked with the solar garden so that it can move away from the flower operation
and become more of an urban garden. Ray sees this transition as an opportunity to help
bring some local people work and as an opportunity for neighborhood residents to receive
produce. Another asset that Ray helped bring to the community is money from a CDBG
(Community Development Block Grant) that was not used by another neighborhood. Ray
helped Edgemont to receive the funds instead. As an adaptive leader Ray is working literally
with his hands to help this neighborhood.
Although Ray does not live in the neighborhood, it is obvious that he thinks like a
citizen in the way that he wants to see the neighborhood prosper. Ray does extra work
because it is a about doing the right thing for the people who live in the area. After the
interview, it was clear that Ray is not just helping because of his job but because he cares. It
is Ray’s job to help bring people together, and this is how he brings about consensus. It may
not always be the case where everyone gets what they want, because government does not
work like that. But as a representative of the city, the people, Ray listens to everyone.
At the end of the interview Ray talked about things that he sees as potential assets
in the Edgemont neighborhood. The three that I found very interesting were the Solar
Garden, the old Richard Allen School site, and the large Delphi brownfield. These places
have the potential to be great for the neighborhood; they just are not being utilized.
Whether it is the school being abandoned or the fact that the Delphi plant is no longer in
use, these places still have potential in Ray’s eyes, and that is something I agree with. In the
end, it not a matter of what Ray thinks that makes him a good leader, but what he does to
help the community both as an employee of the city and as a citizen that makes him a good
leader.
Kelly Andrews and David Clapper .......................................... Interviewed by Nate Perry
Founded by the Sherman Brothers in 1912,
Standard Register has been a fixture in the Edgemont
Neighborhood for over 100 years. Currently, the company
employs over 700 at its Dayton office on Albany Street. On
September 22, 2014, I sat down with David Clapper and
Kelly Andrews to discuss leadership, Edgemont, and
Standard Register’s relationship with its neighbors.
Both Clapper and Andrews consider themselves
leaders at Standard Register. Clapper is the Director of
Facilities and Security at Standard Register, and oversees many aspects of the daily
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operations. Additionally, Clapper sits on the Community Contributions Council, which
oversees the philanthropic arm of Standard Register. Andrews leads the company’s
information technologies division, and coordinates the company’s reading partner program
at Edison PreK‐8 School. Both individuals are leaders, not only at Standard Register, but in
community programs as well.
These two individuals have very technical approaches to their role. By her training,
Andrews works to find a clear solution to IT problems in her daily tasks. Similarly, in our
interview, she expressed a need for problems to be clearly identified within the schools, so
that Standard Register could be more involved, rather than attempting to explore the
deeper issue. This does not reflect a lack of care, rather, it shows the need for a clear
identification of issues that need to be corrected. Similarly, Clapper takes a technical
approach to his leadership role. His day‐to‐day duties are also technical in nature. He
discovers problems in the company’s facilities or security, and works to solve the problems.
Most of these issues are technical in nature, with clear solutions. Similarly to Andrews,
Clapper expressed a desire to correct technical issues using the resources of Standard
Register. In our conversation, neither Clapper nor Andrews mentioned adaptive issues, or
the need to work to solve the larger issues within the neighborhood.
Much of this focus on technical issues is a result of how Standard Register engages
its employees within the Edgemont Neighborhood. The company has a program called
Helping Hands, where Standard Register Employees are allowed to work up to 16 volunteer
hours during their workday each year. Employees are paid for their hours worked, and are
encouraged to participate in projects within the Edgemont Neighborhood. According to
Clapper, projects with clear goals, and high levels of organization work best for Standard
Register’s Helping Hands Program. These types of projects allow employees to easily find
projects, participate, and feel that they are making a positive contribution. According to
Andrews, many employees want to participate in larger projects, but simply do not have the
time to plan them. Having small projects, or small sections of larger projects that can be
completed, is the best way to involve Standard Register employees.
As professionals, and leaders of Standard Register’s service programs, both Clapper
and Andrews see themselves as very action‐oriented leaders. When they see a need within
their community, they take action. Clapper shared an example where Sharmin Black of the
Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition notified him that they had a roof leak in the
neighborhood center. The next day Clapper sent a team of Standard Register maintenance
staff to make repairs to the roof. As Clapper states, “I see a need, and I respond.” In a
similar manner, both Clapper and Andrews attempt to build consensus around actionable
issues and items. They noted that they only have a short period of time to engage most
employees, so they work very quickly to identify needs within the Edgemont neighborhood.
When asked about the strongest assets within their neighborhood, both Clapper and
Andrews spoke about the people who are committed to making their neighborhood a
better place. They also expressed that the neighborhood’s location, off of interstate 75, was
an asset for attracting business, and perhaps residents to the area. Additionally, the
partnerships between Standard Register and the Mayor’s office, as well as the company and
the community are very strong, and should be used to help within the neighborhood.
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The biggest challenges these two face in Edgemont is the lack of a clear strategic
goal, and clearly defined needs and projects. Clapper mentioned the need to develop a
business plan for the Edgemont center, so that their needs can be better addressed by the
service oriented employees at Standard Register. Andrews noted the lack of a clear contact
point for neighborhood needs as a challenge for organizing service opportunities for the
company to participate in. At many points during the interview, both Clapper and Andrews
remarked that they were ready to be more involved with more volunteer and monetary
support, but were unsure of the neighborhood’s needs. Finally, Standard Register donates a
significant amount of funds to neighborhood programs, but would like other businesses to
donate either money or volunteers.
As a class, we can work to address these issues by developing a list of needs for the
neighborhood, and sharing opportunities for volunteering with Standard Register. The
company desires to be a more active community partner, but simply needs more direction
for its employees. Identifying a list of projects and a clear contact point within the
neighborhood would enable Standard Register to be more engaged and to better support
their neighborhood.
Nancy Bleil ................................................................. Interviewed by Theresa Schneider
Each person has their own role to play within a community and leaders can come
from any organization or rank. Nancy Bleil works as the community development manager
for Samaritan Behavioral Health. She does a lot of outreach into the community with
educational events and funding. Samaritan Behavioral is an asset for not only Carillon, but
also other surrounding neighborhoods, including Edgemont. They provide mental health
services, counseling, crisis care, assessment and treatment services for children, counseling
services to schools and the community, and many other services. Most clients receive
treatment free of charge through Medicaid insurance. These services provide the residents
of this area with much needed medical treatment that can usually get overlooked. Because
of Samaritan Behavioral Health’s services, residents in these neighborhoods are better able
to care for themselves and their families through no cost to them, making it a strong asset
in the community.
Nancy Bleil works as a community leader through her position of outreach and
education at Samaritan Behavioral. This organization has such a presence in the community
that she is able to lead through their important work. By being located within Carillon,
Samaritan Behavioral is able to accept walk‐ins and provide this community with much
needed support. Bleil is able to affect the community, not only through the care given in
Elizabeth Place, but by her outreach to schools and other organizations facing crises in their
community. Bleil works to build networks among neighborhoods and serve any populations,
including schools or companies that need grief counselors or other services. These kinds of
relationships between service providers and the community are essential, and without
people such as Bleil who work to establish them, the community would lack adequate
services and care.
Mental health has been an area in which service to poorer communities has been
lacking in recent history. Samaritan Behavioral Health provides various services to help
lessen this problem and to provide people with more well‐rounded care. One program that
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Nancy was especially proud of was their Young Children’s Assessment and Treatment
Services (YCATS) because it is the only one like it in the nation. This program works to
provide very specialized care to children that are currently homeless or in foster care.
Children receive half a day of intense therapy where they can learn how to be successful in
kindergarten. Along with programs for children, teachers are able to be trained through
observation and experience on how to aid children with attention, social, or behavioral
difficulties. Programs such as this are able to strengthen the communities that they reach.
Through this kind of outreach, Samaritan Behavioral Health is able to lead the community’s
work to better welfare for its citizens. It is a leader of the initiative to provide services to the
community in hopes of bettering the lives of all those that live in the neighborhood.
One way that a community leader is established is through their collaboration to
create a shared vision for the community. Samaritan Behavioral Health works alongside the
Public Health Department, the National Conference for Community and Justice of Greater
Dayton, and various violence prevention organizations. They also have a network in place
for referrals to and from other service providers to ensure the best possible care goes to
their clients. This kind of community collaboration optimizes the services that are available
to all people. Without agreement between organizations and cooperation, programs and
services would be less effective. The clients are not adequately served unless there is a
shared vision and collaboration among service providers.
Along with collaboration, Samaritan Behavioral attempts to better serve their
community, and this makes them stand apart from other organizations. Their care is more
personalized and they hope that is makes it more accessible for clients. When someone
calls them, they are not directed to a recorded message but instead are spoken to by a real
person that works with them to meet their needs. Bleil quotes her CEO in saying that their
organization works to find what people need and not what they think their clients need. The
hope is that working with clients and assessing what their needs are is a better way to serve
them than employees saying what they think the community needs. Effective community
leaders work alongside the community instead of trying to impose their own beliefs on the
people. If an organization is constantly assessing the needs of their clients, they will be
better in touch with the community and therefore will better be able to work to fulfill their
shared vision for the community.
The kind of leadership that Bleil describes being used by Samaritan Behavioral is an
adaptive approach. They have technical responses to problems that people bring to them
such as a formalized method of counseling or service for a person that comes and is
diagnosed with a common problem, but they also put effort into communicating with their
clients to see what their needs are. Samaritan Behavioral identified a need in their clients
for a care service for those addicted to drugs and has recently developed two programs in
response to this issue. One of these responses is the DAWN program that trains families in
the use of spray, which saves people experiencing a drug overdose, and equips them after
this training with kits that include this spray. This was a response that aims to lessen any
repercussions of the identified need of caring for those with drug addiction that leads to
overdose, but they also responded with a preventative measure through a new drug
rehabilitation treatment. This treatment uses a new medication called Saboxene that, when
taken, causes a person to be violently ill if they are using drugs at the same time. This is a
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way to fight the addiction that people are faced with by conditioning them to horrible
associations with the drugs. This example shows the response that Samaritan Behavioral
Health takes when assessing the needs of their clients and neighborhoods.
In these ways, Samaritan Behavioral Health is a leader and a great asset for the area.
It is especially accessible for residents of the Carillon neighborhood because it is in their
neighborhood and people are able to walk in for treatment. Through their programs, the
center provides care to residents that can help to increase their well‐being, but also leads
the service providers in the area through their collaboration and programs. Nancy Bleil
works to be the face of Samaritan Behavioral through her outreach and educational
programs and therefore stands as a leader of the community’s services. The services that
Samaritan Behavioral provides for the neighborhoods aids the whole community and is a
strong means of support.
Scott DeBolt .................................................................... Interviewed by Krystal Warren
Scott DeBolt is a senior associate athletic director at the University of Dayton
Division of Athletics and is also the director of UD Arena. He oversees UD Arena and all the
operations, as well as overseeing all the athletic facilities and sports complexes on campus.
He manages events and all the people it takes to run an event smoothly. He has been with
UD for less than a year. With the proximity of UD Arena to the Carillon neighborhood, he is
cognizant of the relationships he needs to cultivate to help the neighborhood. “We have to
respect them and understand their needs and concerns,” he said. “I try to help them out in
any way that I can.”
He understands that the biggest key to having a productive relationship is
communication. “When we’re hosting events late at night and traffic is going through their
neighborhood,” DeBolt said. “We try to be a good neighbor and give advance notice. If they
have an issue they know to come to us so it doesn’t fester. Since I have only been here a
short time, I try to listen and hear and find out what they’ve done in the past. As I get a
better grasp on things, I hope to see how we can help them in the future.”
DeBolt has many years of experience working in facilities management, with his last
stop in Columbus, Ohio, with the MLS’s Columbus Crew at Crew Stadium. He attended
monthly meetings there to help build communication with the residents who lived near the
stadium. He’s continued that philosophy at Dayton and, in fact, most Carillon meetings are
held at UD Arena.
“I try to hear what they are looking to do, what problems they might have and how
we can partner with them and help with any neighborhood activities, from neighborhood
picnics from trying to get funding for improvements to the neighborhood,” said DeBolt. “We
have tried to underwrite some of the food and equipment (space, chairs, etc.) for the
community picnic.”
DeBolt has ideas from his time with the Columbus Crew that could be carried over to
the University of Dayton and its local communities. The Crew partnered with the local high
school to create a scholarship for their student‐athletes. The Crew also provided a
neighborhood ticketing program and had a neighborhood “night out” with various events at
the facility. Finally, they held a summer internship for local kids to try to give them
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something to do in the summer, as well as give them experience with a trade and get some
real‐life experience. “That is one of the things we are looking at here. We would like to
have a night out for the Carillon neighborhood at the Arena,” said DeBolt. “We have a lot of
resources on our side. We have a lot of people who have been around for a while who know
the history. The biggest thing is getting more involvement from the community. The more
foot soldiers you can have out there and the more buy in you can get, the more productivity
you can have.”
Other initiatives DeBolt thinks UD Arena could help with include improvements to
the parking lot or fence line that would help limit traffic or noise that negatively impact
their neighborhood.
DeBolt believes that Carillon’s greatest assets are: the Job Center, UD Arena and
surrounding sports complexes, the Courtyard Marriott, Elizabeth Place and the new
addition of the Love’s Truck Stop. He said the Love’s station has caused some traffic issues
in conjunction with UD games, and immediately added, “But those are good problems to
deal with when new businesses are starting to be built here. If you can shine a spotlight on
the area and make it attractive for developers, and show they can be profitable here and
safe.”
“There are some great businesses that drive traffic here. We’ve partnered with
Montgomery County and the Job Center this past year and they now do their career fair
here at UD Arena,” added DeBolt. “Their first one was very successful in the spring and they
held another one this fall. This fall we will tie in with the University and students can attend
and it’s going to be even better.” (The career fair occurred a week after this interview was
conducted and it was a huge success with many UD students attending).
DeBolt believes the biggest challenge for the Carillon neighborhood is the age of the
community, the illegal activity in the area, and the fact that there are only a few dedicated
people in the community willing to do all the work. He said there has been some attempt to
help with crime but resources only go so far. He also agreed that vacant buildings are a
problem in the area and that the solution starts with community action so the city has
record of it.
He noted that there is a lot of vacant land between the Carillon and Edgemont
communities. He suggests that the two communities join forces like before the I‐75 freeway
divided them.
“You have strength in numbers. It also helps get different ideas being able to bounce
ideas off each other,” DeBolt said. “It’s all about having manpower. You don’t want to get it
too big so that they are unmanageable, but the communities are so close it seems it could
bring them together. They shouldn’t let a physical freeway get between them and helping
each other. We’ve talked about having joint community meetings at the arena to try to
bounce ideas and get more involvement. Also, if you don’t want something in your
neighborhood, you have to step forward and fight for it. Those that ignore it are not
creating anything beneficial for anyone.”
This class can build the foundation, encourage conversation and help with analyzing
the situation, but in the end the community needs more people involved to sustain the
vision.
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“You have to find someone who will take part and run with it,” said DeBolt. “You
have to put some committees in place to make them happen. There will be good ideas, but
neighbors need to take pride in their neighborhood. They may not have the resources but
we can give them resources or steer them in the right direction. A strong leader who knows
the neighborhood and is someone that people respect is crucial to making this
neighborhood successful. ”
DeBolt knows that this will take small steps to build up the community. He suggests
something as simple as a neighborhood pick up. He noted that community members
worked together to clean up a house on the corner and everyone thought it looked great! It
takes people to be involved. There are also a lot of groups out there looking for community
service hours. People are willing to donate supplies and time. It just takes connecting the
pieces.
“Carillon has such a small group that is dedicated and involved that it’s tough for
them to tackle all the problems,” said DeBolt. DeBolt is working with Don Vermillion to
include the neighborhood with more UD events. The class report will be held at UD Arena
before a women’s basketball game in December. Following the presentation, everyone will
be invited to stay and watch the game for free.
Mary Ellington .................................................................. Interviewed by Molly Brasure
For the leadership interview, I interviewed Mary Ellington, the executive director of
the Innerwest Community Development Corporation. She can be contacted at the phone
number (937) 223‐8747 and her office is located at 1024 West 3rd Street. Mary has several
leadership roles in the community. She serves as the chairperson at the priority board, the
executive director of Community Development Cooperation, and serves as the president of
Wright Dunbar neighborhood association. Mary obtained her leadership role due to her
willingness to improve and maintain her neighborhood. She stepped into the leadership
position because no one else was willing to take on the community challenges. The lack of
support from the city motivated Mary to become the change she wished to see.
Mary has a unique leadership style. She tries to delegate tasks between community
members and attempts to get them involved and motivated. Mary does not believe she is a
born leader, but has simply risen to the occasion. She is very willing and determined to
protect and improve the area in which she lives. Over the span of her time as a leader, Mary
has been both adaptive and technical. She is adaptive trying to recruit new community
members and youth. As a citizen, professional, and civic leader, Mary believes everyone
should care about where they live. However, she has been struggling to get others to show
their community pride. She believes lack of face to face communication is contributing to
the lack of desire for involvement in the community. Community members are too engaged
in media for entertainment, resulting in less communication and comradery between
neighbors. Information is relayed to residents via computers and television and they do not
feel the need to converse with community members. Mary sees the issue with
communication and is trying to lead the community back to face to face communication.
She has also faced issues in which she led the community in a technical manner. One
example of her technical leadership is when she needed to find research to preserve her
neighborhood from demolition by the city.
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Consensus and shared vision are two methods Mary has been successful using
during her time as a community leader. During her time living in the Wright Dunbar
neighborhood, the city created a plan to tear up the neighborhood. According to the History
of the Dayton Aviation Heritage National Historical Park, the neighborhood where the
Wright brothers lived and worked had been mostly destroyed by the 1970s. Neglect, riots,
and a highway project through the city had leveled much of the neighborhood. While much
of the neighborhood was destroyed, many faithful citizens still resided there. Unwilling to
let the city officials destroy their homes, the neighborhood association began to complain
about the plan. Mary was one of those citizens. She had grown up in the neighborhood and
had a strong sense of pride in her house and neighborhood. She rose to the occasion and
took a stance against the city commission. However, the commission did not comply to her
the objections. They claimed the power to take the land via eminent domain. Mary rallied
many leaders in the community to support the neighborhood. She gained support from a
local attorney of law. With the help of community leaders, the neighborhood association
was able to save the neighborhood from demolition. Her efforts also caused the Wright
Brother Neighborhood to become a historic neighborhood. As a historic neighborhood, the
Wright Brothers neighborhood is protected from most legal issues as long as it adheres to
certain historic rehabilitation standards. Mary’s ability to rise to the occasion helped turn
her neighborhood into a historic district and preserve the houses.
As a leader of the community, Mary is able to see the assets and issues within other
Dayton neighborhoods. She believes the Edgemont neighborhood’s largest asset is the solar
garden. She sees the neighborhood solar garden as a community anchor. It brings the youth
into the community and unites all community members. She believes it is an asset that has
the ability to revitalize the community. Another asset to the neighborhood is the low price
values of homes, low crime statistics, and peaceful neighborhood setting. She considers this
an asset that will draw in young professionals as well as young families. These assets set the
community apart, but there are also issues facing the community. The biggest issue in the
neighborhoods is the landscape and aesthetics. Her neighborhood is a historical district and
is located right next to a National Park. It should look appealing and entice tourists and
locals to visit the National Park. Currently the landscaping does not do this and Mary
believes it is a real issue. Mary needs more youth involvement to help clean up the
landscaping surrounding the neighborhood. As a leader and member of the Dayton
community, Mary thinks our seminar could be most helpful by motivating people to be
involved and take initiative in community building.
Ronnie Grant ......................................................................... Interviewed by Eric Brown
I interviewed Ronnie Grant, a citizen of the Edgemont community who lives on Clegg
Street which is just past I‐75. He has lived in the neighborhood his entire life and so has his
wife. The majority of their extended family lives throughout Edgemont so they are very
established in the neighborhood. Ronnie is a recovering alcoholic who has been sober for 26
years. He used his past experience to become and alcohol and drug addiction counselor. Of
late he has been working in the Elizabeth Place as a counselor, but he is in the process of
switching jobs. Before being a counselor, he was a teacher in a local school. While I was
talking to him, it was very obvious the amount of pride he holds for his neighborhood. He
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has been there through the ups and downs and could not emphasize enough the damage I‐
75 caused within the neighborhood. That being said, he has made an impact in some of the
more positive aspects of the community.
Ronnie Grant sees himself as a natural leader. From his work as a teacher, he
understands how to have order and give directions. At the same time though, he has been
in a lot of peer programs and neighborhood programs which has allowed him to lead by
example. He said he never wants to ask someone to do something that he could not handle
himself. From an authority point of view, Ronnie was a member of both the priority board
and the Edgemont Coalition in the past. He was actually one of the main members of the
coalition who started the solar garden. He saw the potential of these gardens and realized
that there were people who could get it started and was a major learning process for the
community as a whole. As a member of the priority board, he was able to keep close
contact with the police and the city to help control the amount of crime and the tear down
of dilapidated houses. As a community leader without authority he led a petition to get a
sound blocking wall put up on his side of the highway in Edgemont. He took the initiative
and got in contact with people in the government to see what the process would be. He
went out and got multiple neighbors to sign a petition and the wall was completed last year.
As seen from his numerous positions and campaigns, along with his connection to
the neighborhood, Ronnie Grant is a great leader in Edgemont. He has seen the glory days
of Edgemont and experienced the decline following the construction of I‐75. That being
said, he is also 66 years old and cannot be the man in charge anymore. He can be of use
with his knowledge and experience, but he says that the aging population is problem in
Edgemont. He has seen the full swing of the Coalition and says that the people in charge
have been in charge for a long period of time. Ronnie says that there needs to be a change
of hands to rejuvenate the efforts and involve more of the younger population the
neighborhood.
Another major problem in Mr. Grant’s eyes is the drug problem. His neighborhood
is situated within a 100 yards of I‐75, which has brought a bigger market for drugs from
outside the city. Also, the highway provides a wall to hide some of the action from the
police. It provides a physical barrier to allow more drug deals to go down, even in broad
daylight. Ultimately, with Mr. Grant’s long history with Edgemont, he made it clear that the
construction of the interstate was the major turning point in the history of this storied
neighborhood. While the drug problem may be one facet of the issue, the separation of
Edgemont ruined its status as a self‐contained neighborhood. Ronnie talked about the
numerous shops and businesses that are necessary for daily life in a neighborhood that
used to be situated in Edgemont but have now disappeared. Anything from car repair, to
dentists, to groceries stores, all of these necessities are gone. Without a car, most of these
basic services would be unavailable to the residents of Edgemont. The closet grocery store
that has a wide variety is over three miles away; this neighborhood which was self‐
contained is now empty of most services.
In conclusion, Ronnie Grant has been a staple of the Edgemont community for his
entire life. He has deep roots in this area and his family has mostly stayed in the area too.
He has proved he can be a leader in many different ways over his time, and can lead
effectively in different situations. That being said, he is nearing retirement and does not
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have the energy to take on that workload anymore. He also encourages the leaders to pass
the torch to younger community members so they can have that same pride in Edgemont as
the older population does. He has seen the fall from glory following the construction of I‐75
and hopes that Edgemont can get back to those days again. He believes that our process
will help, by showing faith in this community and giving them a hand in deciding their fate,
they can become more involved. Mr. Grant has helped accomplish a lot of great things for
Edgemont and is still proud and active member of the community.
Robert Gruhl ....................................................................... Interviewed by Sam Mullins
I interviewed Robert Gruhl, deputy director at the Job Center. The Job Center
provides a number of services to the community. Jobs and Family Services contains
Children’s Services and the Child Support Enforcement Agency. It is the place from which
social services are distributed, and it has workforce development programs. It opened in
1997, and serves as a One‐Stop center for all of Montgomery County. Robert Gruhl had
much to tell me about the perspective his experiences at this facility have given him about
the assets and issues of the Carillon and Edgemont neighborhoods, as well as having an
interesting personal story.
Robert Gruhl was born in Southern Ontario. He immigrated to the United States in
1982 to attend Ohio State University, where he played college hockey. He came to Dayton
to receive a graduate degree from the University of Dayton, and started working with Jobs
and Family services in 1989. His first government job was working as an investigator of
welfare fraud. He has held several jobs in the public sector, also working as a legal manager
for Children’s Services and as the director of child support for Montgomery County. After a
brief stint in the private sector, he now works as deputy director of the Job Center.
Mr. Gruhl described the Job Center as a great asset to the Carillon and Edgemont
communities, calling it a “pillar” of the community. He was effusive in his praise of the Job
Center’s ability to provide hope to the community and be a place of opportunity. He also
said that he sees the neighborhoods as middle class neighborhoods with well‐kept homes,
and as relatively safe neighborhoods. Though not in the neighborhood, he also described
Ponitz as an asset for the neighborhoods. He was very impressed with the school and the
job training it provides its students.
I also asked him about underdeveloped assets in the community, places that with a
little work and attention could become assets for these communities. He told me he did not
want to give the stock answers of putting up potholes and street lights, but more specific
things. As we have before in class, he discussed the vacant structures throughout the
neighborhoods. With an infusion of capital, he said, these vacant structures could help fix
one of both neighborhoods’ biggest problems: lack of economic development. He says that
the lack of economic development “paralyzes” the region, and that creating new
opportunities in the region is critical.
Mr. Gruhl identified many of the same issues in the neighborhood that students in
the class have. He said that there wasn’t enough business in the neighborhoods, and that
they were losing young people. He also said that the lack of community centers hurt the
neighborhoods. Without associations like these, opportunities and connections are harder
to make. He also pointed out that while the Job Center was a great asset to the
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neighborhoods, it also brings with it some stigma. Some people see that the Carillon
neighborhood is the neighborhood where government assistance is handed out and assume
that it is a bad neighborhood. For this reason, Mr. Gruhl wants to have a rebranding of the
Job Center, so that it can be, in his words, a place of opportunity, not necessity.
The topic Mr. Gruhl was most excited to talk about was leadership. During the
interview I saw binders and books on leadership scattered on his desk, and when I asked
him what was required of a good leader he told me we were “speaking his language.”
According to Mr. Gruhl, the most important part of being a leader is listening. Leadership is
about listening to another person, understanding where they are coming from. It is also
about being able to glean basic needs from what one hears, and mobilize resources to meet
them. Also important is being able to help create a vision that people can follow, which
should be based in what we hear from other people. Mr. Gruhl’s model of leadership is one
that embraces selflessness. He told me developing a plan of succession is extremely
important, and that he sincerely hopes that the person that replaces him will do a better job
than he did.
The last question I asked Mr. Gruhl was if there was anything we should be careful
to avoid in our work with the neighborhoods, any areas where we should exercise caution.
He told me that we need to understand that we would be working with a different cultural
demographic than the ones to which many of us were accustomed. He told me that many
people in the neighborhood viewed the world with a different lens than the students of this
class, and we needed to understand we were dealing with a different cultural dynamic. He
stressed the need for us not to be judgmental, and to try and view the world from their
perspective. We can do this, he said, through holding conversations with members of the
neighborhood. He told a story about how much he had learned about racism in America
from having a black roommate at Ohio State. We too, he told me, must strive to learn about
life for people in this neighborhood, and not come in with preconceived notions of what life
is like for them.
My interview with Mr. Gruhl provided many useful insights. His position in the Job
Center gives him an astute perspective on the assets and issues of this neighborhood. He
was clearly passionate about what he does, and about seeking to help people. What he was
most passionate about was leadership, and their seemed to me to be much wisdom in his
stress on listening. It struck me as very similar to the Fitz Center principles of advocacy‐
based inquiry and broadly shared vision. He and the center are great assets to the Carillon
and Edgemont communities.
Scott LaPoint ................................................................ Interviewed by Diana Savastano
Scott oversees all four business operations at the Love’s Travel Stop located in
Edgemont, next to I‐75. He handles the finances and hiring for Hardee’s Restaurant, the gas
station, the tire repair shop, and the convenience store. Scott is very much a technical
leader. Despite his friendly demeanor and inviting smile, it was very clear he runs a tight
ship.
Though relatively new to the area Scott recognizes several assets within the
community. Above all else, Scott sites location as the greatest asset of Edgemont and
Carillon. From a business point of view, the neighborhoods’ geographic location is superb.
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Love’s choosing to build a travel stop in their particular location was very strategic,
according to Scott. Close proximity to a large interstate highway, a large university, and
downtown Dayton, sets the business up for heavy traffic.
Scott outlined an interesting situation regarding the relationship between the
community and Love’s Travel Stop. At first, when there was original talk of opening a Love’s,
the community was 100% against the idea. The negative connotation of a “truck stop” was
not something the community members wanted in their area. Love’s and other travel chains
have been working very hard, however, to remove the stigma surrounding truck stops. For
one, the businesses are now almost universally referred to as travel plazas or travel stops.
Scott indicated many measures have been put in place to uphold a safe, family‐friendly
environment. Love’s buildings and parking lots are very well lit, clean, updated, and well
kept.
As far as issues within the community, Scott sited one of the most popular answers
we had discussed in class: stigma. He compared the stigma of Dayton to the stigma that
surrounds truck stops. The two are very similar in fact. Scott was surprised by the lack of
pride residents have in Dayton, almost to the point that individuals do not want to admit
that they are from Dayton. The negative attitude about one’s hometown really holds the
city back according to Scott. Originally from the Toledo area, Scott has seen this type of
attitude before. Though perhaps many a decade or so ahead in this process, Toledo has
started revitalization efforts. Scott mentioned efforts such as tearing down abandoned
buildings and community eyesores as a good place to start.
The stigma of the neighborhood costs Scott an extra $22,000 a month! Because of
the reputation of the area, he takes precautions such as increased surveillance, 24/7 armed
security, and Brink’s transportation of money to the bank. This money could be in Love’s
profits and invested back into the property and the area, but instead unfortunately it’s
spent on making customers and employees safer because of the stigma of the area. Scott is
the second general manager that has been in charge of Love’s Travel Stop #427. The first
manager, though a fve‐year veteran of the Love’s company, only made it seven weeks at
the Edgemont location before he quit. Scott indicated the stress of the area was a large
factor in the preceding manager’s departure. The transition has not been easy for Scott
either; a shooting occurred at the Love’s on only the second day of his employment. Since
that time, due to the extra measures Scott has taken and the slowly changing stigma, there
have been no incidents at Love’s Travel Stop.
When I told Scott how the seminar indicated Love’s Travel Stop as an asset to the
community he was very pleased. He informed me that Love’s is very proud to be a part of
the area. The Love’s Travel Stop is new to the community and is already generating a profit.
According to Scott, Love’s has brought over 50 jobs to the Edgemont and Carillon
neighborhoods. Almost all of Scott’s employees walk to work from the surrounding
neighborhood. Additionally, Love’s brings increased consumer traffic to the area,
encouraging the growth of other businesses on the far side of the I‐75 interchange. Scott
also indicated that though unwelcome at first, the undeniable fact that Love’s took a vacant
lot and developed it into a $7millon property speaks for itself. The business generates a
large sum of property and local taxes for the community as well as provides business and
employment opportunities. Scott related a good relationship with the Dayton Police
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Department and apparently they have told him that crime rates are down in the area
surrounding Love’s.
I asked Scott about possible future greater involvement with the community. He
indicated a recent fundraiser for which Love’s sponsors generated approximately $2,000 for
the Children’s Miracle Network. He said it’s the first step towards greater participation in
community events. Scott indicated that Love’s owned much more land on that side of the
I‐75 interchange than they’ve used. This land not only generates extra tax money for the
area but also is a potential business location for another venture. Love’s has plans to open
either a hotel of a storage locker facility on the additional land although that is a few years
off.
NOTE: My interview of Scott was a little different than it was indicated on the assignment,
right away he informed me not only is he new to the Dayton area, but he does not live in
Edgemont or Carillon and doesn’t really consider himself a community member. He does
recognize, however, how important Love’s is to the community. Additionally, Scott is well
educated and runs a large business. Scott was involved in community engagement in his
hometown of Toledo while in school. He really understood the purpose of this seminar and
focused our discussion on very similar points that we have covered in class. I interviewed
Scott more as a resource on the business side of community issues and assets rather than a
community member. Though not specifically an Edgemont resident, Scott has a great
understanding of the assets and challenges that face the community.
Herbert Lewis ...................................................................... Interviewed by Tess Keener
Mr. Herbert Lewis is a long‐time resident of the Edgemont Neighborhood in Dayton,
Ohio. Of his 50 years living in the neighborhood, he spent the leading 45 of those employed
in the plating technology industry and the most recent five in retirement. With the free time
he has found in retirement, Mr. Lewis has dedicated a majority of it to volunteering at the
Edgemont Community Center and Solar Garden. Mr. Lewis does not have an official
leadership title or position at either of these community gathering sites, but he does
possess the qualities of a leader. A leader, as Mr. Lewis describes, is a person that others
should follow and that deserves respect for the knowledge and wisdom he can share with
and teach to others. According to Heifetz’s Leadership Without Easy Answers, Herbert
Lewis’ approach to his leadership role in the Edgemont Neighborhood would be considered
adaptive.
In his retirement, Herbert Lewis focuses his leadership abilities toward helping the
Edgemont Neighborhood. His adaptive style helps him to identify challenges within the
community and start discussions about how to overcome those obstacles. He believes that
by helping with various projects and jobs throughout the community, he can inspire and
lead his neighbors to be more active community members, without having to pressure them
to come together for the betterment of the neighborhood. Mr. Lewis allots a portion of his
community leadership time to working at the Edgemont Solar Garden. Here he spends his
time repairing gardening and lawn care equipment, working with large volunteer groups on
organized projects, and assisting with small jobs and projects that need completed between
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the garden and adjacent community center. Spotted throughout the Edgemont
Neighborhood are vacant and abandoned houses and lots. The City of Dayton has started
efforts to tear down these houses throughout the entire city, but has boarded windows and
doors to prevent internal activity during the interim until demolition. To prevent the
abandoned houses in the Edgemont Neighborhood from becoming unsightly until the City
has the resources to tear them down, Mr. Lewis has been taking the initiative to mow the
lawns of those lots on his street every time the grass and weeds grow too high. Truancy
among students in the neighborhood is a challenge facing the community. Most Edgemont
parents leave for work before their children load on the bus for school in the morning.
Concerned about the education of this young generation and the increased drug use in the
Edgemont Neighborhood, Mr. Lewis takes it upon himself to ensure that the young students
do in fact catch the bus each morning. If Herbert notices that a particular child is not getting
on the bus every morning, he will check in with that child’s parents to alert them that their
student may be skipping school, so the parents are aware of their child’s activities.
Herbert Lewis dedicates such a large portion of his time to leading through
volunteer work in the Edgemont Neighborhood because he recognizes the assets within his
community and the abundance that can flourish from their utilization. Mr. Lewis recognizes
the Edgemont Community Center and Solar Garden as assets to the community. The pair
offers hands‐on learning experiences and workshops for families and individuals of all ages.
The community center has a large gathering space to host community meetings and interact
with neighbors. There is also a computer center in this building for residents to utilize and
become better acquainted with technology. Mr. Lewis also recognizes the schools
surrounding Edgemont as great community assets because, as Mr. Lewis noted, they
provide great places for the neighborhood kids to learn and gain a promising education that
can help them to secure jobs in the future. Herbert Lewis has spent a majority of his life as a
resident of the Edgemont Neighborhood and would like to be a community leader to bring
his neighbors together to recognize and utilize the assets they have to build a safe,
beautiful, friendly neighborhood.
Dean Lovelace .......................................................... Interviewed by Katherine Gonzalez
Dayton City Commissioner Dean Lovelace has been leading and influencing life in
Dayton for many years in various different capacities. He started out volunteering with his
Boy Scout troop in elementary school, moved to city planning, and later became influential
in neighborhood leadership groups in addition to being the longest‐standing Dayton City
Commissioner.
For Commissioner Lovelace, leadership has many levels. He has been a City of
Dayton elected official for the past 21 years, having been elected as Dayton’s City
Commissioner in 1993. Before that, he had worked for the City of Dayton as a neighborhood
planner for ten years. He was also elected as the local Dayton president, and later Ohio
president, of the African‐American political party called the Black Political Assembly. In all of
these posts, he found himself in a formal position of authority. He won those positions by
increasing his informal authority over several years by working with Dayton residents and
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fellow neighbors on many projects as a citizen. After earning their trust and respect, he was
granted authority under many titles over the course of his career.
As a neighborhood leader, he was coordinator of the Northwest Priority Board. He
visits his constituents often and knows most neighborhood officials by name. He talks with
residents to prioritize the issues brought forth in neighborhood meetings to create a
problem‐solving agenda. For instance, the Monsanto Research Institute had a laboratory on
Nicholas Road which Mr. Lovelace said manufactured nerve gas. According to research that
I conducted, sources such as the Wall Street Journal state that the site actually
manufactured polonium as an ingredient for making nuclear bombs. Whatever the known
information at the time, the Edgemont neighborhood strongly expressed a need for the
facility to be taken out of the neighborhood. Mr. Lovelace coordinated protests outside of
the laboratory and used his contacts and influence as an elected official to bolster the
neighborhood’s efforts and make sure that the initiative achieved its goals.
As a citizen, he first considered what kind of leader he could be when Edgemont
neighborhood icon Mattie Davis asked him what he was doing for the Edgemont
neighborhood. She was at the time the president of the Northwest Priority Board, a
neighborhood icon, and a beloved mentor to all. She taught him the importance of going
out into the community and doing good works on his own, of giving of his own time and
talents to make a difference in the Dayton community. It was then that he helped develop
what would become the Edgemont Solar Garden, and he learned about gardening while
helping to give that neighborhood initiative the push it needed to get off the ground and
become a sustainable program. Most of the people that worked beside him didn’t have
gardening experience before they started volunteering, but by learning new skills from a
few neighbors that were master gardeners, they took a small idea and turned it into a pillar
of the community.
Commissioner Dean Lovelace’s leadership style is clearly adaptive, as our in‐class
readings suggest. As an elected official, he molds his agenda based on the situations that
are identified as issues by Dayton neighborhoods, and the resolutions are a fusion of
strategies that he and other officials have encountered and also the resources that are
available in neighborhoods. He takes into account not only what neighborhoods currently
have, such as green space that is available for gardens or youth camps, but also what
Dayton neighborhoods might possibly be in the future. As a citizen leader, he adapts his
abilities and knowledge to what is needed by the neighborhood. For him, being a leader
isn’t a question of resolving one issue or answering isolated questions from Dayton citizens
and then moving on—it is an ongoing and fluid process.
Commissioner Lovelace mentioned that Edgemont is a place dear to his heart
because it has so many positive attributes. The neighborhood’s sense of social enterprise is
well‐developed in its community garden and neighborhood programs. It holds a summer
camp where children learn about the microcosm of a neighborhood economy, as well as the
Edgemont Neighborhood Center where residents themselves administer their own
nonprofit organization that provides several services to the community. The Edgemont
neighborhood has focused its efforts on many challenges over the years, such as shutting
down the Dayton Steel Foundry on Miami Chapel Road which was emitting so much soot
that it became a danger to the area. He and the Edgemont neighborhood coordinated
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consistent efforts to force the foundry to eventually shut down, and after its pollution
violations were reported, it was levied the highest fine in Ohio history according to
Commissioner Lovelace.
Although Edgemont does have several strengths, issues also continue to plague the
area. Many residents are aging. Unemployment is also at a high rate at this point, and there
are several vacant buildings that create a nuisance for visitors and residents alike.
Commissioner Lovelace has several possible solutions, however, that he would like to
resolve in his own style of pairing contacts with neighborhood residents. For example, there
is a vacant building that was formerly called Sunshine Biscuit on Cincinnati Street near
Elizabeth Place which he would like to see converted into an assisted living facility. It could
be a resource for area residents as they age, possibly to provide a local place for older
residents to live permanently while also being close to places for rehabilitation and medical
attention should they ever need it. Saint Mary Development Corporation may prove to be a
good partner for the project, should he successfully use his informal influence to move that
idea up the neighborhood’s issue agenda.
Curtis Mann .................................................................... Interviewed by Amanda Silcox
Mr. Mann is an older gentleman who lives in the
Carillon neighborhood across from Virginia McNeal Park.
He couldn’t hear me very well and didn’t always know how
to answer the question so he would often say something
that did not relate. However, I think this worked out well
because I got to hear more of his own thoughts not just
answers to the questions that I asked him. I could tell that
he was getting tired so I tried to keep the interview short.
When I invited him to our community meeting, he said he would do his best to be there.
1. Does this person consider herself/himself a leader/a neighborhood leader?
Mr. Mann said that he did consider himself a leader, but at first he was hesitant to
describe himself that way. I thought this showed how humble this man is. He added that
he thought most people considered him to be a fair and good leader for the community.
2. What leadership role does he play?
Mr. Mann said that he was trusted with the money and is treasurer (I am assuming for
the Carillon Civic Council). He said that he has been treasurer for the past 10–20 years
and that he may be stepping down soon because it is a lot of work and he is getting
older!
3. Describe the leader’s approach to the role.
This was a hard question for Mr. Mann to answer. When I tried to ask if he thought he
lead by example, he seemed to agree and said that he just did exactly what he was
asked to do. For the Carillon picnic, he had to get the money from the bank in order to
buy all of the food. He said that he didn’t use any of the money to buy things for himself
or his family; he simply did his job.
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4. How does the leader think as a citizen? As a professional? As an elected official? As a
civic leader?
Mr. Mann thought about this question for a while and then pointed to the house next
door. He stated that they could do whatever they wanted over there, that it wasn’t his
business. He felt strongly that everyone was free to do whatever they wanted as long as
it didn’t affect his family. He also said that he felt people should take better care of their
property and the alleyways. This would give a better look to the neighborhood but again
he said “it’s none of my business.”
5. Does the leader try to build consensus or a shared vision? How?
When asked, Mr. Mann simply agreed with my question and stated that he thought it
was a good idea to have a shared vision and that this would help the community as a
whole but did not go into any details.
6. What are Carillon or Edgemont’s greatest assets?
This question stumped Mr. Mann but he eventually listed Welcome Stadium, which was
currently hosting a large band competition. He said that he thought it was great that the
stadium and UD Arena brought schools, families, and even famous people like the
President of the United States to the Carillon neighborhood. He went on to say that the
media says a lot of bad things about these neighborhoods, which he felt was unfair but
that there aren’t jobs in the neighborhoods and most kids leave when they are grown.
7. What are the biggest challenges she or he faces in Carillon or Edgemont?
When I asked this question, Mr. Mann directed my attention to a car parked at the end
of the street. A number of men were participating in what seemed to be suspicious or
illegal behavior and he again said that he tried to mind his own business. I could sense
fear in his voice and I could tell that even though he loved his neighborhood, this was
not the type of environment he wanted to live in. He did add that people throughout
the neighborhood know him and will say hello as they walk down the street, even
though he may not know them!
8. How can we, as a seminar class, be most useful?
Mr. Mann directed his answer to this question to UD as a whole. He seemed to see UD
as a real asset to the community and was glad that UD was working on lots of projects in
the Dayton area as well as potentially buying up land near the river. Mr. Mann was glad
that UD took over NCR because it kept life in the area. The old, unused building did not
become an eyesore in the community but has been well kept. When he spoke about
NCR, he reflected on all the jobs that had been lost in the area over the years.
I asked Mr. Mann if he had any final words for me and he simply stated that he tries
to live by the phrase “you can’t judge a book by its cover.” Throughout the interview,
Mr. Mann repeated the theme of minding your business and leaving people alone. At
first, I felt like this was very contrary to the idea of community, of living with others.
After some thought however, I realized that accepting the people around you (for their
gifts as well as their flaws) is actually a very neighborly thing to do. Mr. Mann also stated
that throughout his life, he has tried to do everything from the heart and treat
everybody right. We are all human, he said. I felt very lucky to have been able to spend
this short time with Mr. Mann and I think that we could all learn a valuable lesson from
him and the wisdom he has gained over the years.
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Ken Marcellus ........................................................................ Interviewed by Erika Page
Ken Marcellus is an employee of the city of Dayton Planning Department. He has a
leadership role but prefers to be called a facilitator because he is paid for his work
influencing others. His main role is to provide information and resources to the citizens, as
well as acting as a mediator between the communities and the city of Dayton. He works
hard to be transparent in his actions and be supportive of the community by connecting
them with the appropriate sectors of city services to strengthen their relationships and
voice their concerns. Ken works to shepherd the process of convening and making decisions
in the community while not giving his personal opinion. Providing information often can
make people dependent on him. He has to be careful because there are times where he is
not personally confident in the proposals made by the community, but he gives them the
relevant information and lets them make the decisions. He works to build a consensus
around city policies, and if, for example, the community does not like how a civil service is
being managed he can connect them with the appropriate individuals to talk and create
change.
Ken grew up in Dayton and has watched many changes in the community. He
believes that every community struggles with the same problems, but that larger
communities have the problems magnified. He considers Dayton to be doing really well,
compared to most communities of similar size. Because of Ken’s educational background,
he sees things beyond the moment and has watched changes occur in Dayton that his
education taught him would take place. According to Ken, Dayton has an incredible spirit of
innovation and creativity. The members of the communities that have stayed are loyal and
are strong willed in finding new ways to support themselves. Ken feels privileged to be a
part of the community. He believes that the biggest assets to the Edgemont and Carillon
communities are the residents, the history and the legacy that they carry. He also sees the
solar garden, small businesses and the schools as assets.
Ken was recently assigned to the Edgemont and Carillon communities, but the
biggest challenges he faces are that generally communities only come together to talk
about a problem, not to create a positive change. He believes in the value of fellowship and
the ability of a collective mind. The majority of the community is elderly and retired, which
can hinder support of projects that are long term, because they want to see the results. A
large challenge for the city is to productively reuse abandoned spaces. Edgemont and
Carillon are primarily residential, with many abandoned spaces environmentally unfit for
habitation. Ken attests that a shift in the mindset of how to use abandoned spaces can
create an opening for industry that will give the neighborhoods a competitive edge. The
definition of neighborhood has to be different, one that includes business clusters creating
industry and stability. He also believes that because of transportation and technology, the
necessity for the neighbor has disappeared. People have lost connectivity to their
neighborhood because they didn’t grow up there and resources can be brought in from
outside.
Ken helps communities with empowerment activity putting value in “who’s here and
what’s here” not in “who was here and what was here.” He helps them to identify goals and
objectives and gives them a broader perspective on community development. The culture
of “going out and getting yours” has further aged the population because children have
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been encouraged to leave and they don’t come back. A culture of disinvestment is
something that Ken works to remedy from the communities which he is assigned to. Ken
also commented that it is easier for the city to get funding for specific community projects if
the projects have already begun and are succeeding without prior city assistance,
suggesting that the “build it and they will come” mentality will work well for the
communities.
Angela McElroy....................................................................... Interviewed by Olivia Hirt
Angela McElroy is the daughter of Della McElroy, Edgemont Coalition president.
Angela did not describe herself as being a neighborhood leader, but she did speak about the
influence of her mother on her life and perspectives as a community member. Angela grew
up in Edgemont, attended Dayton Public Schools until 9th grade before attending boarding
school for grades 10 through 12. She majored in psychology and works in automotive
manufacturing. Angela is involved in the local church, helps run the bookstore, and
participates in community activities, including a summer enrichment program. Angela is
also a licensed foster mother.
Angela described her life style as simple, stating that she doesn’t need much, but
emphasized the importance of a nice clean neighborhood. It is disheartening to see weeds
and broken glass cover the streets and sidewalks, Angela explained, and it invites more
trash and people breaking things. She said that there is not much violence that she has
seen, other than crimes of opportunity. Things have been stolen when neighbors move in in
the middle of the day when no one is out and about watching the neighborhood.
Angela has good relationships with her neighbors and stops by for a chat if there is
time. She keeps toys out on the front porch for the neighborhood kids, who are always
running around, to come by and play with, as long as they show respect, care, and share the
toys. One of the main concerns expressed was the topic of everyone in the neighborhood
getting along. Angela had heard of an instance of some of the neighbors being mean to a
Latino couple that had recently moved into the neighborhood.
There seems to be a gap between the established residents in the neighborhood and
the new residents. Angela described her mother as a figure that people associate with
“getting things done.” The respect for Della McElroy stems from the established residents,
while the new residents keep to themselves. The younger people are disengaged from the
neighborhood and tend to keep to themselves. Angela spoke about the how nice it would
be if the neighborhood hosted events and everyone came out, not just those residents that
already know one another. Something in the neighborhood to bring everyone together
would be a future goal of Angela. There is no unifying force in the neighborhood, but there
could be. It would be great if the new residents felt welcomed in order to become engaged
in the neighborhood.
Angela spoke about the walking circle at Richard Allen School (not in operation),
where she walks. It might be beneficial to the neighborhood to clean it up, make it prettier,
and create a new space for social gathering, where neighbors could come together, even to
walk in the mornings or evenings.
This neighborhood is considered easy access by Angela, where you can get
anywhere in 20 minutes. This is Angela’s favorite part of the neighborhood and is an asset in
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bringing people into the neighborhood, where many assets already exist and the potential
for more is great.
Della McElroy................................................................... Interviewed by William Steele
Mrs. Della McElroy, or Miss Della as the
neighborhood calls her, has been a fixture in the Edgemont
neighborhood and community for many decades.
Throughout that time she has helped many people by
being a neighbor, friend, mentor and/or grandmother
figure to those she has met. When I interviewed her she
had been working at the Edgemont Neighborhood Center
(ENC) all day where she volunteers relentlessly. This little
pint‐sized lady has tons of energy and zest for life.
When asked if she considered herself a leader in the community, she said she didn’t
feel she was and instead viewed herself as a “worker.” She hopes that people in the
neighborhood see the work she does. She leads by example. She doesn’t take her work at
the ENC lightly and works there all day many weekdays. She would like to spend more time
with her grandchildren and great grandchildren, but she realizes that her time volunteering
is very important as well.
She wishes there were more men who would take time out of their busy schedules
to volunteer as well. Appealing to them is a big concern of hers since she believes they
might have mechanical skills that could be utilized in the center. In fact, as we were chatting
a gentleman named Herb came into the ENC to check on things in the center. After he left,
she told me that he helps out fixing some maintenance equipment such as lawnmowers and
weed eaters. He is known in the neighborhood for being a handyman of sorts. She wishes
there were more people that would volunteer their time like him.
As the president of the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition, a member of the
Innerwest Priority Board and other community organizations, Miss Della is very much aware
and concerned about the needs of the neighborhood. The association has lost a lot of
members. When reflecting on what has happened to people in her neighborhood and what
could be done to get more engaged in helping, she said that she has noticed that people’s
attitudes changed. She understands that the single individuals and families in the
communities have to work. She knows they have student loans and other responsibilities on
which they must focus. She admits there are materially poor people in the neighborhood.
She also feels that there are other groups of young people in the community who use the
government to live off of instead of getting a job. That is why she encourages young people
to get an education. She gives them advice that is balanced and fair.
For example, she mentioned to me about a young single mother who stopped by the
ENC earlier that day who was having a job interview. She told her to wear good clothes,
speak properly, and to dress and act like a lady. She wants to lift people up and encourage
the next group coming up. She feels strongly that the younger generation needs to help out
more and that the older people are the ones taking the lead. She feels that if the older ones
weren’t helping, the ENC would be in serious trouble. She compares those who volunteer in
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the community to being on a boat and she feels it is time for some of the young people to
“step on aboard.”
Part of her role is to get more people active in the community and engaged in
improving it. At one time they used to go from door to door handing out fliers to get more
people involved and informed about their meeting and events. Today, email is used to
contact those in the neighborhood but they still call or give fliers to older folks who don’t
have email. At times, she says the lack of participation from the neighborhood can be
discouraging. “It takes people to get things done” and this is done by making connections
with individuals in the neighborhood. There are those in the community who she feels are
shortsighted in their thinking. She feels that many individuals look around the
neighborhood and feel things aren’t getting done and therefore it is pointless to help. She
believes these individuals should “step up and help even if it is an hour or two a week.”
Elaborating on this point, she feel that if everyone devoted a couple hours a week then it
would alleviate her working there all the time. It would allow the dedicated individuals to
rest or go run some errands or spend time with their grandchildren.
With all the work she does, Miss Della still makes time to do other work in the
community. She is also a board member of the Innerwest Priority Board. Regarding this
position, she mentions how hard it is to find people to come to these meetings. She
believes that there are a small number of businesses in the community and cheap land that
will probably be industrialized again, but until that time she feels that the community
should be kept “livable.”
When we spoke about building a shared vision for the community, she mentioned
how she believes in building consensus and developing a shared vision with the city. She is
well aware and understands how it takes work and patience getting around city hall to get
things accomplished. About city hall, she mentioned how there are a lot of politics involved
as well, but she believes they, along with the people in the neighborhood, should work
together or as she says “get in the boat.” She wants to get those in the neighborhood to
join together.
Her vision is that she wants it to flourish. She wants the younger generation to carry
on what the older generation has started in rejuvenating the neighborhood. In addition, she
would like the neighborhood to be a nice place for children to live, play and grow.
Elaborating on the children, she mentioned how it would be great to have more community
projects or groups that stirred up innovation and excitement in the neighborhood children.
She would like everyone in the neighborhood to work together to make the neighborhood
better for future generations.
When reflecting on Edgemont’s greatest assets in the neighborhood, she was quick
to mention the businesses in the area. She knows that these businesses have the financial
resources to contribute to the neighborhood. Some businesses have done that and she feels
as new ones move in the neighborhood they are great organizations to collaborate with to
help improve the community.
One of the biggest challenges she says the neighborhood faces is stability. She feels
that the neighborhood’s future is in jeopardy and there is a need for more individuals to
“step up” and take time out of their busy lives to volunteer in the neighborhood. When
asked about what the seminar class could do to assist the neighborhood, Miss Della said “to
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help figure out how to get the community to work together and people to do more to
volunteer and help in the neighborhoods.” One thing Miss Della told me was she wasn’t
about to get off the boat anytime soon but would like someone else to help do the rowing
and steering.
Julia McNeal .................................................................. Interviewed by Alexis Niekamp
I interview Mrs. Julia McNeal. She is a retired school teacher who taught for 25 years
at Kiser Elementary. She has lived in the Carillon neighborhood for the past 30 years with
her husband. They have two daughters who grew up in the neighborhood. After her
retirement, Mrs. McNeal began volunteering at Salem Missionary Baptist. She explained
that she involves herself in many community meetings, as well.
Today, Mrs. McNeal explained, there are not any more schools in the Carillon
neighborhood and that the children travel to surrounding schools. She remembered that
when she left Kiser Elementary, there were many things that needed improvement and said
it was the same in other elementary schools around. Further, the children had become
harder and harder to discipline over the years. She noted that she often sees middle‐school
boys outside in the neighborhood. She suspected that there is not much for that age of kids
to do in the neighborhood. She spoke about activities in a park in the neighborhood that
she and another woman orchestrated. She said they often had to fight for the park to not
be torn down. A local hospital paid for the park to stay. Regrettably, she admitted that
neither she nor the other woman ran these activities anymore. This may be a reason the
children appeared to have nothing to involve them today, she suggested.
This brought us to our next discussion. Mrs. McNeal detailed that the neighborhood
has to fight often and that is why she involves herself in community meetings. Further, she
used to serve as the secretary for the association as well as other committees. Because of
this, among other things, she considers herself a leader and will continue to attend
meetings.
Unfortunately, she explained, the younger generations do not feel the need to attend
meetings. She thinks they simply do not care to attend or do not care about the
neighborhood. She suggested this is probably because so many of the houses in the
neighborhood are rented to people who have not been there long enough to invest time
and will not stay long enough to ever invest in the neighborhood nor teach their children to
do so. This brought up the issue of public safety. She feels it is not safe any more because of
a lack of caring from the neighborhood residents as well as bad relations with the police.
Years ago, the residents felt comfortable calling the police when they noticed something
suspicious. Today, the residents do not look out for each other as much and do not have as
good of a relationship with the police staff. Because of those two variables, Mrs. McNeal
explained drug and thefts have increased in their neighborhood. She said that those who
have been in the neighborhood a while still look out for each other, but unfortunately it is a
much smaller circle of people today.
Her biggest desire is to somehow teach the younger generation to start to care and
invest interest and attend community meetings. If they can care about the neighborhood,
changes will happen.
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Barb Pinson......................................................................... Interviewed by Alex Brogan
Barb Pinson has been a resident of the Carillon
neighborhood since 1963. She recalled that back then the
neighborhood was well‐kept and different from how it is
now. Virginia McNeal was the heart of the community by
bringing community members together through block
parties, kids’ field trips, etc. The neighborhood felt safe
and everyone knew each other. Now, her street (Harriet
St.) is still well‐kept but she notices vacant houses that
are not well‐kept, trash on lawns, drug crime and lack of
commitment to the community. While Barb would not call herself a leader, it was evident to
me that she is a leader. Barb is heavily involved in the community by attending the
community meetings, leading a community prayer group, working with young women
dealing with bad situations at home and so much more. She says, “I help where I can,” but it
is clear that this community would not be the same without her. Barb leads by example; she
goes to her neighbors and encourages them to get involved with the community and attend
community meetings. She takes charge when she finds a problem about which she is
passionate. For example, she was instrumental in getting the Virginia McNeal Park named
for Mrs. McNeal.
One of the greatest assets, in Barb’s view, is the attitude of most community
members to make a difference. This has the stipulation that those specific community
members are older and have lived in the neighborhood for many years. She identified many
possible projects that have been discussed or are her ideas which tells me that many people
are motivated to create change. It will be implementing the ideas that will be a challenge.
Barb’s main focus is to help educate young people. She feels that some of the most urgent
challenges in the community have to do with the younger generations.
One of the first issues is young women who are not educated do not know how to
make good decisions about their lives. She sees many young women in her community who
make choices about relationships, their body and family that they would not make if they
were educated about “how to be a lady.” Also, young people do not know how to act
professionally and, in turn, are not able to find jobs. Many of the challenges that Barb
identified had to do with high school age children. Lastly, there is not a recreation center in
the community. While Barb identified the Virginia McNeal Park as a major asset to children
for recreation, she wishes there was a fully equipped center for the community.
Some projects that Barb stated to tackle these issues were to create an etiquette or
professional class for teenagers in the community. She thought this might be facilitated
through UD students in order to help inspire high school age students or younger to make
higher education one of their goals. Barb identified the Ware Banquet Center as a possible
partner in this project. Barb’s previous job was at Montgomery County where she worked
with young women who were dealing with bad marriages. This experience gives her good
insight on the needs and challenges of young people in the Carillon and Edgemont
neighborhoods.
Another project proposed by Barb was clear signage for the Virginia McNeal Park
parking lot. Barb’s house, on Harriet Street, is right in front of the park and she noticed that
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it is being used more. While she is excited about this, she says that people drive on the
grass. This increases maintenance fees which makes it harder for the community to keep
the park nice. Some signage or concrete blocks on the parking spaces would help prevent
driving on the grass. This could be an easy way to improve the park for all community
members.
One last project that Barb proposed was a “beautification program” to tackle the
problem of vacant houses and unkept lawns. Getting some volunteers on the weekend to
clean up vacant lots could vastly improve the community’s morale, worth and attitude. It
could be a factor to attracting people back to the neighborhood and getting people to stay.
This could be a group of volunteers from the neighborhood as well as UD students in need
of service projects. I believe this would also be an easy way to improve the community.
However, it would need a committed community member to organize it.
All in all, Barb Pinson is a quiet leader in the Carillon neighborhood. She has many
ideas to improve the community. She is very involved in the community meetings. Her door
is always open to community members who need help or just want to talk. I am sure that
she is not the only community member with many good ideas to improve the well‐being of
the citizens of the Carillon and Edgemont neighborhoods.
John Wesley Ramsey ......................................................Interviewed by Jasmine Lahoud
Arbors at Dayton, a Nursing and Subacute Center, is a major asset in the city of
Dayton. It provides quality, cost effective long‐term nursing care and short‐term
rehabilitation solutions. It can accommodate up to 106 residents, and is populated with a
variety of residents from their early 20’s up to nearly 100. The center is able to accomplish
this by providing services through a highly engaged and motivated team, like the
administrator John Wesley Ramsey who I had the opportunity to interview.
John Wesley Ramsey has been the Arbors of Dayton administrator for several years
now and although he does not live in Dayton, he plays a very important role in the
community, has a lot of experience in the city, and much to say about it. Regarding assets,
Mr. Ramsey is particularly fond of the history of Dayton, which has led to the significant role
the city has in research and development in fields like industrial, aeronautical, and
astronautical engineering. Other assets include the Job Center, provided family services,
Carillon Historical Park, and Kindred hospital, among many other businesses.
Although, the lack of businesses within the residential areas near the University of
Dayton Arena is a major issue. Up until I‐75 there is nothing but a small mart as well. There
are no places to eat either and restaurants located on the other side of the river will not
deliver to the Carillon neighborhood. Furthermore, there are many abandoned homes that
are far from aesthetically pleasing, Mr. Ramsey spoke for not only himself but for the entire
neighborhood by saying they should be torn down.
Among the many assets and issues Mr. Ramsey spoke of, our interview continued
with the discussion of opportunities. The Elizabeth Place houses over 85 businesses and
although at first thought it is assumed to be an asset, Mr. Ramsey did not consider it so until
the $2.4 million dollar investment it received recently. This health center has many empty
rooms and is old and worn down, and Mr. Ramsey along with myself believe it has potential
to truly become what it once was.
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Lastly, Mr. Ramsey and I spoke about how we, as a seminar class, can be most
useful. He recommended we begin by surveying the Carillon neighborhood asking questions
such as, “What would be nice to have here?” and “What is missing?” There is a lot of
growth in the City of Dayton as a whole, just not in the Carillon neighborhood. He also
stated that if we get the neighborhood involved in the projects we plan to carry out and get
them to actually help in building for example, a park, they will be less likely to trash it.
Pat Rickman.................................................................. Interviewed by Beverly Johnson
I had the pleasure to interview Mrs. Pat Rickman,
president of the Southwest Community Development
Corporation. This tremendous woman has done it all; she
has been a “guardian angel” at General Motors when she
first settled in Dayton, due to her training and support for
new workers. Now, she serves as a community leader and
an activist for West Dayton and insisted that I note that she
is a volunteer and that she is unpaid as well. One phrase to
describe her: she definitely keeps it real. Born and raised in Compton, her leadership and
activism came naturally. She was raised in that type of family setting where engagement
and crusading were the norms; her mother was an activist known as “Big Mama.” She spoke
for all, regardless of race. And Ms. Pat is definitely fulfilling her mother’s legacy by her
numerous efforts and achievements today.
She speaks for those who cannot speak for themselves and this is seen in her
involvement with the city politics. Her leadership is hands‐on; “I don’t expect anyone to do
anything I would not do,” Pat says. She is definitely a leader with a thought process of a
citizen. As a citizen, she would like to see more resources coming into the areas that need
them most. Also, she would like to see people stop coming into the poorest neighborhoods,
doing studies for the state, and leaving once the research is complete. “Nothing ever
materializes out of the studies.” Speaking with other citizens, according to her, everyone is
on the same page—they are tired of all the studies, the disappearing faces, and the lack of
change. “One can study all they want, but if they are not helping the people bring sources of
revitalization, or establishing relationships and interactions with the people, then the
studies are wastes of time.”
Pat tries to build consensus and feels that’s her problem. She identified gangs,
homelessness, abandoned houses, “people issues”—black on black crime, and mistrust of
the police (for various reasons) as the key issues of the Southwest District. She stated that
she’s not saying that all of the police and city government officials are bad; the people too
have a part to play within the shared vision. At her monthly neighborhood meetings, she
brings the neighborhoods together along with the police and all the necessary city officials
that need to be there, in order to build consensus. The meetings give the people a chance
to hear issues the officials and police have and the people are able to openly share their
complaints as well. The major issue she faces as a leader is participation, depending on the
subject.
“The young people are not going to participate. They don’t believe what we believe.
They believe that if they’re participating, they should get paid. They don’t believe in
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volunteerism and it’s hard to pull them in.” Mrs. Rickman has a youth program, called
Summer Youthworks, through the Job Center, providing summer employment for teens
ages 14‐ 17 for six weeks and they get paid through the Job Center, but she provides them
with the work, which is community work. According to her, if they were not getting paid,
they wouldn’t have signed up. If they don’t see any direct benefit, they are not going to
partake in it. Also, especially on the west side of the city, there are no movie theaters, no
recreational facilities, and no skating rinks. In addition, teens have this mindset and they
believe what their parents have told them—in this part of the city there’s nothing but
negativity. The Southwest District has all of the homeless shelters except for three. The
district entails shelters for families, men, single women and kids, along with the Job Corps,
the women’s prison, three or four landfills, the wastewater treatment plant, and all the
probation and parole officers, along with the county and sheriff department, and prisons.
This is where the pull of negativity comes in with the Southwest.
The teens feel that if you go across the bridge, everything is booming. They have to
go way out to the malls, to the movies, to the skating rinks, and even to the grocery stores.
There’s no energy in the west side. If major agencies and organizations were to establish
some type of facility that pertained to the youth, the youth would more likely be involved
with the improvement of their community. There are gang issues because of the fact that a
lot of the teens come from broken homes, single parents, or families with no love and they
are simply joining for the sense of love, unity, and just someone to talk to.
After explaining the abundant community concept, I asked Pat to identify the assets
within her community, Madden. She identified the library and two Dayton Public Schools.
She thinks the library is a good thing because not only does it help job seekers, it also helps
younger students, who can go to the library and have access to the internet and other
academic tools. The library also helps the homeless men and women by providing
information about jobs and homes. Her views and feelings about the Dayton Public Schools
are leaning on the opposite side of the spectrum, compared to her feelings about the
library. Pat doesn’t like the way the school system is changing. When they have a qualified
younger teacher, the system tends to put them in the backseat and they keep the tenured
teachers, and a lot of them have reached the retirement age or are close to it. The system
tends to keep these older teachers longer instead of promoting the younger educators from
within. In her opinion, the schools seem to be participating in nepotism. “Not only do the
schools do it, the cities do it, as well as a lot of businesses.” She really doesn’t like the
nepotism aspect of the school system because she has seen a lot of well‐qualified younger
teachers that came in with new intellectual ideas, and they were put to the side for an older
teacher with tenure. This plays a tremendous role in students’ readiness and overall
academic success in the long run.
I then asked her how UD and other major institutions could help the Southwest
District become abundant and bring out their gifts and assets. She talked about UD’s
involvement with Edgemont’s solar garden and how we are a community‐minded
university. I then expanded upon my question, asking about sustainable projects. She
mentioned that she would like to see Sinclair, Central State, or even UD implement a
program similar to the Hard Camp which originated here in Dayton. This program involved
Catholic students coming into urban Dayton communities each year spending a week
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planting shrubbery, painting, and cutting lawns. Two years ago, they came into Southwest
and did a two block beautification project—which was probably about 12 or 13 houses. The
students painted, installed new gutters and doors onto homes, planted flowers, and cut
lawns. In her eyes, that was sustaining because it beautified that two block area and
transformed the worst of the worse homes, blending them in order to reestablish the
wholeness of the neighborhood. The project was hands‐on and the people really
appreciated it. She thinks that beautification projects like the ones implemented by Hard
Camp should be implemented all year round. As a seminar class, we can be most useful by
participating in SWPB’s Fall Program. This involves the raking of leaves for the seniors and
those that do not have bags or the ability to rake and tend to their lawns. When asked
about her vision for the Southwest District and urban Dayton communities as well, her eyes
lit as she spoke of grocery stores and shopping centers. Urban Dayton is a tremendous food
desert and she expressed concern that there are no major grocery facilities that are in
walking distance, especially for the elderly.
After my interview with Pat Rickman, I could see why she was referred to as a
“guardian angel.” On September 18th, she had a ribbon cutting ceremony for her new Tot
Lot, covering 400 feet, at the corner of Weaver and Randolph Streets in Madden. Pat said
that her neighborhood was formerly occupied by older citizens until the city tore down a
mass of apartments and complexes, moving young mothers into houses, and they had a lot
of children with no safe space to play. In Fall 2013, the Southwest CDC received a grant
from Miami Valley Fair Housing for their positive vacant land project proposal, the tot lot.
The lot was purchased through the City of Dayton’s REAP program. With the additional
support from Waste Management, Dayton Public Schools and other community supporters,
the lot was designed for the recreational use of children ranging from 2‐5 years old in the
neighborhood. She’s amazing.
Emily Sanders ..................................................................Interviewed by Caroline Glynn
Emily Sanders takes a technical approach to
solving the problems of the neighborhood, combined
with adaptive strategies to implement those solutions.
Sanders is a member of the Edgemont Neighborhood
Coalition but noted that she would like to establish a
neighborhood association in order to enforce lawn care
and property codes. This would serve as a solution to the
technical problem of abandoned and neglected
properties, which are a significant hindrance to
neighborhood growth and vitality. Sanders suggested the establishment of a lawn care
business to provide young residents with jobs while promoting the aesthetic value of the
neighborhood. Sanders serves as a great visionary leader in the neighborhood and has an
eye for the details of neighborhood aesthetics.
In her area of expertise she can best lead through the management of technical
problems while also proposing adaptive solutions to the larger problem of vacancies, tax
evasion, and the aging population. She has assisted in the development of a business plan
for the Edgemont Solar Gardens and proposed a neighborhood assessment carried out by
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the Neighborhood Coalition. From her observations and interactions as a resident, she has
noticed that many houses are rented out and consequently uncared for, as they are not
locally owned property and do not have personal or emotional value to those living in them.
She also proposed a program of financial literacy to build the knowledge of both young and
elderly people in the neighborhood regarding taxes. In this way, she is also a leader in
finding solutions to adaptive challenges. She has acknowledged both the technical challenge
of run‐down properties, and the adaptive challenges of tax evasion, abandonment and
population decline.
Renee Shepard .................................................................... Interviewed by Wensen Zhu
The Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition was
formed in 1978 by a small group of visionaries who set
off on an incredible journey of self‐help which has
resulted in several remarkable accomplishments
including Edgemont Community Center, Solar Garden
and Edgemont Youth Enrichment Project. I had the
pleasure of meeting with Renee Sheppard, one of the
board members of Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition
at Edgemont Neighborhood Center office.
Although living somewhere else, Renee has already been contacted, working and
involved in Edgemont Coalition for 30 years. Ninety percent of her everyday time is spent
on working with other board members or in the Edgemont community. In Renee’s opinion,
being a leader can be fun and easy at times, because there are people who are nice and
willing to offer their help. For example, one elected official helped Renee with the business
plan of the garden. He helped her identify how many flowers they need to sell and how
many seeds they need to buy. With his involvement, there were UD priests and brothers
who came to Edgemont neighborhood and helped with maintaining the garden.
“Networking was crucial; we always need help from different people.” There are
people who helped with agriculture, taking care of buildings, filling out forms, building and
maintaining greenhouses voluntarily. “That was the heartbeat,” said Renee. People in the
community did that because of great neighborhood pride, which is a great asset in
Edgemont neighborhood.
A good leader must have a direction, knowing what the team needs to work on, and
he or she must have a plan for the team to reach the goal. At the same time, getting help
from other people is also a major part of a leader’s job. Renee told me that as a leader, it is
important to realize we always need a team to get the job done. And help from volunteers,
for example, and money and networking resources will allow the team to become more
efficient and professional. The other thing leaders need to do is make sure there is always
fresh blood to join the team. That will also help the team to maintain relationships.
Although Renee got her degrees in administration and business, she is more willing
to identify herself as a civic leader, she said: “My role is flexible; however, I think I am doing
what is needed to be done.” Considering her job as maintaining civil rights, Renee talked
about the Edgemont Coalition with people from other civic group consistently. Being a
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member of NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People), she
shares her vision of Edgemont Coalition at NAACP’s activities very often.
Besides redeveloping the greenhouse, preserving the neighborhood history is also
one of Renee’s focuses. Renee mentioned one thing she really wants to do is write a book
to show the history of the Edgemont Neighborhood, and tell stories about people who used
to live here and helped with building the community.
Renee mentioned there was an example from her own experience that showed the
importance of having University of Dayton and other institutions as collaborators. Within
the Edgemont Neighborhood Coalition, there is not a position for people who can write
grant proposals. Limited by the budget, the Coalition turned to scholars in University of
Dayton for help. The scholars wrote the grant proposal in a very professional way and did
that without asking for any payment. Edgemont got the large grant from the city and used
the money to build a building.
In Renee’s opinion, one problem facing by the Edgemont neighborhood is housing.
Although there are a lot of vacant houses they have been torn down, there are not enough
rebuilt or using of the vacant land. Edgemont Coalition will be more active in helping with
developing the Edgemont community. They make plans and programs every year. The
Edgemont Coalition right now is trying to rebuild its networking, with the passing of the
former director. Edgemont Coalition’s new leaders need to reconnect with some of their
former partners and donors. As a seminar class, we could help them to find resources they
need to realize the plan and accomplish their goal.
At the end of the interview, Renee asked me to bring her appreciation to all the
students “Anything a student did for the community has been appreciated, and that helped
a lot of people.”
Officer Ron Strehle, Officer Devin Portis and Becky Gaytko .............................................
Interviewed by Ian Dollenmayer
I had the pleasure of interviewing three leaders
in the Dayton Police Department’s (DPD) participation in
the development of the Carillon and Edgemont
neighborhoods. Although the leaders do not approach
problems in exactly the same way, their shared
affiliation with DPD beautifully demonstrates the
department’s commitment to serving the city of Dayton
in whatever way the law and the people demand.
My first interview was at the Chief’s Office with Becky
Gaytko and Officer Ron Strehle. Becky took on the role of special projects administrator for
the department roughly four years ago, transitioning from Planning and Development
where she had spent 17 years previously. Ron, a veteran Dayton policeman, is the crime
prevention officer for the West Patrol.
As members of DPD’s administration, Becky and Ron tend to operate from a
higher altitude, directing and facilitating the department’s efforts and programs so that the
officers and staff who are actually on the beat can implement change in the community.
Their approach is both technical and adaptive. As persons in law enforcement, their primary
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goal is to enforce the rules of society and ensure the safety of the people of Dayton.
Therefore, to some degree, their work focuses on catching suspects, targeting patrols, and
studying crime data to facilitate their mission. In this way, they lead technically, as such
leadership applies law enforcement models to a given situation in order to achieve a
desired outcome. This is the objectivity inherent in the law.
However, Becky and Ron also lead in an adaptive way. The unpredictable reality of
crime means that establishing a patrol or analyzing data cannot simply alleviate the
problem of public safety. DPD wields tremendous resources, but the allocation thereof must
be evaluated and altered to meet the needs and aspects of the community at large. In this
way, Becky and Ron are adaptive, listening to the reports of their officers and community
members to determine how to better their programs and more effectively appropriate the
department’s officers, equipment, and reputation. Listening to their officers and others
allows Becky and Ron to establish a consensus of information and opinion from which to
effectively act and coordinate efforts.
My second interview was with Officer Devin Portis. As a patrolman, his experience
contrasts that of Becky and Ron. Devin is on the streets, seeing firsthand the problems that
need to be addressed. He had much to say regarding the drug trade in Dayton, explaining
the specifics of Dayton heroin and the types of clientele such activities attract. As an officer,
Devin believes that he is able to do his job best when citizens recognize, respect, and
cooperate with him and his fellow officers.
Achieving this goal of trust and collaboration is not possible with any objective
solution. Instead, Devin adaptively involves himself in the community however he can.
Recently, he participated in his full capacity as a policeman with a cleanup of the Solar
Garden at the Edgemont Coalition. Activities like this truly invigorate him, allowing him to
give back to the city he has lived his whole life in. Devin believes that such positive
interactions with officers can change citizens’ opinions of the police for the better if they
are sustained.
Throughout both interviews with all three people, the common asset identified
remained the same—the residents of Carillon and Edgemont. The largest and richest police
department in the world, which DPD certainly is not, cannot have officers everywhere at all
times. It is here that the residents come in. Residents must communicate with each other
and the police. In engaging with each other, a broader network of accountability and
selfless concern will be formed, increasing the safety of the neighborhood and the
possibility of justice when that safety is violated. By interacting with DPD, the police can
better comprehend the crimes and issues plaguing the community, establish more accurate
crime maps, and more efficiently respond when duty calls. The mutual benefits from
communication with residents are seemingly infinite, making the residents of Carillon and
Edgemont the greatest asset to public safety.
Due to these interviews, I am empowered to continue studying the situation in order
to determine how to better involve the residents with members of the police force. Becky,
Ron, and Devin all highlighted the genuine compassion of the Dayton Police Department;
they just need a little assistance with their mission. I hope to be able to encourage Carillon
and Edgemont to provide that assistance.
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Mary Varnado ................................................................ Interviewed by Youssef Farhat
When Mary Varnado, president of Carillon Civic
Council, describes Arlene Smith a president of the Westwood
neighborhood, she does not hesitate to stress “Even at the
age of 83, Arlene walked daily with her husband in the
neighborhood, every day, every morning.”
Similarly, Mary and her husband, a trucker who
passed last December, went on foot around the
neighborhood every day. She grew up in Carillion, after she
was born in Lexington, Georgia in 1942, and moved with her family to Dayton in 1962. As
Mary was part of the neighborhood association (just like her brother who stayed in
Georgia), and the youngest among the members, she volunteered to be president. “When
in the moment, you don’t have to think. I just put myself out there. When they all voted and
left, that’s when I asked, “What am I going to do?”
The Regional Neighborhood Network is an organization of 20 cities in five states
(Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio and Tennessee) that has sponsored a Regional
Neighborhood Network Conference (RNNC) for and about neighborhoods since 1987.
Dayton is an original RNNC member. As a president, Mary took advantage of this annual
conference designed by neighborhood people for neighborhood people, giving attendees
the tools to take back to their communities and continue to improve them. “All conference
attendees have an opportunity to network with regional neighborhoods and learn about a
variety of innovative programs and topics from other cities.”
When I asked Mary about how would she advertise this leadership role in a
newspaper? She did not show reluctance in listing the following:
‐Someone who grew up in the neighborhood
‐ Up to date and technologically inapt.
‐ Peoples’ person: Know the people, talk to them, bring them together for
conversation, and be available for people’s calls and needs when an issues arises.
How does the leader approach their role?
“They call me, and I tell them how to fix it, or at least refer them to the right person.
All I do is give them a phone number to the city services, and the right department. But it
makes their problem easier. If it wasn’t that sort of a problem, rather someone saying
they’re hungry, I’ll figure out how to provide food. If the call is because someone is sick, I’ll
drive or have someone drive them to visit a doctor. And most of the time, I put myself out
there.”
According to Heifetz and based on our conversation, I believe that Mary is more of a
technical leader as she addresses the issues answering questions like: How can we provide a
problem identification? What are the external threats and how to protect the neighborhoods?
What is the recommendation that we can come up with that helps restore the order and
therefore maintain the norms.
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Does the leader try to build consensus or a share vision? How?
A leader should not be selfish. A leader needs to be involved, yet clear.
Confusion should not occur. And “I don’t like confusion.” Be straightforward, and provide a
“dry explanation” of the situation. Don’t expect everyone will be pleased, satisfied. However,
as you are clear, they understand all different factors. But also be willing to compromise. You
have to, because this is about a shared vision.
How does the leader identify herself?
I’m a volunteer‐elected resident of this neighborhood. And the reason I want to step
down is because I would be selfish if I stay. The neighborhood needs younger voice, more
involved, and effective and efficiently network with all residents via communication
channels such as social media. “And that I can’t do. I don’t want to hang on to that just to
be president. There is a common good at stake, the betterment of this neighborhood. I
believe that Gwen Buchanen will be a great addition to the neighborhood, she is a very real,
practical and thinks how to address the problem from its roots, not just fix it for now.”
Referring to Heifetz, you could tell that when talking about Gwen, Mary feels a new
frame of understanding leadership, less technical but inclined towards adaptive approach as
Gwen faces and understands the struggles and the nature of the problems in the
neighborhood, and instead of fixing the problem and providing answers, she thinks of
means to provide “protection from the threat” (as Heifetz would word it).
How can, we as seminar class, be most useful?
You are being useful right now, and making a difference just this moment. By learning
today, you will change tomorrow as you become a citizen and work for or in the City of
Dayton.
In the long run, the University of Dayton alumni have proven that they make impact
in the communities they serve. A UD alumnus is an assistant to the city manager of Bellbrook
and is example of a young public servant in leadership.
In the short run, you can help by providing feedback from your perspective – as you
can think outside the box. We can no longer identify our assets and issues in an objective
way. Your youth and energy can be reflected in ways and ideas on how our community
members can network, promote the assets in this neighborhood and attract more residents.
“You visited us, how did you feel? If you only share what you felt, that is a great help.”
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Jeannette Ware ............................................................. Interviewed by Sydney Antolini
More than anything, Ms. Ware serves as a
resource for the people in her community. A lot of
people come to her when they are in need of something
or are looking for an outlet to their problems. She directs
them to the places they need to go and the specific
people that they need to talk to. She tends to serve as
the liaison between the community and the city
government, as she knows a lot of people and is very
involved with the government. Ms. Ware is not one to sit back and watch things happen,
but rather, gets involved for the sake of her community.
Ms. Ware exemplifies an adaptive leadership role. Her emphasis is on enabling the
community, rather than simply providing them directly with the things that they need. Is
such a way in which she guides her community towards the resources they need, rather
than simply giving them what they ask for.
One of the things Ms. Ware said that really stuck out to me was her principles in
running the Ware Banquet Hall. She heavily emphasized that she did not have the banquet
hall to make money…that was not the concern. She owned the banquet center because it
gave the community a place to convene in times of need, a funeral for example, or a
celebration, like a wedding. She is not here to make money; she is here to establish a place
where the community feels welcome. When I mentioned another banquet hall, she scoffed
and said “They charge you if you are in there five minutes late…ridiculous! How can you kick
people out when they are in a funeral or birthday celebration!?” With this, I can clearly tell
that Ms. Ware deeply cares for her community and has compassion for the people in it.
In speaking with Ms. Ware, I got the sense that she took her role as a Dayton citizen
very seriously. She is not afraid to confront the city government about issues she sees
within her community and how they can help her. For example, the empty building across
the street has been vacant for years. The building is visually unappealing and simply needs
to be torn down. Ms. Ware has exhausted all her efforts in attempting to get the city to tear
it down (to no avail). Even though she was not successful, she still took advantage of her
rights as a citizen to get things done in her community.
Unfortunately, Ms. Ware did not see a lot of assets in the community. I think,
however, that the Ware Banquet Hall is one of the biggest assets. It provides such a strong
gathering place for the community. She did, however, mention the UD Arena as an asset for
the neighborhood as it employs a lot of the community citizens.
One of the biggest issues that Ms. Ware identified was the lack of grocery stores and
pharmacies. A large portion of the community population is elderly and is unable to
conveniently get to a grocery store or pharmacy. The closest grocery store is the Kroger on
Wayne St. and the closest pharmacy is over in the Wright Dunbar neighborhood. With this
comes a whole new set of issues, such as access to fresh fruits and vegetables and food
insecurity.
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Another issue that she mentioned was the lack of after‐school programs/recreation
for the kids in the neighborhood. A lot of the kids have nowhere to go after school and are
unsupervised before their parents get home from work. With this lack of supervision comes
mischief, crime, and safety concerns.
Ms. Ware serves as the liaison in her community, directing people to the resources
they need and using conflict‐resolution to solve problems. She uses many different people
and sources in attempting to fix issues, such as involving different government figures and
organizations in the problem solving process. For example, relating back to the vacant
building issue, Ms. Ware did everything in her power and involved everyone she knew into
finding a way to tear down or renovate the vacant building. While there are many issues
associated with this problem, it is important to involve multiple people and parties to
address the entirety of the problem.
Overall, I really enjoyed getting the chance to talk with Ms. Ware. She has so much
to offer to the community and really loves the people in it. She has such a genuine
compassion!
Jermaine Wilkerson ............................................................ Interviewed by Jason Hayes
Mr. Wilkerson is the humble and down‐to‐earth owner of the Edgemont
neighborhood barbershop, Platinum Cuts. He considers himself to be a leader in the
community, but not in the stereotypically authoritative or position‐driven sense of the
word. Instead, Mr. Wilkerson leads the children and young people of the neighborhoods by
being a consistent positive influence in their lives.
The vast majority of male children that grow up in these neighborhoods get their hair
cut by Mr. Wilkerson from early childhood all the way through high school and into
adulthood if they stay in the neighborhood. As these children grow up they come to trust
Mr. Wilkerson and talk to him about their aspirations, things they may be struggling with in
their lives, or anything else that comes to mind. Mr. Wilkerson takes on the vital role of a
consistent male influence for many of these kids, something that the majority of them do
not have at home. According to the Social Explorer, of the 30 percent of households with
children under 18 in 2010, only five percent had a consistent father figure. His position in
the neighborhood has the potential to have a major impact on each individual child and the
youth population as a whole.
Mr. Wilkerson’s approach to his leadership role is about as adaptive as possible. He
holds no technical position in the neighborhood, nor does he create neighborhood
programs or design improvement plans. Instead, he listens and talks to his neighbors about
whatever in on their mind, and helps to give them advice and hope in times of distress.
Additionally, he has been known to take role as a leader and mentor outside of his shop and
into the community when there is a need for it. Just last year he helped to start a basketball
league for boys ages four to seven in the neighborhood, and coached a team himself.
Mr. Wilkerson is a citizen of the neighborhood because he is constantly building
community and relationships with others. He gets to know a wide variety of individuals
throughout the neighborhood on a personal level, and has the ability to connect people
with similar interest who never would’ve come together otherwise. He is also able to build
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consensus around ideas and programs in the neighborhood through these conversations.
He is able to individually address people’s concerns and spark interest in different ideas and
programs for those who haven’t heard of them.
Overall, Mr. Wilkerson thinks that the community is positive and that it’s getting
better despite the hit it took in past years. He noted that Love’s gas station has become a
positive anchor in the neighborhood and brought more people and resources to the
neighborhood. Additionally, he stated that the solar garden is a great asset that the
community currently possesses. It has the capacity to generate jobs, income, and fresh food
through growing flowers year‐round and vegetables in the summer.
The main issue that Mr. Wilkerson noted is that young people sometimes get into
“riffraff” because there’s nothing for the community to offer them. He stated that the parks
are in bad shape and all the community centers, including Linda’s Center and Westwood
Center, have closed down. Since there isn’t a community base for the children, most of
them just hang out on the streets, and many of those that are old enough move away
because they don’t feel like the neighborhood has anything to offer. Mr. Wilkerson believes
that getting the young people involved is extremely important, and that building a
community center so that they have an anchor in the neighborhood to come together
around is one of the most helpful things our seminar class could do.
Rev. Carlton Williams............................................... Interviewed by Samantha Kennedy
Rev. Carlton Williams is the pastor at Mt. Olive Baptist Church and is an important
leader in the church and in the Edgemont community. Before coming to Edgemont, he was
a police officer in Washington D.C, then moved and worked in Lebanon, Ohio, for 11 years,
and in 2005, came to work at Mt. Olive. He began preaching 23 years ago, but he never
planned to be a pastor. However, the community realized his gifts and talents and called
upon him to use those gifts and he accepted that call. In 2001, he graduated from the
International Apostolic University in Richmond, Indiana, with a B.A. degree in Theology. In
2003, he graduated from the Payne Theological Seminary in Wilberforce, Ohio, with a
Masters in Divinity. “He is currently pursuing his terminal degree in Ministry from the
United Theological Seminary. He has extensive training in a variety of areas, including:
community issues, cultural diversity, and family development.”
Pastor Williams is not only a leader in his church, he is an active leader in the
Edgemont and Dayton communities. Mt. Olive Baptist Church is an incredible asset to the
community through their various ministries, food pantry, HIV clinic, prison ministry,
education initiatives, and the Community Drop‐In‐Center. Pastor Williams is a critical leader
in the church’s engagement with the community. He helped the church conduct a year‐long
study, following the community promise model, to assess what was occurring in the
community. A majority of this assessment involved sitting around and watching to see what
the biggest needs were. Then, they found out what was needed in the community and
began to take steps to create change. Some of his goals in the church are to integrate
services and to expand their mission. He discusses how the food pantry has been in
operation for over 40 years and now they are trying to shift it towards an empowerment
model rather than solely charity.
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Part of Pastor Williams’s leadership philosophy is that people will tell you what they
need if you ask, and you can witness much of that need by being present and attentive.
Additionally, he focuses on empowerment and community buy‐in. An important part of
community buy‐in is asking those whom the church is serving to help volunteer with those
services. He also is a strong believer in collaboration and collaborates with 10‐15 churches
throughout Dayton as well as local priority boards, which he views as the “gateway to the
community.” He views the church as a beacon of light and his vision is “to create an
atmosphere where people can get healing and wholeness.” He views his church as a model
for liberation which provides services to the community not only on Sundays, but when the
community needs it most.
Pastor Williams not only thinks as a religious leader, but he also thinks as a citizen
and civic leader. When he is not in school or serving as pastor, he is working at Wright State
University as the project manager of Brothers to Brothers/Sisters to Sisters Substance
Use/HIV AIDS Program where he has become an expert in HIV/AIDS statistics and
community awareness. He is actively involved with civic engagement and calls upon Dayton
leaders to enact change in the Edgemont neighborhood. He is involved with lobbying and
tasking elected officials in the city to witness what is going on and make a difference. He
talks with them and challenges them to clean up the neighborhood, change policy, and in
his words, “treat us like Oakwood.” Pastor Williams uses his experience as a police officer to
engage in being a civic leader and lobbying for these important changes in the community.
Pastor Williams strongly believes that “when you change the conversation you can
change the community.” He strives to make a difference in community by answering the
needs that are most present and this involves pushing the envelope on certain areas that do
not necessarily make the community comfortable. If he faces pushback or opposition, he
tries to create consensus by preaching and teaching from the Bible to bring about an
awareness and sense of responsibility and inclusivity through biblical reasoning and
examples.
One of the biggest assets he sees is the involvement in the community. He sees a
growth of involvement with the city and local peoples and he sees more involvement and
passion now than when he first entered the community. Additionally, he views the priority
boards as an important asset to the community.
Some of the biggest challenge that faces the Edgemont according to Pastor Williams
is a need for someone to invest in the community. Additionally, he discusses how there is
no grocery store and he sees people lugging groceries around from far away. He also sees
old and dilapidated housing that the city is starting to tear down, but someone needs to
build it up. Another weakness is the community is easily divided over issues, but the key to
bringing people together is education. He also touched on issues with the elderly
community and corruption as well as many younger kids on the streets without programs or
places to go.
In discussing the role of this seminar, Pastor Williams articulated that collaboration
and a willingness to listen to the people is important. I will reiterate his view that if we ask,
people will tell us what the need and want. He told me “continue to stick with what you are
doing. Do what your passion is and continue to continue.” This passion will keep us going.
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Additionally, it is critical for us to see what is occurring in the neighborhood and help
articulate and help create a plan to move forward.
Gerald Williams ................................................................ Interviewed by Alvina Sayani
Gerald Williams has a dual leadership role of being a business partner of both the
Peak Security Agency and the Ware Banquet Center as well as an active representative of
the Carillon Civic Council. As a citizen and professional, Mr. Williams is always thinking of
ways to better the community and has taken several initiatives to forge a bond with local
businesses. Some examples of neighborhood programs he has actively participated are
“Dayton is Yours” and is working with PNC Bank in launching a financial literacy program
geared towards the elderly residents.
As a civic leader, Mr. Williams supervises community initiatives, including the several
community meetings that have been held. Gerald’s leadership builds consensus by proudly
utilizing the Ware Center to host community meetings and Integrated Product Teams so
that residents have had every opportunity to be heard. Gerald strongly believes that the
people of Carillon and Edgemont are the biggest assets of the communities because it is
with their support that the Ware Center has been a success. Lastly, he envisions the
University of Dayton and these neighborhoods to engage in further collaboration and
greatly appreciates their accomplishments for his community.
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Nuisance Properties – Carillon and Edgemont
1420 Alwidly
1533 Alwidly
1501 Alwildly
1266 Alwildy
1511 Alwildy
1619 Alwildy
402 Bolander
311 Bolander
541 Bolander
818 Campbell
726 Cincinnati
911‐913 Cinnati
1054 Danner
924 Danner
1247‐49 Dietzen
1512 Dietzen
744 Edgemont
841 Frizell
828 Frizell
1453 Hochwalt
413‐415 Hopeland

154 Kirkham
647 Latham
619 Miami Chapel
1315 Miami Chapel
1035‐37 Miami Chapel
629 Miami Chapel
1120 Noble
929 Reist
324 Smith
526 Smith
522 Smith
1443 West Stewart
1322 Swisher
1513 Tampa
1431 Tampa
705 Ward
720 Ward
122‐124 Watterson
1513 Weaver
1425 Weaver
1127 Wildwood

E

1141 Wildwood
1189 Wildwood
33 Willard
1252 Wisconsin
1248 Wisconsin
1316‐18 Wisconsin
1257 Wisconsin
1205 Wisconsin
1241 Wisconsin

Data from City of Dayton, Department of Housing
Inspection
Special thanks to Dennis Zimmer for the information

Vacant Properties ‐‐ Carillon and Edgemont
Vacancies
Commercial Vacant
Industrial Vacant
Industrial Vacant
Industrial Vacant
Industrial Vacant
Industrial Vacant
Industrial Vacant
Industrial Vacant
Commercial Vacant
Commercial Vacant
Commercial Vacant
Commercial Vacant
Commercial Vacant
Commercial Vacant
Commercial Vacant
Commercial Vacant
Commercial Vacant
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home
Vacant Home

Address
919
203
209
211
213
219
221
223
1513
1017
1001
901
903
607
707
701
703
1121
1141
1157
1189
1125
1201
1229
1231
1247
1245
1220
1152
1146
1332
1320
1352
1348
1346
1344
1335
1466
344
339
331
308

Street
Miami Chaple Rd
Hopeland St
Hopeland St
Hopeland St
Hopeland St
Hopeland St
Hopeland St
Hopeland St
Germantown St
Cincinnati St
Cincinnati St
Cincinnati St
Cincinnati St
Cincinnati St
Cincinnati St
Cincinnati St
Cincinnati St
Wildwood
Wildwood
Wildwood
Wildwood
Wildwood
Wildwood
Wildwood
Wildwood
Wildwood
Wildwood
Wildwood
Wildwood
Wildwood
Bancroft Rd
Bancroft Rd
Danner Rd
Danner Rd
Danner Rd
Danner Rd
Danner Rd
Tampa Rd
Hopeland Road
Hopeland Road
Hopeland Road
Hopeland Road

F

Neighborhood
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Edgemont
Carillon
Carillon
Carillon
Carillon

G

SCHOOLS ATTENDED

H

I

J

K

L

M

N
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